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Abstract 
 
Nina Hasche (2013): Value Co-Creating Processes in International Business 
Relationships. Örebro Studies in Business Dissertations 7. 
 
This thesis focuses on value co-creating processes in international business 
relationships, where customers and suppliers have different frames of refer-
ence that create a distance, often expressed in terms of uncertainty between 
the customer and the supplier. This tension between developing co-
operative business relationships in order to co-create value versus handling 
uncertainty, misunderstandings and conflicts based on perceived distance, 
makes an interesting arena for exploring how the value co-creating process 
is formed in international business relationships.   

In this thesis, a customer-supplier perspective is used. The thesis rests on 
reasoning and concepts discussed in the field of marketing, where literature 
on value co-creation forms the theoretical foundation of the thesis. Three 
case studies of co-operation between Chinese customers and Swedish sup-
pliers operating in the Chinese automotive industry have been carried out 
so as to obtain an in-depth picture of the value co-creating processes in 
international business relationships.  

The main contribution of the thesis is a nuanced phraseology which 
should prove fruitful when discussing value co-creating processes in inter-
national business relationships. The notion of value co-creation in interac-
tive processes is further developed by discussing value through a business 
relationship and value in a business relationship, where value co-creation 
includes both individual value for customers and suppliers respectively and 
common value for both parties to share. The concepts of conversation, co-
ordination, collaboration and co-generation capture the process of co-
creating value between international customers and suppliers with different 
frames of reference. The concepts constituting the phraseology can be seen 
as generally applicable, but the content of the different concepts discussed 
varies between business actors, across cultures and over time. By discussing 
the temporal dimension of past, present and future in this thesis, the devel-
oped phraseology infer the notion of continuity instead of short term inter-
action episodes often discussed in other types of value co-creation frame-
works.  

Keywords: Value, co-creation, perceptions, interaction, co-operation, process, 
international business relationships, China. 
 
Nina Hasche, Örebro University School of Business 
Örebro University, SE-701 82 Örebro, Sweden, nina.hasche@oru.se 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
This first chapter discusses the area of interest and provides the reader with 
a point of departure. The chapter aims at enlightening the reader on the 
background of the study by discussing assumptions made and perspectives 
chosen in this thesis. The purpose and research questions are also discussed 
and stated. This first chapter ends with an outline of the thesis.  

     

1.1 Area of Interest  

The phenomenon of interest in this thesis is value co-creation in interna-
tional dyadic relationships, where value co-creation can be regarded as the 
essential purpose of customers and suppliers engaging in business relation-
ships (Bjerke & Hultman 2002). When customers and suppliers consider 
entering into business relationships, both parties anticipate that the benefits 
of the relationship will be greater than the sacrifices to be made (Turnbull 
et al. 1996). Value co-creation shifts the focus from the actual activities 
performed by one company to the activities co-created in a business rela-
tionship, where the customer and the supplier are co-creators of value in 
interaction with one another. (Normann & Ramirez 1993; Ramirez 1999; 
Normann 2001) In this thesis, it is assumed that value co-creation takes 
place in interactive processes between customers and suppliers, where the 
business relationship between the customer and the supplier is seen as the 
context that creates the conditions for co-creating value in interactive pro-
cesses. A customer-supplier perspective is used, where both the customer’s 
and the supplier’s views are of interest. The understanding of how a focal 
customer-supplier relationship co-creates value in an interactive process is 
still in its infancy (Ulaga 2001; Ulaga 2003; Walter et al. 2001, Payne et al. 
2008). 

As markets continue to become global, an increasing number of compa-
nies are committed to the search for growth opportunities beyond their 
domestic market, and thereby venture into the unknown. International 
business relationships pose special problems, since these types of relation-
ships are established between companies from different cultural contexts 
(Wiley et al. 2006). There is a general consensus in the literature that com-
panies collaborating across national borders must adjust to a foreign na-
tional culture and be prepared for challenges such as differences in lan-
guage, business practices, political and legal systems, and economic envi-
ronment as well as industry structure. (Hallen & Wiedersheim-Paul 1984; 
Evans & Mavondo 2002; Sousa & Bradley 2005; Sousa & Bradley 2006) 
These differences are largely a consequence of different value systems, i.e. 
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frames of reference (cf. Ravald 2008), which create a distance between 
customers and suppliers in international business relationships, often re-
ferred to as psychic distance. The distance exists in an individual’s mind 
and depends on how he or she perceives the world. It is the individual’s 
perception of the differences between the home country and the foreign 
country that shapes the psychic distance concept. (Sousa & Bradley 2005; 
Sousa & Bradley 2006) Most definitions refer to three major categories 
that constitute the distance, i.e. differences in culture, business practices 
and environment (Prime et al. 2009). 

Many authors argue (see e.g. Hallen & Wiedersheim-Paul 1984; Evans 
& Mavondo 2002; Sousa & Bradley 2005; Sousa & Bradley 2006) that 
similarity between countries facilitates interaction between companies, 
while dissimilarity may hinder it. International business relationships are 
built on platforms consisting of different experiences, perceptions and 
evaluations between the customer and the supplier involved (Buttery & 
Wong 1999). Thus, it can be argued that customers and suppliers involved 
in international business relationships have different frames of reference, 
where frame of reference can be interpreted as a set of ideas, conditions, or 
assumptions that determines how something will be approached, perceived 
or understood (cp. Ravald 2008). Accordingly, there may be differences in 
the perceptions of the customer’s and the supplier’s views on why they do 
business together. One actor1 in the relationship does not always know the 
motives behind decisions made by the other part, the aspects of an offering 
that is appreciated by the counterparty, how one actor positions the rela-
tionship in comparison to other relationships that the partner has or even 
whether any comparisons are made at all. Given the fundamental nature of 
value, it is crucial for companies to comprehend the mechanisms and 
means of value co-creation and also the benefits and sacrifices that are to 
be made (Walter et al. 2001). 
 

                                                      
1 Actors as a concept have different meanings for researchers representing different 
schools of thought. The notion that companies are actors, in the sense that they act 
with determination, is common to most of the literature on business management. 
The reasoning is based on the assumption that companies have goals, shared and 
pursued by individuals in organizations and that those goals guide the behaviour of 
the individuals. (Elbe 2002, cp. Håkansson & Snehota 1995) In this thesis, the term 
actor intends customers and suppliers as companies. However, it should be borne 
in mind that companies act through individuals, according to their frames of refer-
ence.  
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1.2 Background of the Thesis 

My journey as a PhD student contains two phases, where the first phase 
was reported in a licentiate thesis titled Developing Collaborative Custom-
er-Supplier Relationships through Value Co-Creation (Hasche 2006). The 
purpose of the licentiate thesis was “to create an understanding of the val-
ue co-creating process in customer-supplier relationships.” Concepts such 
as exchange, interaction, relationship development and value co-creation in 
business relationships constituted the starting point of the work2.  

A case study was carried out to gain an in-depth picture of the value co-
creating process in a business relationship, where both the customer’s and 
the supplier’s view was of interest. The case was placed in an institutional 
and stable Swedish setting governed by legislations and regulations. The 
customer, the Technical Office in Zeta Municipality, was a politically ruled 
organisation that invited subcontractors to a public purchasing process 
regarding maintenance of the water and sewage system. Subcontracting of 
municipal activities was relatively uncommon at the time. The supplier, 
Alpha, who was a new actor in the municipality, needed to expand their 
business in order to retain their workforce. Alpha had experience of main-
taining hydropower plants, but the company had no practical knowledge 
of maintenance of water and sewage systems. The situation was new for 
both parties involved. However, both parties knew the rules of the game 
before the relationship started, and both shared an understanding of the 
prevailing business conditions and practices. The customer and the supplier 
shared a similar frame of reference based on the pre-understanding of the 
Swedish environment, culture and business practices (cf. Prime et al. 2009). 
The case study described a value co-creating process in which the two par-
ties were bound together from the start by a two-year contract that was 
followed by a three-year contract. The length of the contracts gave stability 
to the value co-creating process discussed from day one. The value co-
creating process investigated illustrated that the customer and the supplier 
perceived the value co-created as expected value, desired value, unantici-
pated value and received value. 

 

1.3 Outlining the Problem 

“In China, it is all about benefits versus sacrifices. If I do something for 
you ... I expect you to pay back at some time in the future. This is im-
portant to know about China. It is about deriving benefits on every possi-
                                                      
2 Some of these discussions have been used again in this thesis and are marked with 
footnotes in the text. 
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ble occasion (...) I was visiting a Chinese customer that showed me a unit, 
of which the customer bought 5,000 pieces per year. The customer said 
that we could get the order and deliver 5,000 units per year instead of the 
current supplier. I asked how much they paid per unit and the customer 
answered 750 RMB3. I kept quiet, while my colleague continued to talk 
about everything and nothing. After a while, the customer asked me why I 
was so quiet. I said that I was thinking of the units he showed me earlier 
and that I wondered if he could give me the business card of the company 
delivering the units. The customer thought that the question was strange 
and asked what I meant. I explained that the price the customer paid per 
unit was much lower than our production cost. I added that it would be 
better for us to start buying the units from the customer’s current supplier 
instead of producing the units ourselves. After that remark, the customer 
and his team excused themselves. After a couple of minutes, they came 
back and explained that they were wrong and that they pay 1,450 RMB 
per unit instead of 750 RMB per unit. No one in the room pretended that 
they had tried to play me! If I were to visit a customer in Europe and offer 
the customer a unit for 2,000 RMB  when the customer knows that the 
unit cost approximately 1,000 RMB +/- 5%,... the customer would ask me 
to leave the room and never come back. (…) I feel uncertain here. I am not 
confident with the information I get, since it is permissible to bluff. No one 
is ashamed of lying straight to your face.” [Sales manager at a Swedish 
company]    
 
The quotation illustrates the high level of uncertainty involved in conduct-
ing international business. It shows the fear that often exists when the dis-
tance between the parties is perceived as unbridgeable. It demonstrates the 
insecurity in not knowing enough about a certain culture, its business con-
ditions and the practices used. It illustrates an “us and them mentality” 
that is often mentioned in relation to international business. However, the 
issues exemplified by the quotation are in sharp contrast to a value co-
creation perspective. Most value co-creation frameworks contain only posi-
tive explanations, lacking negative accounts, associated with value co-
creation. The market is viewed as an idyllic space in which actors are sup-
posed to co-exist harmoniously, assuming that actors benefit equally from 
their interactions (Fisher & Smith 2011). I find the tension between the 
high level of uncertainty involved in doing international business and a 
value co-creation perspective very interesting to discuss further in this the-

                                                      
3 Renminbi (RMB) also called Yuan (CNY) is the currency used in China. At the 
time when these sections were written, the SEK and the RMB were at par. 
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sis. Thus, the intention of this thesis is to further elaborate and discuss the 
phenomenon of value co-creation by investigating international business 
relationships placed in a more complex, turbulent and uncertain setting 
than discussed before. 
 

1.4 Value Co-Creation in Business Markets4 

Value co-creation and value co-creating activities are important issues, 
central to the field of marketing. Managers in different organizations are 
becoming increasingly aware of the importance of creating value through 
developing co-operating business relationships, in which customers and 
suppliers have expectations and desires regarding the business relationship, 
and in which the actions performed are directed towards the possibilities of 
the future (Hasche 2006). The concept of value is of greatest importance 
when analysing customer-supplier relationships in a business-to-business 
context, due to the special characteristics of business markets (Ulaga & 
Chacour 2001). Ford et al. state (1998, p. 5) “In business markets, we are 
not just dealing with active sellers who try to attract the attention of a 
passive market. It is not a case of action and reaction, but one of interac-
tion. Sellers do seek out buyers and try to influence them to buy. However, 
buyers also have to search for suppliers that can and are prepared to meet 
their requirements, which may often be complex or idiosyncratic.” Thus, 
customer-supplier relationships in a business-to-business context are often 
described in terms of solid, long-term relationships between customers and 
suppliers involving a complex pattern of interactions between and within 
each company. The links often become institutionalised between buyer and 
seller into a set of roles that each party expects the other to perform. The 
buyers return to the same seller on a regular basis, and both companies 
adapt to each other in different ways. (Håkansson 1982) 

The emphasis on relationships is a common denominator in service 
marketing and industrial marketing. The interest in relationships as the 
context for interactions between customers and suppliers is shared by 
scholars within the Nordic School of Service Management and Marketing, 
and researchers belonging to the Industrial Marketing and Purchasing 
(IMP) Group. Service marketing has in the past mainly focused on con-
sumer markets. However, researchers (see e.g. Holmlund 1997) have lately 
extended service marketing theory into business markets, investigating 

                                                      
4 This section is partly based on Hasche (2006). Some parts of the text is taken 
directly from the licentiate thesis and reused. In other parts of the text new refer-
ences are used and the discussion further elaborated 
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interactions between dyadic actors. Research conducted within the tradi-
tion of the IMP Group has, since the 1960s–1970s, been directed towards 
the study of industrial relationships (Blankenburg & Holm 1990). Early 
work consisted of studies of the dyadic relationship between customers and 
suppliers (Håkansson 1982), where the key notion was business relation-
ship interaction. However, later research has moved from single business 
relationships to a wider network perspective, in order to fully understand 
an organization’s relationships. (Håkansson & Snehota 2000)  

Value co-creation in business markets has been studied from a wide 
range of angles using different units and levels of analysis. Scholars have 
studied value co-creation from the customer’s perspective, the supplier’s 
perspective or by focusing on the relationship using a customer-supplier 
perspective (Ulaga 2001). The majority of marketing research concerned 
with value co-creation applies the customer’s perspective, which focuses on 
how suppliers create value for their customers and how customers perceive 
the value created for them. Walter et al. (2001) state that suppliers need to 
produce value for customers but at the same time gain benefits from cus-
tomers. Thus, the supplier’s perspective deals with issues such as the need 
to consider customers as key assets of the selling firm so as to gain an equi-
table return for the value the supplier delivers to customers (Ulaga 2001). 
It is a question of estimating the revenue received from a customer and the 
sacrifices of serving that customer (Möller & Törrönen 2003). Finally, the 
customer-supplier perspective focuses on co-creation of value in business 
relationships. Normann and Ramirez (1993) as well as Ramirez (1999) 
state that value co-creation is an interactive process, where the interacting 
parties create value jointly. The buyer-seller perspective differs from both 
the buyer’s perspective and the seller’s perspective. The customer is no 
longer viewed as a receiver or user of value. The supplier is not seen as a 
producer of value. The customer and the supplier are co-creators of value 
in interaction with one another. (Normann 2001) Bovik (2004) combines 
the three perspectives of value creation suggested by Ulaga (2001) with two 
different levels of analysis, i.e. the single and the complex level of analysis. 
The single level of analysis concentrates on the dyadic nature of customer-
supplier relationships, while the complex level of analysis is connected to a 
web of relationships in different network constellations.  

Most of the research on the value construct in business markets has been 
conducted from the customer’s perspective on a single relationship level of 
analysis, where both conceptual and empirical research have been carried 
out. Scholars have concentrated their effort on three major areas, i.e. value 
perceptions of customers (customer perceived value) (see e.g. Ford & 
McDowell 1999; Mikkelsen & Hedda 2003; Ulaga 2003; Walter et al. 
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2002; Bovik 2004; Corsaro & Snehota 2010), the occurrence of changes in 
customer perceived value (see e.g. Flint et al. 1997; Flint & Woodruff 
2001) and different measuring techniques for assessing customer perceived 
value (see e.g. Anderson et al. 1993; Lapierre 2000; Plank & Ferrin 2002; 
Ulaga & Chacour 2001; Ulaga & Eggert 2001; Van der Haar et al. 2001). 
The interest in investigating the supplier’s perception of value has so far 
been scarce both at a single and complex relationship level of analysis (see 
e.g. Walter et al. 2001; Walter & Ritter 2003; Wiley et al. 2006). Adopting 
a customer’s or a supplier’s perspective on value creation is a rather simpli-
fied interpretation of this complex area. Value creation requires a focus 
that extends beyond one actor (Payne & Holt 1999). Value co-creation 
shifts the focus from the actual activities performed by one company to the 
activities co-created in a business relationship. The traditional image of the 
customer as a user of value and the supplier as a producer of value be-
comes irrelevant, since value is co-created in interactive processes between 
the customer and the supplier. (Normann & Ramirez 1998; Normann 
2001)  

Vargo and Lusch (2004; 2008) have taken these thoughts on value co-
creation even further by suggesting a number of foundational premises5 for 
Service-Dominant logic (S-D logic). Vargo and Lusch (2004) describe that 
marketing has moved from a Goods-Dominant logic (G-D logic), in which 
tangible output and discrete transactions were central, to a service-
dominant logic (S-D logic), in which exchange of intangibles, specialized 
knowledge and skills, as well as doing things for and with partners in pro-
cesses, are essential. The S-D logic implies that value is defined by and co-
created with customers rather than embedded in the outputs of companies 

                                                      
5 The foundational premises suggested by Vargo and Lusch (2004) created debate 
and dialogue. Some responses and comments were supportive, while others were 
sceptical or even critical. Ballantyne and Varey (2006) argue “The S-D logic does 
not exactly ignore interaction because value creation requires interaction. Neverthe-
less, interaction as a generator of service experience and value-in-use does seem to 
be treated as a given. Some pivotal aspects of the value creation process are not in 
our view given adequate prominence within their thesis.” (Ballantyne & Varey 
2006, p. 336) In 2008, Vargo and Lusch (2008) refined the discussion of the origi-
nal foundational premises by modifying some and adding others. Leroy et al. 
(2012) state “The common umbrella offered by the value co-creation concept does 
not explicitly take into account the long term dimension included in the notions of 
relationships and networks as a BtoB process… It seems more appropriate to ex-
plain short term interactions typical of service activities i.e. “service encounters” 
and “consumption experiences”, focused on particular episodes. (Leroy et al. 2012, 
p. 6)The authors claim that the foundational premises never mention the temporal 
dimension.  
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manufacturing processes (Vargo & Lusch 2004). The S-D logic argues that 
the supplier offers value propositions to the customer, in which the offering 
contains options for the customer to create value. The value is not embed-
ded in the offering. The customer creates value in the use situation, i.e. 
value-in-use. The authors (Vargo & Lusch 2008) state clearly that S-D 
logic is not a theory, but a mind-set or a lens through which to look at 
social and economic exchange phenomena so that they can potentially be 
seen more clearly. In this thesis, I maintain that value is always co-created 
as implied by the foundational premises suggested6. The customer and the 
supplier co-create value in interactive processes. Nevertheless, the benefi-
ciary of the value co-created always defines value. (Vargo & Lusch 2004; 
Vargo & Lusch 2008) 

It is recognized within the literature that value co-creation must be seen 
in terms of concepts incorporating the interconnectedness (i.e. relationships 
and interactions) that characterizes current business. Companies do not 
create value in isolation, but engage in all-encompassing processes includ-
ing both customer and supplier actions and interactions (Grönroos 2011). 
However, the issue of how the value co-creating process is shaped between 
two actors has not been prioritised in the literature (Corsaro & Snehota 
2010) 

As shown in the previous discussion, a variety of approaches are used in 
order to understand the concept of value and value creating activities be-
tween customers and suppliers. Saarijärvi et al. (2013) deconstruct the 
value co-creating process into its constituent parts, i.e. the value, the co- , 
and the creation elements of the concept, in order to clarify some of the 
conceptual complexity. Saarijärvi et al. (2013) argue that it often remains 
unclear in the current literature on value whether value is understood as 
customer value, supplier value or both. Accordingly, it is suggested by the 
authors that the value element in value co-creation address the question 
“what kind of value for whom?” The co- in value co-creation defines the 
resources that customers and suppliers provide and deploy in the value co-
creating process. In this thesis, the offering and the relationship are under-
stood as the value co-creating resources necessary for achieving the objec-
tives of the value co-creating process. The creation element of value co-
creation refers to the process of integrating resources from the customer 
and the supplier in order to actualize the value potential of the offering and 
the relationship. It captures the actions through which the resources pro-

                                                      
6 For example, “value co-creation” in the foundational premises number six (FP6) 
and “relational” in the foundational premises number eight (FP8) imply that both 
the customer and the supplier interactively co-create value. 
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vided by the customer and the supplier are integrated into a value co-
creating process. (Saarijärvi et al. 2013)  

 

1.5 Purpose and Research Questions 

Developing international business relationships is a key issue for many 
companies in the competitive global business landscape of today. Different 
countries around the globe are opening up their borders to international 
business co-operations, where business actors are providing offerings that 
enable entirely new opportunities for value co-creation in joint processes. 
Deregulation of some markets and privatization of earlier state-owned 
organizations make it possible for new actors with new strategies to enter 
the international business arena. Blurred industrial borders, changing busi-
ness conditions, more intense competition, new roles and more advanced 
and complex technology are sometimes used to describe the global market 
of today (see Normann 2001; Bjerke & Hultman 2002; Gummesson 2002) 
This development has reached different stages in different countries, econ-
omies, sectors and industries (Bjerke & Hultman 2002).  

As previously discussed, the intention of this thesis is to further elabo-
rate and discuss the phenomenon of value co-creation by investigating 
international business relationships placed in a more complex and turbu-
lent setting than discussed previously (cp. Hasche 2006). As the quotation 
by the Swedish sales manager illustrates, the uncertainty involved in inter-
national business relationships adds another interesting dimension to the 
discussion of value co-creation. Since Western and Eastern cultures are 
often described as at opposite ends of a bipolar scale (see e.g. Hofstede 
1980) due to differences in language, business practices, political and legal 
systems, economic environment, industry structure and culture (Hallén & 
Wiedersheim-Paul 1984; Evans & Mavondo 2002; Sousa & Bradley 2005; 
Sousa & Bradley 2006), the People’s Republic of China (China) will in this 
thesis serve as an example of a complex and turbulent setting7, in which 
uncertainty characterises the value co-creating process. Accordingly, the 
purpose of this thesis is “to explore how the value co-creating process is 
formed in international business relationships”. 
 
China is Sweden’s biggest trading partner in Asia (Dahlsten 2008; 
Lundgren et al. 2009) and one of the fastest growing and most important 
markets of the world economy today (Hähnel 2010a; Hähnel 2010b). The 
Chinese economy has showed continuous growth over recent years, and 
                                                      
7 For a more thoroughly explanation of the Chinese setting, see Chapter 5. 
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different forecasts predict increased economic development for years to 
come (Fang et al. 2008). Many Swedish companies, ranging from large 
groups to individual subcontractors, continue to develop their presence in 
China, due to the potential market size often described as one billion cus-
tomers (Woo & Prud’homme 1999). Some Swedish companies are already 
well established with their own manufacturing plants; other companies 
have set up purchasing offices or are searching for different partnerships. 
The opportunities presented by the enormous size and potential of the 
Chinese market are attractive to foreign companies. However, the equally 
obvious dilemmas of how to engage in value co-creating processes with 
partners operating in a setting of non-transparent governance, lack of 
transparency in legislation and in the understanding, implementation and 
enforcement of law, intellectual property right infringements, payment 
delays and lack of trustworthy information are challenging. (Dahlsten 
2008; Lundgren et al. 2009; Lagerqvist & Öhrling 2011) Hence, in inter-
national business relationships, especially when placed in a complex and 
turbulent setting like China, the stability decreases and is replaced by in-
creased uncertainty between customers and suppliers, due to different 
frames of reference. Accordingly, the more specific research questions ad-
dressed in this thesis are the following: 
 

1. How do customers and suppliers with different frames of reference 
(inter)act in order to co-create value in international business rela-
tionships? 
 

2. How do customers and suppliers with different frames of reference 
perceive the value co-created in international business relationships 
– what are the similarities and dissimilarities? 

 
3. How does the perceived value of customers and suppliers with dif-

ferent frames of reference change over time in international busi-
ness relationships? 
 

As discussed previously, Corsaro and Snehota (2010) argue that how the 
value co-creating process is shaped between customers and suppliers has 
not been prioritized in the literature, where a better understanding is neces-
sary of how perceptions of value influence the conduct of the parties in-
volved in a business relationship. Accordingly, one ambition of this thesis 
is to further develop the theoretical discussion regarding value co-creation 
in international business relationships by applying a customer-supplier 
perspective, in which both the Chinese customers’ and the Swedish suppli-
ers’ perceptions of value are discussed. Furthermore, many recently pub-
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lished research papers are on a conceptual level, discussing types of interac-
tion episodes and their link to relationship development (see e.g. Schurr 
2007; Schurr et al. 2008), where too little attention has been directed to-
wards gaining an understanding of what happens between customers and 
suppliers when interacting that leads to a change in business relationships 
(Schurr et al. 2005). Thus, a further ambition of this thesis is to give empir-
ical content to the dynamics of value co-creating processes placed in a 
complex, turbulent and uncertain setting, like China. The majority of stud-
ies previously carried out in a Chinese setting have focused on Western 
companies’ experiences of doing business in China. According to Wilson 
and Brennan (2010), very little attention has been paid to the dyadic nature 
of business relationships between Western and Chinese companies. Accord-
ingly, a third ambition of this thesis is therefore to explore these relation-
ships by discussing the value co-creating process from both the Chinese 
customers’ and the Swedish suppliers’ view. 

 

1.6 Outline of the Thesis 

In the first chapter, my area of interest was discussed, with the aim of in-
forming the reader of the background of the study by drawing up the out-
lines of the picture I have in mind. The assumptions made and perspectives 
chosen were described and discussed. The purpose and research questions 
were also stated.  

The second and third chapters discuss theories related to the area of in-
vestigation. The interest in dyadic business relationships implies a depar-
ture from the theoretical base of exchange and interaction. The chapter 
continues by discussing the development and dynamics of business rela-
tionships as well as cross-cultural interaction. Thus, Chapter 2 creates a 
theoretical foundation for how business relationships and the interplay 
between companies can be interpreted. Chapter 2 serves as a basis for un-
derstanding the fundamental characteristics of Chapter 3  

The purpose of Chapter 3 is to further elaborate the frame of reference 
that will support the study, by gathering input from the value literature. 
Close connections are made between these two chapters, since business-
marketing scholars have been at the forefront of the shift from understand-
ing exchange in terms of products to concepts of value (see e.g. Walter et 
al. 2001; Eggert & Ulaga 2002; Ulaga 2003; Möller & Törrönen 2003). 
First, the characteristics of value are presented, followed by the evolvement 
of value frameworks, the different perspectives used in previous research,  
the value co-creating process and various aspects of value. At the end of 
the chapter, the theoretical frame of reference that supports the study is 
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elaborated, followed by a discussion of the concepts used for analysing the 
empirical stories.  

Chapter 4 starts with a discussion of the research method chosen, i.e. 
case study. The chapter continues with a description of the evolving pro-
ject, gaining access, the development of the theoretical frame of reference 
used and the collection of empirical material. At the end of the chapter 
there is a description of how I chose to elaborate, analyse and present the 
empirical material as well as a discussion in which I reflect on my own 
work. 

Chapter 5 contains a description of the context and the environment in 
which the international dyadic relationships investigated are placed. The 
chapter aims to enlighten the reader as to the circumstances that surround 
these relationships. The chapter begins with a presentation of the Chinese 
market. In the second part of the chapter, the Chinese automotive industry 
is presented, where issues such as competition, requirements and standards 
are discussed in more detail.  

In Chapter 6, the actors of the value co-creating processes investigated 
are presented. The chapter begins with a presentation of the Chinese com-
panies, China Trailer Vehicles (CTV), China Construction Machines 
(CCM) and Wheel Loader Machinery (WLM), representing the customer 
side in this thesis. The chapter continues by introducing Automotive AB, a 
Swedish holding company, the two independent divisions of Alfa and Beta 
and, last but not least, Alfa Jiangsu, Beta Jiangsu and Beta Shandong, three 
Swedish-owned manufacturing companies located in China. The chapter 
continues by presenting the stories of the relationships between CTV and 
Alfa Jiangsu, CCM and Beta Jiangsu as well as WLM and Beta Shandong. 
The stories of each of the three value co-creating processes are based on 
both the customer’s and supplier’s own descriptions. 

Chapter 7 comprises the analysis of this thesis. The chapter begins with 
a discussion of actions and interactions as enablers of value co-creation. 
The chapter continues with a comparison of the value co-created as per-
ceived by the actors, followed by a discussion of benefits and sacrifices as a 
way of assessing the value co-created, the influence of the temporal dimen-
sion of past, present and future on the actors’ perceptions of the value co-
created and the dynamic nature of the value co-created. At the end of the 
chapter, the results of the analysis are discussed as one way of summarizing 
the findings of this thesis.  

In the last chapter, the results of the analysis are further discussed and 
the key findings emphasised. The chapter continues by discussing the con-
tributions of this thesis, suggestions for future research and thoughts on 
managerial implications.  
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2 BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS, EXCHANGES &  

INTERACTIONS 
The intention of this chapter is to discuss theories related to the area of 
investigation and thereby to lay the foundation for developing a frame of 
reference that will support the study. The interest in customer-supplier 
relationships implies a take-off from the theoretical base of exchange theo-
ry. The chapter continues by discussing business interaction, relationship 
development, relationship dynamics and interaction across cultures. Ac-
cordingly, Chapter 2 creates a theoretical foundation for how relationships 
and the interplay between companies can be interpreted. The chapter 
serves as a basis for understanding the fundamental characteristics of the 
following chapters. 
 

2.1 Market Exchange8   

The concept of exchange has been studied in several disciplines of the so-
cial sciences. Economics, anthropology, social psychology, sociology and 
management have all been concerned with exchange, but from slightly 
different angles9. A number of marketing researchers have also proposed 
exchange acts as a fundamental framework for viewing marketing (see for 
example Kotler 1972; Bagozzi 1975a; Hunt 1976). Alderson (1957, p. 
102) was one of the first scholars to describe marketing as an exchange 
process: “directed towards matching up segments of supply and demand to 
provide the best fit”. Alderson (1957) explains marketing as an exchange 
of economic value.  

Bagozzi (1975b) expands the market exchange theory to include ex-
change of all kinds of value between the interacting parties. Bagozzi 
(1975a) distinguishes between two directions in the modern belief of ex-
change theory, namely economic exchange and social exchange. The eco-
nomic exchange model is based on utilitarian principles, and deals with the 
selling and buying of tangible entities between two parties. The theory is 
built on the foundation that actors strive to maximise their own satisfac-
tion in exchange situations as well as the idea that individuals are rational 
in their behaviour and informed of all alternatives available to them. The 
motive for engaging in economic exchange activities is the self-interest of 

                                                      
8 This section is based on Hasche (2006). The text is taken directly from the licenti-
ate thesis and reused. 
9 For a thorough discussion of diverse exchange perspectives in different disciplines, 
see Snehota (1990). 
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the actors, with the price as the ruling mechanism (Bagozzi 1975a; 1975b). 
The relationship between the interacting parties is impersonal, short-term 
and is often considered as a one-time purchase (Dwyer et al. 1987). Essen-
tially, buyers and sellers are only concerned with offer and acceptance, 
where independent purchases are repeated with little emphasis on previous 
or future exchanges. In a social exchange, people and organisations inter-
act in order to maximise their benefits and minimise their sacrifices (Ba-
gozzi 1974; cf. Turnbull et al.1996). The purpose of the exchange is broad, 
with a mix of both economic and social elements. The social exchange 
model has extended the view of exchange theory to include tangible as well 
as intangible entities. According to Bagozzi (1975b), market exchange fo-
cuses on the transfer of something tangible, intangible and/or symbolic 
between the actors. Hence, all actors involved in the exchange both give 
and receive value. Social exchanges transpire over time, and must be 
viewed in terms of their history and their anticipated future (Dwyer et al. 
1987).  

Depending on what is exchanged between the actors, Bagozzi (1975b) 
defines three different meanings of exchange, where meanings refer to the 
reasons for the exchange to occur. Bagozzi (1975b) differentiates between 
utilitarian exchange, symbolic exchange and mixed exchange. Utilitarian 
exchange is an interaction in which goods are given in return for money or 
other goods. The utilitarian exchange is also often referred to as an eco-
nomic exchange. The motivation behind the actions lies in the expected use 
or tangible characteristics commonly related to the objects in the exchange. 
(Bagozzi 1975b) The objects are evaluated by actors maximizing self-
interest, and are purchased on the basis of physical attributes, availability 
and price (Juttner & Wehrli 1994). Symbolic value explains the occurrence 
of exchanges by the mutual transfer of psychological, social or other intan-
gible entities between two or more parties (Bagozzi 1975b). In comparison 
with the utilitarian exchange, the focus has changed from the value of the 
object to the symbolic value of the exchange process (Juttner & Wehrli 
1994). According to Bagozzi (1975b), market exchanges involve both utili-
tarian and symbolic value, and it is often very difficult to separate the two. 
Thus, the mixed exchange consists of both. The value generated can, there-
fore, reflect tangible or intangible attributes of the offering and/or intangi-
ble aspects of the exchange process (Juttner & Wehrli 1994).  

Bagozzi (1975b) distinguishes between three types of exchange, depend-
ing on the number of actors involved in the exchange. Restricted exchange 
refers to exchange dyads (e.g. seller/buyer), where A offers something to B 
and receives something in return. The exchange situation reflects the at-
tempt to maintain a quid pro quo, i.e. something of value in exchange for 
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something of value. Generalized exchange indicates univocal, reciprocal 
relationships among at least three parties. The actors involved in the ex-
change form a system in which each actor gives something to another but 
receives something from a third party. Additionally, the actors do not ben-
efit from each other directly, but receive value from a third party. Complex 
exchange refers to an enlarged system perspective based on mutual rela-
tionships between at least three parties. It is a combination of the restricted 
and generalized exchange. Each party is involved in at least one dyadic 
exchange, while the entire system is organized using interconnecting rela-
tionships.  

Marketing scholars have used social exchange theory extensively to ex-
plain business-to-business exchanges (Lambe et al. 2001). The basic as-
sumption of social exchange theory is that parties enter into and maintain 
relationships with the expectation that doing so will be rewarding. Social 
exchange theory assumes that exchange interactions involve economic 
and/or social outcomes, where the outcomes are compared over time to 
other exchange alternatives in order to determine dependence on the ex-
change relationship. A series of positive outcomes increases the trust be-
tween the interacting parties and the commitment to the exchange relation-
ship, which over time also enables creation of exchange norms and expec-
tations that govern the relationship. (Lambe et al. 2001; cf. Håkansson 
1982) The value created in relationships depends on a mutual awareness of 
the rules, routines and procedures that each actor in the relationship needs 
to follow (Gulati et al. 2000). Institutionalized rules and norms govern 
appropriate behaviour in a business relationship. Sometimes these are writ-
ten down in formal contracts, but most often they are simply understand-
ings that evolve within the customer-supplier relationship. According to 
Normann and Ramirez (1998), the customer-supplier relationship is not 
viewed as one-way transactions but as reciprocal constellations in which 
the two parties help each other and help each other to help each other. 
Many authors (Håkansson 1982; Håkansson et al. 2009; Ford et al. 2010) 
describe this reciprocal interplay between organizations as interaction. 

 

2.2 Market Exchange versus Business Interaction 

Market exchange is based on the transfer of tangible and intangible entities 
between actors (see Figure 1). The exchange often takes place without 
there being any noteworthy intervening process between the counterpar-
ties, and the entities exchanged are often unaffected by the actors’ inter-
play. Thus, the exchange process can be interpreted as a mechanism that 
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connects the actors for the time of the exchange, but the process does not 
have any content of its own. (Håkansson et al. 2009; Ford et al. 2010) 
 
 

 
The interaction model (Håkansson 1982) describes the interaction that 
take place between two companies within a certain context. It visualizes 
the substance of the interaction, and consists of the environment within 
which the interaction takes place, the atmosphere surrounding the interac-
tion, the participants and the interaction process. The interaction model is 
based on a customer-supplier relationship and contains both an individual 
and organizational level, where both levels constitute the entirety. The 
individual level consists of the individuals representing each organization, 
while the organizational level constitutes the characteristics of the two 
organizations involved in the business relationship. The interaction model 
illustrates the complexity of relationships, where no relationship is the 
same as any other (Turnbull et al. 1996). 

Figure 2 illustrates business interaction as a process that occurs between 
companies over time. The process gains its content from both the interact-
ing actors, but develops in a way that is not fully controlled by either of the 
two parties, or the two together. Over time, interaction changes what each 
party contributes to and receives from the counterparty. Thus, interaction 
changes the actors themselves over time. (Håkansson et al. 2009) 
 

 
The spiral at the centre of Figure 2 illustrates the process of interaction 
over time. The arrows to A and B from the spiral represents A’s and B’s 
interpretation and assessment and the outcomes of what have emerged 
from the interaction and what has been their counterpart’s intention to it. 

Figure 1: Market exchange (Håkansson et al. 2009, p. 30) 

Figure 2: Business interaction (Håkansson et al. 2009, p. 31) 
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These interpretations relate to each actor’s assessment of their own inten-
tions. The form taken by the evolving outcomes of interaction is affected 
by how both parties act and react. The arrows from A and B to the spiral 
characterize the intentions of A and B to the interaction between them. The 
two arrows that separate A and B in Figure 2 are intended to show that the 
connection between the intentions of each actor to the interaction and to 
its outcomes is beyond their individual intentions and control. Instead, the 
interaction between business actors is influenced by both actors’ intentions 
and by the process of interaction itself. This creates an outcome for each 
actor which, in turn, will be interpreted by both counterparts. Thus, it is 
not possible to effectively manage business relationships, since choices are 
made in interaction with others. (Håkansson & Snehota 2000) Time de-
scribes the nature of interaction as an evolving process, where each output 
is an input into the continuing process. Current interaction is affected by 
what has taken place previously and by the perceptions of future interac-
tions held by the interacting parties. (Håkansson et al. 2009; Ford et al. 
2010)  
 

2.3 Development of Business Relationships 

Interactions are at the heart of business relationship development (see e.g. 
Håkansson 1982), where actions, episodes and sequences are elements of 
business relationships. Actions consist of individual initiatives, and a num-
ber of interrelated activities can be grouped into an episode. A series of 
connected episodes form a sequence, while a number of sequences create a 
business relationship. Actions, episodes and sequences connect two firms in 
a mutual, dynamic process that evolves over time, influenced by its history 
and its anticipated future. (Holmlund 2004) Thus, many scholars (see. e.g. 
Ford 1980; Ford & Rosson 1982; Dwyer et al. 1987; Batonda & Perry 
2003; Kaunonen 2010) have devoted time and energy to try to understand 
and explain how business relationships evolve over time.  

Business relationships often start out by searching for and evaluating 
new partners. All aspects of evaluating a future potential relationship are 
described in the literature as difficult, since the distance between those 
involved reduces their understanding of each other (Dwyer et al. 1987). 
The trade-off situation between benefits and sacrifices can be interpreted as 
a scale of balance, where the customer as well as the supplier considers the 
sacrifices to be made in order to derive the future benefits from the rela-
tionship (Monroe 2003). During these initial contacts between business 
partners, customers and suppliers are engaged in serious discussions and 
negotiations concerning potential exchanges. These early interactions are 
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crucial in determining whether the relationship will expand, contract, re-
main the same or dissolve (Lambe et al. 2001). There is an explicit ex-
change of information and mutual learning about such things as offering 
requirements. In this phase, the relationship will appear to be costly (in 
monetary terms as well as non-monetary terms e.g. time, effort, energy 
(Lapierre 2000)) and the future benefits uncertain, particularly when com-
pared with already existing relationships. There will also be a lack of trust 
and concern about the commitment of the counterparty. Each party in-
volved needs to commit to the relationship in different ways and thus earn 
the trust of its partner for the relationship to develop further. As the rela-
tionship develops it changes in character in a positive way. The uncertain-
ties of the two companies about each other’s ambitions and abilities will 
have been reduced by the interactions between them. In this phase, learning 
is likely to be more directed towards the specifics of the relationship and 
finding out about the investments and adaptations that are required and 
appropriate for each company to make. As the relationship develops, their 
mutual adaptations increase and their commitments to each other grow. 
Over time, most companies reach certain stability in their learning about 
each other and in their commitments to the relationship. (Ford 1980; 
Dwyer et al. 1987) A series of positive outcomes increases the trust be-
tween the interacting parties and the commitment to the business relation-
ship, which over time also produces exchange norms and expectations that 
govern the relationship (Lambe et al. 2001; cf. Håkansson 1982). The val-
ue created in the relationship depends on a mutual awareness of the rules, 
routines and procedures that each actor in the relationship needs to follow 
(Gulati et al. 2000). Sooner or later, all relationships enter an evaluation 
phase, where both parties have to question whether to continue or dissolve 
the relationship.  

In international business relationships, the distance between the custom-
er and the supplier is often perceived as more challenging than in domestic 
business relationships, due to differences in language, business practices, 
political and legal systems, economic environment, industry structure and 
culture (Hallén & Wiedersheim-Paul 1984; Evans & Mavondo 2002; Sou-
sa & Bradley 2005; Sousa & Bradley 2006). Accordingly, it can be argued 
that customers and suppliers involved in international business relation-
ships have different sets of ideas, conditions or assumptions that determine 
how things will be approached, perceived or understood, i.e. different 
frames of reference (cp. Ravald 2008). Some authors argue (see e.g. Evans 
& Mavondo 2002; Sousa & Bradley 2006) that cultural distance between 
countries has an influence on the individual’s psychic distance. A large 
cultural distance between the home and the foreign country makes the task 
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of identifying and interpreting different signals more difficult, which may 
result in misunderstandings between interacting parties (Sousa & Bradley 
2006). The distance between Western and Eastern cultures is often de-
scribed as the opposite ends of a bipolar scale (see e.g. Hofstede 1980), due 
to the differences described previously. International business relationships 
are built on cultural platforms, which means that the route to developing a 
good relationship can be very different in Western compared to Eastern 
cultures. Not only routes to relationship building are different, but the 
relative importance of the attributes which make up the relationship are 
valued differently in different parts of the world. (Buttery & Wong 1999) 
 

2.4 Business Relationship Dynamics  

There is no consensus about the issue of whether stages or states best de-
scribe business relationship development. There are several criticisms of the 
appropriateness of stage models in understanding and explaining business 
relationship development. First, the assumption that relationship develop-
ment processes occur in a sequential and irreversible manner is questioned 
(Rao & Perry 2002; Batonda & Perry 2003). Not all business relationships 
are long-lasting and develop over time. Many relationships fail to develop 
after an initial contact, and others are short lived. Second, the simplicity of 
stage models does not have the potential to fully explain complex devel-
opment paths of business relationships. These models provide little under-
standing and explanation of the transition from one stage to another. 
Third, the stage models fail to address unsuccessful situations in the change 
processes. (Ford & Rosson 1982; Rao & Perry 2002; Batonda & Perry 
2003) However, the approach is useful as a starting point, since these 
models suggest that business relationships do change over time, and pro-
vides some dimensions of that change such as distance, experience, com-
mitment and trust (Geersbro & Ritter 2007).  

As described earlier, interaction episodes are at the heart of business re-
lationships (see e.g. Håkansson 1982), where different episodes of interac-
tion create change within business relationships. How the relationship 
evolves over time depends on the way that an episode is handled, but also 
on how previous episodes was handled as well as the expectations held by 
the interacting partners on how future episodes will be handled (see Figure 
3). Both parties involved in an interaction episode link the current issues to 
their experiences of previous interaction. Both parties also have expecta-
tions of future interactions, which colour the current episode. (Håkansson 
et al. 2009) 
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The way an episode is handled may be important in itself, but it may also 
have an impact, either positive or negative, on other interaction episodes. 
Ravald and Grönroos (1996) state that the perceived value of an episode in 
a relationship, cannot be viewed solely from activities within the episode in 
question, but must be considered in relation to earlier episodes and antici-
pated future episodes as a part of the history and the future of the custom-
er-supplier relationship. A poor episode value can be balanced by a positive 
perception of the relationship as a whole (Lapierre 1997), or the parties 
may never experience positive episode value if the perceptions held of the 
relationship are negative. Accordingly, the longer-term relationship be-
tween the two parties is developed by each episode. Thus, episodes of in-
teraction simultaneously expand and constrain the opportunities for fur-
ther interaction in the business relationship. (Håkansson et al. 2009)  

While there is ample acceptance of the notion that interaction episodes 
generate relationship development, there is insufficient discussion, let alone 
agreement, about the nature of interaction episodes. Schurr (2007) has 
identified three categories of episodes that are defined by their effect on a 
business relationship. A generative episode is defined as an episode having 
a positive effect on relationships by increasing co-operation, trust, mutual 
understanding and joint benefits. A degenerative episode, on the other 
hand, is an episode that has a negative effect on relationships by decreasing 
co-operation, trust, mutual understanding and joint benefits. Neutral epi-
sodes are episodes having a neutral effect on relationships. Thus, neutral 
episodes sustain, but do not change, the capacity for interaction and mutu-

Figure 3: Interaction and time (Håkansson et al. 2009, p. 35) 
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al gain. Characteristic episodes within each category represent unique 
forms of relationship interactions. Some episodes stand out as critical epi-
sodes, since these episodes change the development of a business relation-
ship. Other episodes are not critical but still important. Neutral episodes, 
for example, may simply maintain the business relationship. (Schurr 2007) 
 

2.5 Cross-Cultural Interaction 

As discussed in Chapter 1, the psychic distance concept has been used in 
the literature to assess differences between markets. Psychic distance exists 
in the individual’s mind and depends on how the individual perceives the 
world. Accordingly, it is the individual’s perception of the differences be-
tween the home country and the foreign country that shapes the psychic 
distance concept. (Sousa & Bradley 2005; Sousa & Bradley 2006) Many 
authors argue (see e.g. Hallen & Wiedersheim-Paul 1984; Evans & Ma-
vondo 2002; Sousa & Bradley 2005; Sousa & Bradley 2006) that similarity 
between countries facilitates interaction between companies, while dissimi-
larity may hinder it. 

The extent to which interaction and relationship development can take 
place is generally determined by the degree of distance between the parties 
concerned. The greater the degree of distance, the harder and more re-
source-intensive is the relationship development process between the inter-
acting parties. (Conway & Swift 2000) 

During the initial period of interaction, contacts have been made and the 
business relationship between the two international parties begins to devel-
op. It is during this period of time that “us and them” comparisons are 
likely to be made, since those differences that do exist become apparent for 
the first time. This means that the distance perceived by the interacting 
parties is likely to be great. These initial interactions are the riskiest ones, 
and in some cases the distance between the interacting parties will increase, 
causing the interaction process to end. In other cases, the distance per-
ceived will decrease, leading to a more intensive interaction process. Thus, 
as the relationship develops, it is likely that the distance perceived will be 
reduced by the interactions between the customer and the supplier. (Hallén 
& Wiedersheim-Paul 1984; Conway & Swift 2000) The relationship is 
strengthened and the mutual dependence between the parties increases. 
Continuous interactions between the parties further enhance co-operation, 
harmonization, perceived closeness and mutual expectations between the 
parties (Hallén & Wiedersheim-Paul 1984). 
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2.6 Summary 

From the following chapter, I find several things that are interesting to 
summarize for the further discussion of this thesis. First, in line with Ba-
gozzi’s (1975a, 1975b) discussion, the purpose of engaging in business 
relationships and value co-creating processes is in this thesis considered to 
be broad, with a mix of both economic and social outcomes. Thus, a rela-
tively broad conception of value allows an interpretation of the idea that 
value can take many forms. 

Second, interactions constitute business relationships, where the devel-
opment process gains its content from the interacting actors. When a cus-
tomer and a supplier consider entering into a business relationship, both 
parties expect that doing so will be rewarding. Each actor involved in a 
business relationship has a view of the activities they wish to pursue and 
the resources they wish to commit as well as the approach they wish to 
take to the business relationship. Each actor also has a plan of what they 
wish to gain from the business relationship. Business actors engage in busi-
ness relationships when both the customer and the supplier expect that the 
benefits of the relationship will be greater than the sacrifices made in re-
jecting other alternatives. The trade-off situation between benefits and 
sacrifices can be interpreted as a scale of balance, where the customer as 
well as the supplier considers the sacrifices to be made in order to derive 
future benefits from the relationship.  

Third, business relationships often start out by searching for and evalu-
ating new partners. All aspects of evaluating a new partner are described as 
difficult within the literature, since the distance between the customer and 
the supplier reduces their understanding of each other. It can be argued 
that the distance may be perceived as even greater between customers and 
suppliers originating from different parts of the world. In the literature, it 
is stated that similarity between countries facilitates interaction between 
companies, while dissimilarity often makes it more complicated. The extent 
to which interaction and relationship development can take place is gener-
ally determined by the degree of distance between the parties concerned. 
The initial interactions between the customer and the supplier are de-
scribed as the riskiest ones for the further evolution of the business rela-
tionship. In some cases, the distance between the interacting parties will 
increase, causing the relationship to end. In other cases, the distance per-
ceived will decrease, leading to more intensive interaction and development 
of the relationship. Thus, as the relationship develops, it is likely that the 
distance perceived will be reduced by the interactions between the custom-
er and the supplier. 
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Fourth, actions, episodes and sequences connect two firms in a mutual, 
dynamic process that evolves over time and is influenced by its history and 
its anticipated future. In the literature, it is suggested that the current inter-
action is affected by what has taken place previously within the business 
relationship and by the perceptions the interacting parties have of future 
interactions. Thus, episodes of interaction simultaneously expand and con-
strain the opportunities for further interaction in the business relationship.  
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3 VALUE CO-CREATION IN BUSINESS  

RELATIONSHIPS  
The previous chapter presented a theoretical foundation of how relation-
ships and interplays between companies can be interpreted. The discussions 
of interactions and business relationship processes are used as a comple-
ment to the value literature discussed in this section. The purpose of the 
current chapter is to further elaborate the frame of reference that will sup-
port the study, by gathering input from the value literature. Close connec-
tions are made between these two chapters, since business marketing 
scholars have been at the forefront of the shift from understanding ex-
change in terms of products to concepts of value (see e.g. Walter et al. 
2001; Eggert & Ulaga 2002; Ulaga 2003; Möller & Törrönen 2003). First, 
the characteristics of value are presented, followed by the evolution of 
value frameworks, the different perspectives used in previous research, the 
value co-creating process and the various aspects of value. The chapter 
ends with a presentation of the theoretical frame of reference supporting 
the study. Thus, the aim of this chapter is to clarify the selected theoretical 
approaches that have been used.  
 

3.1 Defining the Value Concept10  

The meaning of value is a subject that has been widely discussed by busi-
nessmen, politicians and scholars. The difficulties in defining value stem 
from the subjectivity of value, variations between actors, within actors, 
between cultures, in different situations and between tangible and intangi-
ble offerings (de Chernatony et al. 2000). Value is a dynamic concept that 
evolves over time (Flint & Woodruff 2001; van der Haar et al. 2001). 
Many researchers have acknowledged the difficulties involved in defining 
value, and the literature on the subject is fragmented (see e.g. Woodruff 
1997).  

Most of the definitions of value in the marketing literature stress that 
value is created as a trade-off between quality and price (Flint & Woodruff 
2001). Extensive research has been conducted in order to study whether 
quality and price may or may not be positively related. The results are 
equivocal, since some results show a positive correlation, whereas others 
show an inverse relationship or no relationship at all (Ulaga & Chacour 
                                                      
10 This section is based on Hasche (2006). The text is taken directly from the licen-
tiate thesis and reused.  
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2001). Some researchers define value primarily in monetary terms (see e.g. 
Porter 1985), while others use broader definitions, including non-monetary 
benefits and sacrifices, such as, for example, social relationships (see e.g. 
Ravald & Grönroos 1996). This brings into the picture the sacrifices and 
benefits associated with the relationship itself as determinants of the over-
all value perceptions of the interacting parties. Although the value concept 
is somewhat ambiguous in nature and the marketing literature contains a 
number of value definitions, most authors agree that it pertains to a trade-
off between benefits and sacrifices (de Chernatony et al. 2000). Many phe-
nomena in business and social science are indeed “fuzzy”, and defining 
them is, therefore, often a matter of searching for a deeper insight into 
their many dimensions. Ulaga (2003) identifies four recurring characteris-
tics in the various definitions of value: (1) value is conceptualised as a 
trade-off between benefits and sacrifices, (2) benefits and sacrifices can be 
multifaceted, (3) value is in the eyes of the beholder, and (4) value percep-
tions are relative to competition. These characteristics will be further elab-
orated in the paragraphs below.  

The trade-off situation between benefits and sacrifices can be viewed as 
a scale of balance, where both the customer and the supplier assess the 
sacrifices to be made in order to derive future benefits. The components of 
the sacrifice exert a greater influence on value perceptions than do the 
components of the benefit (Monroe 2003). Perceived sacrifices are some-
times described in monetary terms (Anderson et al. 1993; Ravald & Grön-
roos 1996), while other definitions describe perceived sacrifices more 
broadly. Grönroos (1997) argues that the sacrifice component of value 
consists of purchasing price and relationship costs, where relationship costs 
can be divided into direct relationship costs, indirect relationship costs and 
psychological costs. The author defines direct relationship costs as “costs 
that follow from a decision to engage in a relationship with another par-
ty”, while indirect relationship costs are defined as “costs that occur be-
cause the offering does not function as promised” (Grönroos 1997, p. 
412). Finally, the author describes psychological costs as costs caused by 
conflicts between the interacting parties. Lapierre (2000) follows the same 
line by stating that sacrifices are the overall monetary costs (e.g. purchase 
price, acquisition costs, transportation, installation, order handling as well 
as repairs and maintenance (Payne & Holt 1999)) and non-monetary costs, 
e.g. time, effort, energy and conflict, that the customer invests or gives to 
the supplier in order to complete a transaction or to maintain a relation-
ship with a supplier. According to Monroe (2003), perceived benefits are a 
combination of physical attributes, service attributes and technical support 
available in relation to a particular use situation. Mazumdar (1993) claims 
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that perceived benefits include physical attributes as well as value-added 
services, warranty, brand name and company reputation.  

Perceived value is the result of a cognitive comparison process, where 
customers compare an offering in relation to competing offerings (Eggert 
& Ulaga 2002). Mazumdar (1993) follows the same line by arguing that 
customers do not evaluate a new offering in isolation. Instead the evalua-
tions are made in relation to a reference offering, where the reference con-
stitutes an alternative to the new offering. Since perceptions of value vary 
between customers, different customers may use different references to 
evaluate the same offering. Moreover, customers may use one reference to 
evaluate one set of attributes of the new offering and another reference to 
evaluate other attributes. Thus, the rewards that a party gains from a busi-
ness relationship are judged relative to some kind of standard, which varies 
from actor to actor (Lambe et al. 2001). Regardless of how the types of 
outcome are weighted, both economic and social outcomes are judged 
together and compared to an alternative. For potential partners to perceive 
the benefits of a new offering, the offering must contain certain additional 
value properties relative to those offered by the reference offering (Ma-
zumdar 1993). Thus, value is, in this thesis, conceptualised in its broadest 
sense by viewing value as a trade-off between benefits and sacrifices, taking 
into account the multidimensional construct of value, the subjectivity of 
value and the idea that value perceptions are relative in competition. 
 

3.2 From Value Chain to Value Co-Creation and Beyond 

Traditionally, research into value and value creation have been character-
ized by a production perspective, where value is added step by step in a 
linear, unidirectional and sequential manner (see e.g. Porter 1985). Indi-
viduals, departments and whole companies have their relative positions 
along the value chain, where someone receives something from upstream 
(from an internal or external supplier), adds value to it, and passes it on 
downstream (to an internal or external customer). Thus, Porter (1985) 
discusses value creation from the perspective of an individual firm by ex-
amining value-adding activities, without exploring the links and the rela-
tionships between the companies in the value chain. Suppliers produce 
offerings, embedded with value which customers in turn consume. Accord-
ingly, the company and the customer have distinctive roles of production 
and consumption respectively.  

In recent years, the interest in the value concept has gained new impetus 
in marketing research. The increased interest is largely based on the current 
discussion regarding a paradigm shift in marketing from a G-D logic to a 
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S-D logic (see e.g. Vargo & Lusch 2004, Vargo & Lusch 2008). The au-
thors question the traditional view of marketing exchange and state that 
viewing value as an output of the company’s production process, embed-
ded in the offering, needs to change. The authors argue that it is time to 
leave behind G-D logic, in which tangible output and discrete transactions 
are central, in favour of S-D logic, in which processes and relationships are 
essential. S-D logic implies that value is defined by and co-created with the 
customer rather than embedded in production output. Accordingly, as 
stipulated in the declaration made by Vargo and Lusch (2008, p. 8) “The 
customer is always a co-creator of value”. Consequently, proponents of S-
D logic argue that value is always co-created between the customer and the 
supplier. The new framework shifts focus from the actual activities per-
formed by one company to the activities performed by two or more com-
panies in relation to one another. (Vargo & Lusch 2004) Actors help each 
other, and help each other to help each other, to perform their respective 
activities. Co-creation of value deals with relieving and enabling activities 
between the actors. In a relieving activity, someone (the supplier) does 
something for the counterparty (the customer), thereby relieving him from 
doing it himself. Relieving constitutes freeing up resources that can be bet-
ter used elsewhere. Enabling activities, on the other hand, expand the 
counterparty’s opportunities for doing what he does better. (Normann & 
Ramirez 1998)  

Value co-creation is a collaborative joint process between the customer 
and the supplier. Value is co-created for both parties involved during inter-
actions between the customer and the supplier (see e.g. Normann & 
Ramirez 1998, Ramirez 1999, Prahalad & Ramaswamy 2004a, Prahalad 
& Ramaswamy 2004b, Ballentyne & Varey 2006, Payne et al. 2008, Eche-
verri & Skålén 2011, Edvardsson et al. 2011, Fyrberg Yngfalk 2011). Ac-
cordingly, interactions between customers and suppliers are a necessity for 
value co-creation. The supplier offers value propositions to the customer, 
where the offering contains options for the customer to co-create value. 
However, suppliers also determine their own sense of value, which means 
that value propositions are reciprocal promises of value, operating to and 
from suppliers and customers seeking a fair exchange. Otherwise, there is 
no sale. (Ballentyne & Varey 2006) Ramirez (1999) further argues that 
economic actors play different roles in relation not only to different coun-
terparts, but also in relation to a single counterpart, i.e. a customer and a 
supplier can both offer value propositions to each other in a collaborative 
business relationship. Normann and Ramirez (1998) argue that the terms 
customer and supplier are increasingly misguiding when discussing co-
creating business relationships, since both actors are customer and supplier 
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of each other. Vargo and Lusch (2011, p.182) state that “all actors are 
fundamentally doing the same things, co-creating value through resource 
integration and service provision”. 
 
Some researchers (see e.g. Ballantyne & Varey 2006, Grönroos 2011, 
Fyrberg Yngfalk 2011) argue that interactions are treated in a sweeping 
manner within S-D logic, and that value co-creation easily becomes a con-
cept without substance. Grönroos (2011) state that the interaction concept 
has either been totally missing, neglected on purpose or seen as a conse-
quence of the logic rather than as a concept explaining value co-creation. 
However, lately attempts have been made to pinpoint the importance of 
interactions in value co-creation (see e.g. Fyrberg Yngfalk 2011). Grönroos 
and Ravald (2011, p. 11) define interaction as “a mutual or reciprocal 
action where two or more parties have an effect upon one another”. Inter-
actions are dependent on actors’ intentions, and the motivation to interact 
can be understood as a search for value, expressed in some sort of desire to 
become better off (Fyrberg Yngfalk 2011). In a business-to-business con-
text, customer-supplier interaction means that at least two parties are in 
contact with one another for business reasons. During these interactions, 
the parties involved have the opportunity to actively initiate and perform 
actions in order to influence one another’s processes. Interactions are situa-
tions where the interacting parties are involved in each other’s practices 
and have the opportunity to influence each other. Payne et al. (2008) dis-
cuss encounter processes as the processes and practices of interaction and 
exchange that take place within customer and supplier relationships that 
need to be managed in order to develop successful co-creation opportuni-
ties. The encounter process involves a series of two-way interactions be-
tween the customer and the supplier. Encounters can occur either on the 
initiative of the company or on the initiative of the customer, or on the 
initiative of both. Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2004a) argue that value co-
creation deals with continuous dialogue, joint problem definition and joint 
problem solving. Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2004a, 2004b) argue that 
dialogue, access, risk assessment and transparency, i.e. the DART model, 
enables counterparts to engage as collaborators in value co-creating pro-
cesses. Dialogue supports value co-creation. It cannot be reduced to one 
party’s activities alone or to one party’s perspective alone. Dialogue means 
interactivity, engagement and a tendency to act on both sides. It implies 
shared learning and communication between two equal problem solvers. It 
is inherently relational, and the purpose of having a dialogue is open-
ended, discovery oriented and value co-creating. (Ballantyne & Varey 
2006) Access deals with information and tools, where customers and sup-
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pliers are willing to give access to different kinds of knowledge bases, such 
as data on manufacturing, design and quality processes. Risk assessment 
means the ability to evaluate risk of harm. In a collaborative value co-
creating relationship, who should shoulder the responsibilities of risks? 
Transparency, on the other hand, facilitates collaborative dialogue between 
partners. (Prahalad and Ramaswamy 2004a, 2004b)  

Lately, researchers (see e.g. Ertimur & Venkatesh 2010, Plé & Chum-
pitaz Cáceres 2010, Echeverri & Skålén 2011, Fisher & Smith 2011, 
Fyrberg Yngfalk 2011) have started questioning the view of the market as 
an idyllic space in which actors are supposed to co-exist harmoniously and 
where actors benefit equally from their interactions, as presented within 
most value frameworks. The current conceptualization is idealized in that 
it assumes near perfect and seamless interactivity between participants 
involved in a business relationship. However, not all value co-creation 
processes are balanced and controlled. Fisher and Smith (2011) state that 
very few relationships are actually equal in strength, interest and input for 
all parties involved. Accordingly, the criticism concerns the richness of 
positive and the lack of negative explanations of value co-creation. The 
authors (see e.g. Ertimur & Venkatesh 2010, Plé & Chumpitaz Cáceres 
2010, Echeverri & Skålén 2011, Fisher & Smith 2011, Fyrberg Yngfalk 
2011) argue that both the ups and the downs need to be explained and 
accounted for in a value framework. Ertimur and Venkatesh (2010) argue 
that business actors often operate under an implicit social contract in col-
laborating, indicating that there is a set of mutual expectations which in-
volves a pattern of rights, privileges and obligations between the customer 
and the supplier. Accordingly, it forms a basic understanding of what con-
stitutes proper behaviour in the process of co-creation.  

 

3.3 Different Perspectives used in Previous Research11   

As discussed previously, a wide range of angles have been used in previous 
research on value co-creation in business markets. Researchers have stud-
ied value co-creation from the customer’s perspective, from the supplier’s 
perspective or by using a customer-supplier perspective (Ulaga 2001). In 
the paragraphs that follow, the discussion will be further elaborated and 

                                                      
11 This section is partly based on Hasche (2006). Some parts of the text is taken 
directly from the licentiate thesis and reused. In other parts of the text new refer-
ences are used and the discussion further elaborated.  
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exemplified by structuring previous research into the different perspectives 
mentioned above.  
 

3.3.1 The customer’s perspective 

In the majority of research concerned with value co-creation, the focus is 
on how value is perceived by customers (Walter et al. 2001). Walter et al. 
(2002) address the customer’s perspective by empirically investigating the 
impact of different purchasing functions (the cost reduction function, qual-
ity function and volume function) and network functions (the market func-
tion, scouting function and innovation development function) on the trust 
and relationship value perceived by customers in a broad range of indus-
tries. The analysis shows that the purchasing functions and the network 
functions as well as trust explain a considerable proportion of the custom-
er’s value perception of a given supplier relationship. Mikkelsen and Hedaa 
(2003) share this approach to value, but focus on perceived value as a 
function of price, product fit, service fit and relationship fit influenced by 
the customer’s overall strategic approach and the nature of the supplier’s 
offering.  

Flint et al. (1997) as well as Flint and Woodruff (2001) concentrate on 
understanding why customers change what they value from suppliers. Flint 
et al. (1997) propose a model that incorporates events likely to trigger 
changes and the location of these events in three different forms of value 
(values, desired value and value judgements). In the second article, Flint 
and Woodruff (2001) concentrate on developing a theoretical model of the 
initiators of changes in one of the above mentioned forms of value, i.e. 
customers’ desired value. The article identifies customer tension as the 
central phenomenon leading to changes in customers’ desired value from a 
supplier.  

Plank and Ferrin (2002) present an empirical study of how purchasing 
agents in manufacturing view value and use it to make decisions. The arti-
cle also investigates different valuation techniques used by purchasing 
agents in order to evaluate the value in a supplier’s offering. Ulaga and 
Eggert (2001) develop a scale for measuring relationship value in business-
to-business markets, by investigating the components (product benefits, 
strategic benefits, personal benefits and relationship-specific sacrifices) that 
make up relationship value from a customers’ perspective. Other authors 
who are interested in measuring customer value are Ulaga and Chacour 
(2001). In their article, the authors develop a multiple-item measure of 
customer value, linking it to marketing strategy development. Anderson et 
al. (1993) examine the state-of-practice of customer value assessment in 
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business markets. The authors identify nine methods (e.g. focus group val-
ue assessment, conjoint analysis and benchmarks) used in assessing cus-
tomer value and determine the extent of their usage by industrial firms. 
Van der Haar et al. (2001) illustrate in their article how conjoint analysis 
can be used to close the information gap between the supplier and their 
customers by confronting the value the company intends to offer to its 
customers with the value desired by the customers. According to the au-
thors, the supplier can acquire a benchmark for their intended value by 
assessing the desired value map of their customers. Accordingly, a compa-
ny can guide and improve its business development activities before market 
introduction, using the conjoint analysis to optimise the designed value of 
its products and services and to focus its communication on those areas of 
value that are perceived as most important by its customers.  

Bovik (2004) clarifies the concept of customer-perceived value in a con-
text where total service offerings are provided. A case study in the com-
mercial aircraft engine maintenance industry provides a description, illus-
trated in value maps, of context-specific attributes forming the dimensions 
of customer-perceived value. It is suggested in the study that customer-
perceived value is created at a product level, at a partnership level and at a 
psychological level. Lapierre (2000) uses domain and scope to delineate the 
customer value construct in order to identify critical value drivers in three 
service sectors, i.e. information, communication and entertainment; distri-
bution and finance. The author identifies 13 value drivers deployed in three 
categories, i.e. product-related, service-related and relationship-related 
value drivers. The drivers are divided in terms of benefits, i.e. what the 
customer gets, and sacrifices, i.e. what the customer gives. According to the 
author, the value of an offering depends not only on product-related issues, 
but also on the employees of the supplier firm (i.e. their flexibility, respon-
siveness and expertise) as well as on the relationship between the customer 
and the supplier. Furthermore, the results indicate that relationship value 
drivers act as important differentiators. According to the author, flexibility 
and responsiveness, two service-related benefits, are important value driv-
ers for all the business customers surveyed. The investigation made by 
Ulaga (2003) provides us with the most thorough description of value driv-
ers, perceived by customers. The study was performed within manufactur-
ing-supplier relationships and eight dimensions of relationship value driv-
ers have been identified. The investigation shows that the companies main-
ly searched for technical performance and reliability when referring to 
product quality. The suppliers’ products were expected to meet a set of 
technical specifications within certain tolerance levels. The participants 
also mentioned the importance of delivering consistent quality levels over 
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time. Beyond product-related services, (product warranty and availability 
of spare parts), the interviewees mentioned a number of additional services, 
i.e. customer information (the right information at the right time and get-
ting hold of suppliers whenever needed) and subcontracting of activities 
(assembly, design work and product testing) as value drivers.  

Furthermore, suppliers facilitate value creation for their customers by 
consistently meeting delivery schedules (on-time delivery), adjusting to 
changes in delivery schedules (flexibility) and by delivering the parts or-
dered (accuracy). Supplier know-how represents a fourth dimension of 
relationship value, where the supplier’s knowledge of the supply market 
provides an opportunity to present the customer with new sourcing alter-
natives. A supplier also assist in creating value by helping the customer in 
the improvement of existing products or in the development of new offer-
ings. The participants in the study also mentioned that suppliers enable 
value creation through accelerating design work, developing prototypes 
faster than competitors and by speeding up the product and validation 
processes. Benefits that contributed to the development of the relationship 
as a whole were improved communication between the customer and the 
supplier, more effective and efficient problem resolution and a better un-
derstanding of the counterparty’s goals. The interviewees confirm that 
manufacturers focus above all on direct product costs. The respondents 
expected a reasonable price or a price based on market average. All partic-
ipants expect their suppliers to commit to annual price decreases, and they 
assist suppliers in driving down prices through joint cost reduction pro-
grams. According to Ulaga (2003), suppliers have multiple ways of facili-
tating value creation by reducing costs in the relationship. The respondents 
participating in the study mentioned, for example, financial benefits accru-
ing from having the supplier managing the manufacturer’s inventory.  

Möller and Törrönen (2003) address what they describe as a mirror 
problem to customer perceived value. The focus is how the supplier creates 
value for the customer, i.e. not the customer’s actual perception. The value 
creation potential of a supplier is determined from functions providing 
value directly or indirectly. These are combined into a conceptual frame-
work enlightening the main dimensions of supplier value, i.e. supplier-
efficiency, supplier-effectiveness and supplier network functions. Ulaga and 
Eggert (2006) take a similar stand when investigating the most important 
value drivers when competing for a key supplier status. The authors discuss 
that differentiation must contribute to customer value either by providing 
benefits to the customers or by reducing costs to customers. The results 
suggest that relationship benefits display a stronger potential for differenti-
ation in key supplier relationships than cost considerations. The authors 
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identify service support and personal interaction as core differentiators, 
followed by supplier know-how and the supplier’s ability to improve the 
customer’s time to market. Price showed the weakest potential for differen-
tiation. 

Drawing upon Ulaga and Eggert (2006), Corsaro and Snehota (2010) 
investigate how actors perceive and interpret value and how the percep-
tions of value affect the behaviour of the interacting actors. The focus of 
the article is customer-perceived value although both customers and sup-
pliers were interviewed. Informants in customer companies were asked to 
indicate what they considered to be the main elements of benefits and sac-
rifices in their relationship to suppliers. In suppliers’ firms, respondents 
were asked to indicate what they believed the main elements of benefits 
and sacrifices to be for the customers in the specific relationship. The au-
thors suggest that perceptions influence parties’ behaviour and the way 
business relationships develop. Gunnarsson (2011) focuses on the trouble-
some aspects of value creation in terms of customer satisfaction, trust and 
commitment in dynamic business relationships, where shortfalls in value 
creation reflect a discrepancy between anticipated or present performance 
compared with business partners’ expectations. The main contribution of 
his work is a portrayal of 11 different episodes of shortfalls in value crea-
tion, which indicates the stabilizing role of loyalty antecedents in different 
dynamic business relationships. 

 

3.3.2 The supplier’s perspective 

Walter et al. (2001) investigate supplier-perceived value within SMEs 
(small and medium sized enterprises) in the fields of mechanical engineer-
ing, electronics industry, metal-processing industry and the chemical indus-
try. The study identified seven drivers of value creation from the supplier’s 
perspective. The volume function contributes to the success of the supplier 
by securing the necessary break-even volume and allows the supplier or-
ganisation to operate on a profit-making basis. A positive cash flow to the 
supplier is provided through the profit function of a customer relationship. 
Obtaining stability and control in sales terms is presented by the safeguard 
function. Technical know-how and creative ideas are obtained from the 
customer through the innovation function. Gaining access to new markets 
is represented by the market function, whereas the scouting function of a 
customer relationship captures the possibility of gaining critical infor-
mation through customers. The access function allows access to third par-
ties, e.g. the customer’s customer. Drawing on Walter et al. (2001), Wiley 
et al. (2006) examine the nature, role and impact of relationship functions 
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from a supplier perspective by using a cross-national study of Swedish, 
German and Chinese international customer-supplier relationships. The 
direct functions, i.e. functions focusing on the economic logic of exchange, 
received the highest ratings, where volume bought was the dominant rea-
son for importance. Among the indirect functions investigated information 
provided by customers regarding the market was most highly valued. One 
of the more interesting findings of the study was the broad consistency of 
results across countries. Walter and Ritter (2003) continue to explore sup-
plier-perceived value. The investigation shows that adaptations appear to 
be a major driver for direct value creation. Commitment, on the other 
hand, is very important for indirect functions, since only committed cus-
tomers are willing to contribute ideas for future developments, information 
about their market and access to a third party. 
 

3.3.3 The customer-supplier perspective 

Ford and McDowell (1999) take a holistic view of value in relationships. 
The authors cover both the single relationship level and the complex rela-
tionship level of analysis when investigating value perceptions of customers 
and suppliers respectively. In their article, the authors consider how com-
panies make sense of the possible effects of their own and other companies’ 
actions and how they value what happens in their relationships. From the 
buyer’s perspective and the seller’s perspective on a relationship level, value 
is considered from effects in the relationship, e.g. how transactions within 
the relationship, many or few, develop as a result of the action in focus. 
Value is also analysed from effects on the relationship, e.g. changes in mu-
tual dependence and trust between the parties. The authors stress that the 
trade-off between effects in a relationship and effects on a relationship is a 
classic issue in buyer-seller relationships. Furthermore, Ford and McDowell 
(1999) argue that a decision has future effects on a customer-supplier rela-
tionship but also on all other relationships in a company’s portfolio. Ac-
tions by a focal actor within a relationship affect both the customer’s and 
the supplier’s portfolios of relationships respectively as well as their wider 
networks. For example, if a customer decides to engage in a single-sourcing 
deal for a particular product with a supplier, this will have a direct effect 
on the rest of the network, since the customer will not buy that product 
from other suppliers in their portfolio. In their article, the authors also 
exemplify effects at the network level by describing a scenario where a 
supplier takes the decision to develop a new technology for an application 
in a particular relationship, and how this action may subsequently become 
an industry standard throughout the network. 
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Wilson and Jantrania (1994) provide a conceptual framework of rela-
tionship value from a customer-supplier perspective. The authors empha-
size the joint creation of value, e.g. by claiming that any relationship cre-
ates some value for both parties. The problem is how the value created in 
the relationship is shared between the parties. The framework contains 
three elements, i.e. economic, strategic and behavioural dimensions. The 
authors argue that the opportunities to assess value created in business 
relationships range from the rather easily measured economic value to the 
more difficult to measure strategic and behavioural dimensions of value. 
Forsström (2003) uses a customer-supplier perspective in order to under-
stand value co-creation. The author argues that, in the context of industrial 
buyer-seller relationships, value is something that the parties create togeth-
er, through their interaction. The author uses the concept of value co-
creation. To seize the parties’ perception of this co-created value, the au-
thor proposes a research model in which the type of value (competence 
related, communicational and monetary) is analysed in relation to layers of 
substance (actor, resource and activity layers) of a business relationship. 
Hasche (2006) also takes a clear stand by using a customer-supplier per-
spective when investigating value co-creation in industrial business rela-
tionships. Both the customer’s and the supplier’s intentions in starting a 
specific relationship are empirically investigated, as well as how both the 
customer and the supplier perceive the value co-created within the specific 
relationship. The main contribution is a terminology consisting of expected 
value, desired value, unanticipated value, received value and wasted value
designed so as to understand value co-creation in business relationships. 
Drawing on Walter et al. (2001), Young et al. (2009) discuss the scale and 
scope of the value relationship functions of trading partners in different 
contexts, i.e. European and Chinese. Attempts were made to secure inter-
views from both customers and suppliers of dyadic business relationships, 
which the authors experienced as difficult to achieve. Instead, separate 
samples of customers and suppliers were developed. The investigation 
shows that, in order to sustain a relationship, the functions performed by 
each party must be valued by the counterparty. Direct functions received 
the highest ratings for both the importance of customers to suppliers and 
of suppliers to customers. Volume bought is the dominant function. Impact 
on profitability comes second. Range bought comes third. Generally, Chi-
nese respondents attach greatest importance to supply issues, i.e. volume 
and range. European respondents attach highest rating to impact on profit-
ability. 

Fyrberg Yngfalk (2011) examines how value co-creation comes in to ex-
istence in different types of interactions in the sport and tourism markets. 
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The thesis presents four articles discussing how actors’ different and some-
times conflicting interests may be crucial in order for value co-creation 
processes to emerge. One of the main contributions from the thesis is that 
the author systematises different interactions between actors, ranging from 
well-organised and stable interactions to fragmented interactions, charac-
terised by high levels of conflict. The author states that interactions are 
dependent on actors’ intentions, and the motivation to interact can be un-
derstood as a search for value, expressed in some sort of desire to become 
better off. Four different kinds of value co-creation situation are presented, 
illustrating that interaction can be classified in relation to the actors in-
volved. These are converged value co-creation, diverged value co-creation, 
disjointed value co-creation and fragmented value co-creation. 

Kothandaraman and Wilson (2001) develop a foundation for value co-
creating networks using three core building blocks, i.e. superior customer 
value, core competencies and relationships. According to the authors, the 
objective of any value co-creating network is to create superior value. The 
extent of value co-creation by the network is influenced by the core capa-
bilities of the member firms. The way the firms in a network blend to cre-
ate this value is influenced by the nature of the relationships that the firms 
have between themselves. Thus, the quality of the relationship facilitates 
the co-creation of value. Kothandaraman and Wilson (2001) suggest three 
dimensions that can be used to analyse value co-creating networks: scope, 
depth and competitive environment. According to the authors, these ele-
ments help managers to define the firm’s position within the network and 
to develop strategies so as to improve the position over time. 

As the previous discussion reveals, the classic way of conducting studies 
on value co-creation is to focus on one firm’s view of its relationship with 
another firm (Holmlund 1997). Most of the research discussing the value 
construct in business markets has been conducted from the customer’s 
perspective, where both empirical and conceptual research has been carried 
out. The research into customer value has to a great extent been concerned 
with identifying various dimensions of relationship content that result in 
benefits and/or sacrifices for the parties involved. (Corsaro & Snehota 
2010) Interest in investigating the supplier’s perception of value (Walter et 
al. 2001, Walter and Ritter 2003), as well as understanding of how value is 
co-created between customers and suppliers in business relationships 
(Forsström 2003, Hasche 2006, Fyrberg Yngfalk 2011) has so far been 
limited.  
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3.4 The Value Co-Creating Process  

Very little is known about the process of value co-creation, i.e. when it 
starts, what it includes and when it ends (Grönroos 2011). Payne et al. 
(2008) claims that the value co-creating process can be described as a series 
of actions performed so as to achieve certain objectives. The value co-
creating process consists of actions that give rise to interactions with offer-
ings and companies. The interactions may initiate value judgements of the 
offering and the relationship as value creating resources. These resources, 
i.e. the offering and the business relationship, are used in order to achieve 
the objectives with the actions and ultimately the value co-creating process. 
Over time, the value judgements result in a value experience for customers 
and suppliers. (Ravald 2008) 

Every value co-creating process is part of a bigger circumstance, i.e. the 
context for value creation. Value is a relative phenomenon. It is compara-
tive between different offerings; it is subjective and varies between people. 
It is dependent of the situation and varies from context to context. It is also 
reliant on the economic, social and religious systems and habits that sur-
round business actors. (Prahalad & Ramaswamy 2004a, 2004b; Vargo & 
Lusch, 2004, 2008; Ravald 2008; Corsaro & Snehota 2010; Echeverri & 
Skålén 2011; Edvardsson et al. 2011) 

Value co-creation should be regarded from a process perspective, where 
the customer’s and/or the supplier’s gathered knowledge result in value 
experiences, which includes pre-purchase, during purchase as well as post-
purchase actions. Each actor’s value experience can comprise one or many 
value judgements at different points in time. When a customer ascribes an 
offering value, it is done from a judgement regarding how well the pur-
chased offering can create expected and desired outcomes. Accordingly, it 
is important to understand the customer’s fundamental values determining 
what is important to the customer. Norms and principles as well as expec-
tations and desires together form the customer’s fundamental values. The 
customer’s fundamental values are relatively stable over time, but will 
change in accordance with changes in culture, social environment and per-
sonal experiences. (Ravald 2008) The customer’s fundamental values are 
the key to understanding why some features or actions result in value to 
the customer. Holbrook (1994, p. 29) discusses and clarifies the difference 
as well as the connection between value and values: “…The former (i.e. 
value) refers to a preferential judgement. The latter (i.e. values)… refers to 
the “criteria” by which such judgements are made…” Holbrook (1994) 
describes value as an evaluation, whereas values concern standards, rules, 
criteria, norms, goals or ideals from which the evaluation is made. The 
fundamental values form the base for business actors’ approach to and 
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engagement in different offerings and relationships. The customer’s fun-
damental values consist of all the factors and aspects that in some way 
influence how business actors perceive and evaluate offerings, companies 
and relationships. Part of the fundamental values is also the perception of 
money, time, effort and usage of resources. The fundamental values are 
also exposed to and influenced by the external setting. (Ravald 2008) Rav-
ald’s explanation of fundamental values agrees well with the interpretation 
of frame of reference used in this thesis, where it is assumed that customers 
and the suppliers involved in international value co-creating processes have 
different sets of ideas, conditions or assumptions that determine how 
things will be approached, perceived or understood. 

Ravald (2008) argues that the value judgement is the activity in which 
business actors evaluate how well an offering conforms to the actor’s per-
ception of what is expected and/or desired. What is crucial is whether the 
offering can contribute to the actor’s own value creating activities or not. 
Most researchers (see e.g. Ulaga 2003; Eggert et al. 2006, Corsaro & 
Snehota 2010) argue that the value judgement deals with a comparison 
between what you get in relation to what you give, i.e. a trade-off between 
benefits and sacrifices. The timing for when business actors make value 
judgements is, of course, of interest. There is no common understanding in 
the literature regarding when, i.e. in what situations, business actors make 
evaluations of value. Woodruff (1997) explains that the customer’s opinion 
of the value of an offering may be altered when making a purchase deci-
sion in contrast to experiencing the offering during or after use. Making a 
purchase decision requires customers to distinguish between alternative 
offerings and evaluate which one is preferred. On the other hand, when 
experiencing the offering during or after use, the customer is more con-
cerned with the performance of the chosen offering in specific use situa-
tions. Ravald (2008) argues that customers make an evaluation of the ex-
pected value before the purchase and the received value after the purchase. 
The customer can make conscious or unconscious value judgements every 
time the customer interacts with the offering, the supplier or the surround-
ing environment. Value judgements are selective in nature, meaning that 
the customer in some situations pays attention to some things that in an-
other situation are ignored. All the value judgements made aggregate over 
time into a value experience. The value experience applies to the whole 
value co-creating process and all value judgements made. (Ravald 2008)  
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3.5 The Various Aspects of Value12  

A common assumption is that different elements of value influence actors’ 
behaviour in different ways, where scholars differentiate between, on the 
one hand, elements of value that are necessary in order to be considered by 
a customer as a possible supplier and, on the other, elements of value that 
really create sales (Spring & Boaden 1997). Ulaga (2003) have found that 
many customers’ pre-select suppliers in advance, based on the customers’ 
minimal expectations. The sanctioned actors are then added to a pool of 
“qualified partners”, where all actors are able to offer more or less the 
same expected value. For customers to perceive the benefits of a specific 
offering, this must propose something of significance that makes a differ-
ence to the customer. In a variety of research disciplines13, scholars de-
scribe this in terms of “elements that just have to be at a certain level to 
allow the firm to participate in the game in the market” (Hultman 1998, p. 
27) or “those criteria that a company must meet for a customer to even 
consider it as a possible supplier” (Hill 2000, p. 37). A number of different 
concepts have been used to describe this phenomenon, e.g. order qualifiers 
and order winners (Hill 2000), market hygiene factors and competitive 
edge factors (New 1992), as well as failure preventers and success produc-
ers (Varadarajan 1985). In the field of marketing, Hultman (1998) suggests 

                                                      
12 This section is partly based on Hasche (2006). Some parts of the text are taken 
directly from the licentiate thesis and reused. In other parts of the text new refer-
ences are used and the discussion is further elaborated.  

Similar discussions can be found in service quality literature. Grönroos (1984) was 
the first scholar to conceptualise perceived service quality. The quality of a service 
is not just determined by what the customer is left with when the service interaction 
is completed. The technical quality is complemented by functional quality, i.e. how 
the customer experiences the service process. The level of expected quality is influ-
enced by market communication, image, word-of-mouth and customer needs. Thus, 
the total perceived quality is not just the outcome of the technical and functional 
quality, but rather the gap between expected and experienced quality. According to 
gap models of service quality (see e.g. Parasuraman et al. 1985), customer assess-
ments of service quality result from a comparison of service expectations with actu-
al performance. The zone of tolerance illustrates the range of performance of a 
service that a customer considers acceptable. The tolerance zone is demarcated by 
the lower level of an adequate service (i.e. expectations of acceptable performance) 
and the upper level of desired service (i.e. what the customer hopes to get). As long 
as the performance is kept within these limits, the customer will be satisfied. 
(Zeithaml et al. 1993) 
13 See e.g. manufacturing strategy (Hill 2000; Slack 1995; Meredith et al. 1994; 
New 1992), marketing (Hultman 1998; Bjerke & Hultman 2002), competitive 
strategy (Varadarajan 1985) and service quality (Parasuraman et al. 1985). 
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two conceptual categories, sales requirements and sales drivers14. Sales 
requirements are defined as “elements that just have to be at a certain level 
to allow the firm to participate in the game in the market” and sales driv-
ers as “elements that really create sales” (Hultman 1998, p. 27). 
 
All the concepts described are based on a two-step mechanism. The sales 
requirements have to be met first, so as to allow the company to act as a 
possible supplier in competition with other qualified firms. The sales driv-
ers, on the other hand, contain the elements of value that are most signifi-
cant when the customer selects a supplier. According to Bjerke and Hult-
man (2002), sales requirements must reach a certain standard, but there is 
no reason to over-invest in such elements, since these elements do not sym-
bolise improved customer value when exceeding a certain level. However, 
if the sales requirements do not meet the customer’s expected level, the 
firm will lose the order and most likely also potential future orders. The 
sales drivers, on the other hand, are related to benefits for the customer, 
and investments in these elements influence sales positively.  

Many authors (see e.g. Woodruff 1997; de Chernatony et al. 2000, Pra-
halad & Ramaswamy 2004a, 2004b; Vargo & Lusch, 2004, 2008; Ravald 
2008; Corsaro & Snehota 2010; Echeverri & Skålén 2011; Edvardsson et 
al. 2011) acknowledge that the value construct changes at different times 
depending on the situation, i.e. before and after a purchase. When a cus-
tomer and a supplier consider entering into a value co-creating process, 
both will have a “wants list” consisting of tangible as well as intangible 
aspects of which the ownership will enhance each party’s own possibility 
of creating value (Blois 2003). Each party will only enter into a value co-
creating process, if it anticipates that, by doing so; its “wants” will be satis-
fied. Accordingly, companies engage in value co-creating processes when 
both parties expect that the benefits will be greater than the sacrifices made 
in rejecting other alternatives (Ulaga & Eggert 2001; Turnbull et al. 1996). 
The trade-off situation between benefits and sacrifices can be interpreted as 
a scale of balance, where the customer as well as the supplier considers the 
sacrifices to be made in order to derive future benefits (Monroe 2003).  

Butz and Goodstein (1996) describe expected value as the level that is 
normal compared to the business or industry standard. Furthermore, the 
authors state that there is nothing particularly memorable about an offer-
ing solely providing the expected level of value, since it is difficult to differ-
entiate one offering from another at this level. Ojasalo (2001) describes 

                                                      
14 Sales requirements and sales drivers are hereinafter used to describe these con-
cepts.  
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different types of expectations for achieving long-term quality and custom-
er satisfaction in professional services. These expectations are described in 
terms of fuzzy, precise, implicit, explicit, unrealistic and realistic expecta-
tions. The author argues that customers have fuzzy expectations when the 
customer is not happy in the situation and expects a change, but does not 
have a precise picture of what needs to be changed. The customer may 
have a vague idea about the nature of the change that is needed, but the 
customer is not certain about it. If these types of expectations are not ful-
filled within the relationship, the customer feel that the service was unsatis-
factory, but the customer does not understand exactly why. Precise expec-
tations are understood as the opposite of fuzzy expectations. Implicit ex-
pectations are associated with situations in which some elements of the 
offering are so self-evident that customers do not actively or consciously 
ever think about them or the possibility that they will not be met. Explicit 
expectations are assumptions about the offering in the customer’s mind. 
The customer pays explicit attention to whether these expectations are met 
and knows clearly what went wrong if they are not met. However, these 
expectations are not necessarily expressed openly, at least not all of them. 
Unrealistic expectations are impossible or highly unlikely for any supplier 
or customer, to meet. Realistic expectations, on the other hand, are under-
stood as the opposite of unrealistic expectations. They refer to expectations 
which are likely to be fulfilled by the supplier or the customer themselves. 
Thus, fuzzy, precise, implicit and explicit expectations can all be both real-
istic and unrealistic. The customer’s set of expectations may include all the 
above-mentioned expectations at the same time. The degree of fuzziness, 
for example, may vary. In addition, expectations may include fuzzy, pre-
cise, implicit, explicit, realistic and unrealistic elements simultaneously.  

Desired value is not expected nor based on business or industry stand-
ards. Instead, desired value is described by the authors as the features add-
ing value to the counterparty. According to Flint et al. (1997), desired val-
ue can be explained as a wish15 regarding fulfilment of a specific need in a 
specific kind of use situation, i.e. what a customer wants to happen when 
interacting with a supplier or when using the supplier’s offering.  

Butz and Goodstein (1996) extend the discussion by including unantici-
pated value. At this level, the organisation finds ways to add value that are 
beyond the customer’s expectations or even desires. In other words, it is a 
question of creating a need that has not been in the mind of the counter-
party earlier, i.e. triggering a latent need. 

                                                      
15 Wishes and desires are used interchangeably in this thesis. 
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Some authors (Woodruff 1997; van der Haar et al. 2001) distinguish be-
tween desired value and received value. As discussed earlier, desired value 
refers to what a customer wants to happen when interacting with a suppli-
er or using the supplier’s offering. Received value, on the other hand, 
means judgements or assessments of what a customer perceives he or she 
has received from a supplier in a specific purchase or use situation. (Wood-
ruff 1997) Other scholars (see e.g. Vargo & Lush 2004, p. 7) use the term 
value in use to describe the same phenomenon, i.e. “the actual usefulness 
as perceived by the customer”. 
 
The terminology developed by Hasche (2006) combines the different as-
pects of value, where expected value, desired value, unanticipated value 
and received value are all based on perceptions, i.e. perceived value (van 
der Haar et al. 2001). As discussed previously, the expected value can be 
interpreted as the counterparty’s minimal expectations. The desired value 
can be understood as the features that add value to the counterparty, while 
the unanticipated value can be described as value that is beyond the coun-
terparty’s expectations or even desires (Butz & Goodstein 1996; Flint et al. 
1997). Received value can be interpreted as judgements or assessments of 
what has been received from the counterparty in a specific purchase or use 
situation (Woodruff 1997). Hasche (2006) identifies a fifth aspect of value, 
i.e. wasted value. Wasted value can be interpreted as something that one 
actor thinks adds value to the counterparty. The counterparty, on the other 
hand, does not perceive the added value and therefore does not appreciate 
it.  

Woodall (2003) argues that expected value and desired value both relate 
to an ex-ante/pre-purchase position. Received value, on the other hand, is 
related to an ex-post/post-purchase condition. Hasche (2006) shows that 
both the customer and the supplier had expectations and desires regarding 
the value co-creating process; both parties provided unanticipated value to 
the value co-creating process, and both partners received value from the 
value co-creating process. However, surprisingly few aspects of the co-
created value were perceived as shared value between the customer and the 
supplier within the business relationship investigated, even though the cus-
tomer and supplier investigated shared a similar frame of reference based 
on the pre-understanding of the Swedish business environment, culture and 
business practices (cf. Prime et al. 2009). 
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3.6 Towards a Theoretical Frame of Reference 

In this section, I will discuss and gradually build a frame of reference that 
embodies my view of the value co-creating process in an international 
business relationship. This section will describe how I, as a researcher, have 
chosen to understand the value co-creating process in the context of inter-
national business relationships. The aim of this section is to clarify the 
theoretical approaches used and assumptions made in this thesis. 

In line with discussions held by previous researchers, I interpret value as 
co-created through interaction in business relationships, where the business 
relationship is seen as the context forming the conditions for co-creating 
value in interactive processes. However, many of existing works focus on 
one firm’s view (customer or supplier perspective) of creating value and, as 
a consequence, disregard the complexity of interactions between two or 
more actors in business markets. This thesis distinguishes itself from much 
of the previous research interested in value creation, since the focus here 
shifts from the individual performance by one company to the joint actions 
performed by two companies in relation to each other. Accordingly, this 
thesis is written from a customer-supplier perspective, where both firms’ 
views of the value co-creating process are of interest. The understanding of 
value in the present thesis resonates with Hoolbrook’s (1994) view of value 
as something that resides within action and interaction, while being collec-
tively created but subjectively experienced.  

The value co-creating process discussed in this thesis involves two ac-
tors, where the customer as well as the supplier brings their own perspec-
tive into the process, based on each actor’s frame of reference. Each actor’s 
frame of reference is interpreted as a set of ideas, conditions or assump-
tions that determine how something will be approached, perceived or un-
derstood (cp. Ravald 2008). What is valuable to a customer does not have 
to be valuable to a supplier and vice versa, since the customer and the sup-
plier may have different objectives with their activities. The frame of refer-
ence includes all factors and aspects that form the basis of how the cus-
tomer as well as the supplier perceives and judges offerings and relation-
ships, as value creating resources. It can be argued that value co-creation 
involves two actors introducing multiple interests into the value co-creating 
process. As such, value co-creation processes may be asymmetric and dis-
cordant instead of symmetrical and harmonious as earlier discussed within 
the value literature.  

The value co-creating process consists of a series of actions and interac-
tions performed in order to achieve certain objectives (cp. Payne et al. 
2008). The actions consist of individual initiatives, and a number of inter- 
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related actions can be grouped into an episode. A series of connected epi-
sodes create a process that evolves over time (cp. Holmlund 2004).  

By integrating discussions of interactions from the IMP Group (see e.g. 
Håkansson 1982; Håkansson et al. 2009) to the discussion of value co-
creation, a picture develops of how different episodes of action and interac-
tion shape value co-creating processes. This can be interpreted as a dynam-
ic process that evolves over time, influenced by its history and its anticipat-
ed future. How the value co-creating process evolves over time depends on 
the way an episode is handled, but also how previous episodes were han-
dled and how future episodes will possibly be handled within the value co-
creating process. Both parties involved in an episode link the current issues 
to their understanding of previous interaction. The history has an impact 
on the interacting parties’ choices, attitudes and behaviour. Both parties 
also have expectations of future interactions, which colour the current 
episode. The way an episode is handled may be important in itself, but it 
may also have an impact, either positive or negative, on other episodes. 
Episodes of action and interaction simultaneously broaden and limit the 
possibilities for further interaction in the value co-creating processes (cp. 
Håkansson et al. 2009). Accordingly, the temporal dimension plays an 
important part in understanding value co-creating processes.  

Much of the literature on value co-creation delimits the discussion to the 
offering, in which a series of offerings are evaluated in the context of a 
business relationship. The importance of the business relationship for the 
experience of value is less discussed. However, in this thesis offerings and 
relationships are regarded as resources needed to achieve the customer’s 
and the supplier’s objectives in the value co-creating process. Thus, value 
judgements are made of offerings and/or relationships as resources needed 
by the parties to co-create value. The frame for the value judgements is the 
business actors’ frames of reference. Value judgements handle a compari-
son between what you get in relation to what you give, i.e. a trade-off be-
tween benefits and sacrifices. Value judgements can be described as discrete 
events along a timeline. These evaluations aggregate over time into an 
overall evaluation, i.e. value experience, of the offering and the business 
relationship as resources needed for value co-creation. The value experi-
ence applies to the whole value co-creating process and all value judge-
ments made by the counterpart. Its development is dependent on the value 
judgements made. Accordingly, the value experience is both continuous 
and dynamic, i.e. exposed to change over time. Some value judgments are 
positive, and these enrich the value experience, while others are negative 
and burden the value experience. (cf. Ravald 2008) 
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Before engaging in value co-creating processes, customers as well as 
suppliers have hopes, i.e. expectations and desires of value, regarding the 
future cooperation. It is assumed that both actors have a special need struc-
ture ranging from generic needs to unique needs (cf. Pels et al. 2000). Cus-
tomers and suppliers have initial expectations of the offering and/or the 
potential business relationship. The expected value is described as the level 
that is compared to the business or industry standard. Accordingly, the 
expected value is in this thesis understood as the counterparty’s minimal 
expectations on the offering and/or the business relationship (cf. Butz & 
Goodstein 1996). Besides initial expectations, customers and supplier have 
desires of value, i.e. what an actor wants to happen when interacting with 
a counterpart or using the counterpart’s offering. The desired value is not 
expected nor based on business or industry standards. Instead, desired 
value is described as wishes regarding the fulfilment of unique needs. (cf. 
Flint et al. 1997) Many industrial actors pre-select partners in advance 
based on the partners’ minimal expectations. The sanctioned actors are 
then added to a pool of “qualified partners”, where all actors are able to 
offer the counterpart more or less the same expected value. For actors to 
perceive the benefits of a specific offering, it must propose something of 
significance that makes a difference to the counterpart. Accordingly, all 
qualified partners can fulfil generic needs but who can fulfil unique needs? 
Thus, it is proposed that value judgements are made by customers and 
suppliers before the parties engage together in value co-creating processes, 
i.e. pre-judgements of value based on initial expectations and desires. It is 
assumed that actors probably make two different value judgements initial-
ly, before engaging in a relationship. First, the actors compare how the 
offering is positioned in relation to other competing offerings in the mar-
ket. Secondly, the actors compare the offering against the actors’ requests. 
Thus, there are some offerings that are hypothetically better corresponding 
to the actors’ expectations and desires than other offerings in the market. 
Accordingly, the opinions regarding the value of an offering may change 
from when making a purchase decision to experiencing the offering during 
or after use. Making a purchase decision requires actors to distinguish 
between alternative offerings and evaluate which one is preferred. On the 
other hand, when experiencing the offering during or after use, the actor is 
more concerned with the performance of the chosen offering in specific use 
situations. The judgement of the value of offerings will change according to 
the needs of the particular evaluator (cf. Ballantyne & Varey 2006). The 
actors’ perception of what can be sacrificed and what is perceived as a 
reasonable sacrifice is embedded in the actor’s frames of reference.  
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Based on previous research, perceptions of value change depending on 
the situation but also over time. Consequently, it can be anticipated that 
post-judgments of value also are made by customers as well as suppliers. 
As stated earlier, the frame for the value judgements is the business actors’ 
frames of reference. Besides value judgements of expected and desired val-
ue, unanticipated value can also be created for parties involved in value co-
creating processes. Actors find ways of enabling value that is beyond the 
actor’s expectations or even desires. In other words, it is a question of cre-
ating a need that has not been in the mind of the counterparty earlier, i.e. 
triggering a latent need. (cf. Butz & Goodstein 1996; Flint et al. 1997) 
Actors make value judgements on repeated occasions at different points in 
time based on what an actor perceives he or she has received from a coun-
terpart in a specific situation, i.e. received value (cf. Woodruff 1997). Thus, 
expected value, desired value, unanticipated value and received value are 
all based on the actors’ perceptions, i.e. perceived value (van der Haar et 
al. 2001, see Figure 4). Hasche (2006) has identified a fifth aspect of value 
i.e. wasted value. Wasted value is understood as something that one actor 
thinks adds value to the counterparty, but the counterparty does not per-
ceive the added value and therefore does not appreciate it. 

 
In summary, it is assumed in this thesis that international customers and 
suppliers have different frames of reference (cf. Ravald 2008) that create a 

Expected value 

Desired value Received value 

Unanticipated value 

Wasted value

Perceived value

Figure 4: Perceived value (derived from Hasche 2006) 
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distance between actors involved in international value co-creating pro-
cesses, due to differences in language, business practices, political and legal 
systems, economic environment, industry structure and culture (cf. Hallen 
& Wiedersheim-Paul 1984; Evans & Mavondo 2002; Sousa & Bradley 
2005; Sousa & Bradley 2006). Customers and suppliers may have different 
intentions and interests with their co-operations and the relationships may 
be unequal in strength. Accordingly, the actors may not have comparable 
or equal possibilities to gain from value co-creation processes (cf. Fisher 
and Smith 2011). However, customers as well as suppliers have expecta-
tions and desires of value about the joint value co-creation process. Cus-
tomers and suppliers may also find ways of enabling unanticipated value 
that is beyond the actor’s expectations and desires. Over time, customers as 
well as suppliers make value judgements on repeated occasions at different 
points in time based on what an actor perceives that he or she has received 
from the counterpart in a specific situation, i.e. received value. It is also 
interesting to discuss wasted value in this context. The actors may perform 
actions that the customer or the supplier thinks are valuable to the coun-
terparty, but the activities are not made visible as value co-creating actions. 
The counterparty does not perceive the value and therefore does not appre-
ciate it.  

The discussion in this section should be viewed as a way of theoretically 
conceptualizing the value co-creating process in international customer-
supplier relationships. However, to theorize in order to create an under-
standing of a phenomenon is one thing, while using the theoretical concep-
tualization empirically is another. The above reasoning contains thoughts 
that can be questioned. For example, describing a process in terms of ac-
tions and episodes with a beginning and ending can be challenged. The 
beginning and ending of a current action or episode may be the same as the 
ending of a preceding action or episode and the beginning of a subsequent 
action or episode. What can be described as an action or episode must be 
arbitrarily defined empirically from case to case. Thus, there may be an 
overlap between different actions and episodes. Furthermore, it is difficult 
to determine theoretically when value judgements are made in international 
business relationships. It is suggested in the previous discussion that cus-
tomers and suppliers make pre-judgements of value based on initial expec-
tations and desires before engaging in value co-creating processes as well as 
post-judgments of value at different points in time after engaging in value 
co-creating processes. Accordingly, it can be assumed that in a continuous 
process value judgements are made by the customer and the supplier at 
various points in time.  
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3.6.1 Concepts for analysis 

The discussion so far shows the complexity involved when investigating 
value and value co-creation in international business relationships. The use 
and meaning of concepts, especially abstract concepts in exploratory work, 
can differ widely depending on the context in which they are used. In the 
section that follows, I will highlight the concepts that are of importance for 
me as a researcher when analysing the empirical stories presented, in order 
to answer the research questions stated. All concepts discussed are clearly 
anchored in the theoretical frame of reference presented previously. Thus, 
in Chapter 7, I will elaborate, analyse and discuss the different concepts 
and their relationships. 

One important part of the theoretical frame of reference described earli-
er is the actions and interactions that customers and suppliers perform 
within the frame of the relationship in order to co-create value and thereby 
achieve the objectives of the value co-creating process. Actions consist of 
individual initiatives by the companies involved, where mutual or recipro-
cal actions are viewed as interactions, where the customer and the supplier 
have an effect upon each other (see Grönroos & Ravald 2011). In this 
thesis, I am interested in actions and interactions enabling value co-
creation in interactive processes between customers and suppliers.  

Other important concepts discussed in the theoretical frame of reference 
are expected value, desired value, unanticipated value, received value and 
wasted value. Expected value is understood as the counterparty’s minimal 
expectations on the offering and/or the business relationship. Desired value 
is described as wishes regarding fulfilment of unique needs. Unanticipated 
value is interpreted as value that is beyond the counterparty’s expectations 
or even desires. Received value, on the other hand, is understood as what 
one actor perceives he or she has received from the counterparty in differ-
ent situations. Wasted value is interpreted as something that one actor 
believes add value to the counterparty, but the counterparty does not per-
ceive the added value and therefore does not appreciate it. The customer’s 
and the supplier’s frames of reference constitute the base for the different 
value judgments made by the actors on different occasions over time.  

I view the temporal dimension as being very important when analysing 
value co-creating processes, since time is an inherent feature of processes. 
Concepts like past, present and future are applicable, since what happens 
in present time is influenced by what has happened in the past, but also 
what will possibly happen in the future. The temporal dimension is the 
glue in the forthcoming analysis, reflecting the dynamic nature of the value 
co-creating process, where customers and suppliers act and interact over 
time in order to co-create value for both parties based on expectations and 
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desires. Value judgements are made of offerings and/or relationships as 
resources needed by the parties to co-create value, where the frame for the 
value evaluations is the business actors’ different frames of reference. It is 
assumed that the value judgements made change the shape of the custom-
ers’ and the suppliers’ perceptions of value over time.  
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4 ON THE BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY & THE 
FIELDWORK  
The qualitative research methods have a different focus than the quantita-
tive methods. Qualitative research methods are characterized by efforts to 
understand the complexity of the business world and to add meaning to 
actions, processes and human interactions (Gummesson 2003). However, 
in order for qualitative research to be valuable, certain specific research 
issues need to be addressed, since qualitative research is characterized by a 
demand for the researcher to clearly account for and reflect upon her re-
search process. Thus, in this chapter I aim to reflect upon the choices I 
have made and the impact these choices have had on this thesis. This chap-
ter can be visualized as a bridge between the earlier theoretical chapters 
and the later empirical ones.  

The chapter starts with a discussion of the chosen research method, i.e. 
case study. The chapter continues with a description of the evolving pro-
ject, gaining access, the development of the theoretical frame of reference 
used and the collection of empirical material. At the end of the chapter is a 
description of how I chose to elaborate, analyse and present the empirical 
material as well as a discussion where I reflect upon my own work. 
 

4.1 Research Method  

When conducting qualitative research, there are a number of research 
methods to choose among, in which each approach has advantages and 
disadvantages. Qualitative methods such as case study research entail ef-
forts to address complexity, accepting that the object of study can be con-
fusing and ambiguous (Gummesson 2006). Many marketing researchers 
interested in industrial business relationships tend to view different busi-
ness phenomena as complex and multifaceted, with the ambition of captur-
ing the contents of interactions and relationships in thick, rich descriptions 
(Andersson 2003).  

A case study is an empirical investigation that examines a contemporary 
phenomenon within its real-life context (Yin 2003; 2006). Case studies are 
frequently used by scholars interested in industrial business relationships 
and networks (Dubois & Gadde 2002; Andersson 2003). The purpose of 
using case studies as a research method is to develop an in-depth under-
standing of the phenomenon (Eisenhardt 1989). The purpose stated in 
Chapter 1 indicates a focus on the process rather than the result, with the 
ambition of exploring rather than proving. Accordingly, investigating value 
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co-creation in international customer-supplier relationships is a matter of 
searching for deeper insights into their many dimensions. 

  

4.2 The Evolving Project 

One day in February 2006, my husband came home from work and asked 
if I was interested in moving from Sweden to China for a couple of years. 
The company that my husband worked for in Sweden was going to set up 
a new subsidiary in China, and he was offered a position working with the 
establishment. One rainy day in the middle of September 2006, my family 
and I left Sweden for three years in China, one of the fastest growing econ-
omies in the world. We moved to Suzhou, a town located two hours north-
west of Shanghai in Jiangsu province.  

Our first months in China were chaotic. I focused on completing my li-
centiate thesis and I had neither time nor energy to adjust to my new life in 
China. In January 2007, I went back home to Sweden and defended my 
licentiate thesis “Developing Collaborative Customer-Supplier Relation-
ships through Value Co-Creation” (Hasche 2006) at a seminar at Örebro 
University. When I returned to China after my seminar, I started to study 
Mandarin, which is something I kept on with during our three years in 
China. I learned enough Mandarin to survive as a “lao wai” (foreigner) in 
China. I was a Swedish homemaker interacting with Chinese society in a 
variety of ways every day, i.e. in Mandarin class, at the butcher’s, at the 
fruit and vegetable market, at the supermarket, at the post office, at kin-
dergarten and by accompanying my husband to business dinners. After one 
year, I felt that our chaotic life had slowly changed for the better. I under-
stood more and more about China, the Chinese people and myself. My 
interest in China grew and I started to read fiction, historical novels, auto-
biographies and academic literature about China and the Chinese people. 
Eventually, I started to think about my own research project and how my 
area of interest could be incorporated into this type of setting.  

The importance of China as a trading partner, a country into which 
massive foreign investments are being made and whose potential is almost 
unimaginable, cannot be overstated. Combine that with the equally obvi-
ous dilemmas of how to engage with a culture that is dissimilar to that of 
many countries that are seeking to do business with it and one has grounds 
for seemingly fruitful empirical research. As the quotation by the Swedish 
sales manager in Chapter 1 illustrates, the uncertainty involved in interna-
tional business relationships adds another interesting dimension to the 
discussion of value co-creation. Thus, I formulated my ideas on paper, 
plucked up courage and discussed my ideas with family and friends, who 
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had experience of both the customer and supplier sides of Swedish compa-
nies operating in different industries in the Chinese market. In June 2008, I 
presented a first paper “Value Co-creation in Swedish-Chinese Business 
Relationships – A Conceptual Discussion” at the UIC Research Symposium 
on Marketing and Entrepreneurship held in Stockholm. 
 

4.3 Gaining Access… 

Gummesson (2000) argues that one of the most challenging tasks for re-
searchers is to gain satisfactory access and get close to the object of study 
in order to find out what is happening. Fang (1999) states that gaining 
access is even more challenging when conducting research in an interna-
tional setting, something that I became aware of during my journey. Con-
ducting research in China is far more than searching the Internet to find 
interesting companies to study, phoning respondents to make appoint-
ments, stepping into the respondent’s office just in time for the interview, 
performing the interview and then going home to continue to work with 
the dictums collected. Gummesson (2000) discusses different types of ac-
cess, i.e. access to money to finance a project, access to systems (i.e. com-
panies to be studied) and access to individuals within the systems (i.e. re-
spondents). During my journey, I experienced two of these, i.e. access to 
companies to study and access to respondents.  
 

4.3.1  ... to Swedish companies 

When my family and I arrived in Suzhou in September 2006, the Swedish 
community consisted of five families, us included. In two years’ time, the 
Swedish community had grown from five to twenty families that on a regu-
lar basis met to have dinner or to celebrate different Swedish festivals, such 
as Midsummer, Lucia, Christmas, New Year and Easter. Many of the Swe-
dish expatriates I met at different social events held high positions in the 
Swedish subsidiaries located in Jiangsu province. Belonging to the Swedish 
community made it easier for me to make a first appointment and present 
my ideas to different Swedish companies. I made several presentations. 
Unfortunately, it was much more difficult than I first realized to engage 
two companies, one Chinese and one Swedish, representing the customer 
and the supplier side in my project. Often, the Swedish companies were 
interested, while the other side did not want to participate for various rea-
sons.  
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After numerous presentations, discussions and meetings with different 
Swedish companies, I came into contact with Automotive AB16, a Swedish 
holding company that offers technical solutions to the global automotive 
industry. Automotive AB was very interested in my study and wanted to 
take part. Automotive AB consists of two independent divisions, i.e. Alfa 
and Beta. The Alfa and the Beta divisions started a joint sales office in 
Shanghai, China, in 1996. In 2006, the two divisions decided to establish 
two new manufacturing facilities (i.e. Alfa Jiangsu and Beta Jiangsu) in 
Jiangsu province, China. In 2007, the Beta division decided to develop 
their involvement in the Chinese market further by acquiring a Chinese 
company (i.e. Beta Shandong) in Shandong province, China. Alfa Jiangsu, 
Beta Jiangsu and Beta Shandong have their own manufacturing, sales and 
purchase departments. Finance, human resource (HR) and IT are shared 
among the three companies17. Thus, it was decided that I was going to 
investigate some of the on-going business relationships that these Swedish 
companies had in China.  

After discussions regarding potential relationships to be studied, I asked 
each of the three Swedish companies to mediate a first contact with their 
Chinese counterparts. I sent a two-page summary of my research project in 
English to my Swedish contacts, that they could use when describing my 
research project and intentions to their Chinese counterparts. After a cou-
ple of weeks, my Swedish contacts gave me phone numbers and e-mail 
addresses to their Chinese counterparts.  

 

4.3.2  ... to Chinese companies 

Stening and Zhang (2007) argue that how the study is presented to Chinese 
informants is critical in how Chinese informants respond to whether or not 
they will take part in a study. My initial phone calls and e-mails were an-
swered with three questions, i.e. Who are you? Who do you know? Who 
do you know that knows me? I told them that I had received their numbers 
from Misters X, Y and Z working at the Swedish companies Alfa Jiangsu, 
Beta Jiangsu and Beta Shandong. I asked if it was possible for us to meet in 
order for me to learn more about their business and the relationship with 
their Swedish counterparts. The Chinese wanted to know more about me 
and my study before they could say yes or no to participating. I attended 

                                                      
16 For a more detailed presentation of all companies, see Chapter 6.  
17 I will in the text refer to Alfa Jiangsu, Beta Jiangsu and Beta Shandong as three 
Swedish companies, since all the business decisions are made within each unit.  
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countless meetings, lunches and dinners. We discussed a variety of things 
during these get-togethers, but nothing more substantial regarding my re-
search project and their yes or no to taking part in my study. Instead, we 
discussed why I moved to China, my experiences of living in China, how 
much Mandarin I knew, my husband’s work, my daughter and Sweden. 
We also discussed Örebro, Örebro University, Örebro University School of 
Business and the research conducted by PRIME (Program for Research in 
Innovation, Marketing and Entrepreneurship). After a while, I was wel-
come to make an official presentation of my research project.  
Chinese informants are often described as less forthcoming with their views 
than many Western informants (Roy et al. 2001). I believe that all the 
meetings, lunches and dinners were necessary for all the parties involved, in 
order to try to avert hidden-premise biases18 (Stening & Zhang 2007). It 
gave me the opportunity to differentiate myself and my work from the 
Swedish companies. I had time to prove that I was not doing this on behalf 
of someone else, that my objectives were honest and my interest genuine. I 
had time to communicate my intentions, showing the Chinese respondents 
that there was no hidden agenda (cf. Stening & Zhang 2007). It also gave 
me time to interact and understand more about the persons with whom I 
later discussed my research. Finally, I conducted my empirical work within 
the automotive industry, where I have studied three value co-creating pro-
cesses from a customer-supplier perspective, in which both the customers’ 
and the suppliers’ stories have been important. The Chinese companies19 
(i.e. CTV, CCM and WLM) represent the customer side, while the Swedish 
companies (i.e. Alfa Jiangsu, Beta Jiangsu and Beta Shandong) represent 
the supplier side in this thesis (see Figure 5).  

I decided early on to conduct in-depth personal interviews with my in-
formants, since many researchers (see Fang 1999; Roy et al. 2001; Stening 
& Zhang 2007) have reported other techniques such as telephone inter-

                                                      
18 Hidden-premise biases refer to informants asking questions such as “Who is this 
person and how will his or her research affect me?” Fang (1999) argues that the 
black days of the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976) nurtured the Chinese way of 
distrusting strangers. Stening & Zhang (2007) state that the Chinese political con-
text might create relatively high levels of suspicion or apprehension that needs to be 
overcome. One way of dealing with this is to use intermediaries. I would say that 
the initial contact made by the Swedish companies as well as the time invested 
before the interviews took place helped to reduce the suspicion possibly held by the 
Chinese informants.   
19 For a more detailed presentation of all the companies, see Chapter 6.  
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views or the use of e-mails20 as being unsuccessful, due to a lot of the chal-
lenges discussed previously. Fang (1999) argues that qualitative case stud-
ies based on personal interviews provides one way out, even if other chal-
lenges remain.  

I have treated the three business relationships investigated as three different 
case studies, and thereby used a multiple-case design (Yin 2003). The cases 
were selected together with the primary informants of the Swedish firms, 
where two relationships were described using more positive expressions 
and one relationship was described in more troubled wording by the Swe-
dish informants. I wanted the three relationships to be within the same 
industry in order to be able to compare the three cases by searching for 
similarities, but also to comment on possible dissimilarities and contradic-
tory results. The different individual stories have shed light on the three 
value co-creating processes from different angles. Nevertheless, each indi-
vidual story has contributed to a more holistic understanding of the value 
co-creating processes, where each story should be seen as a piece of the 
puzzle contributing to a more informed construction of the phenomenon 
under study.  

                                                      
20 One of my informants stated that the Chinese company acquired by the Beta 
division in Shandong province only had one computer for all employees to share 
when it was acquired.  

Figure 5: Overview of value co-creating processes discussed in this thesis 
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4.4 From Conceptual Framework to a Theoretical Frame of     
Reference  

The conceptual framework developed in the licentiate thesis served as a 
starting point in my continuing work. I read my licentiate thesis through 
from beginning to end and decided that the basic ideas, assumptions, per-
spective and parts of the theoretical discussion could direct me in my em-
pirical search. From the beginning, the framework served as a lens guiding 
me in my empirical work. Hence, it came to serve as a guide at the back of 
my head. As the work progressed, the approach used can best be described 
as an intertwined process, where I continuously moved between the con-
ceptual framework, the empirical fieldwork and starting case analyses 
(Dubois & Gadde 2002). By constantly going “back and forth” between 
the theoretical reasoning and the empirical fieldwork, I expanded my un-
derstanding of the value co-creating process in international business rela-
tionships.  
 

4.5 Collecting Empirical Material 

After the Chinese companies and the Swedish companies (i.e. CTV, CCM, 
WLM, Alfa Jiangsu, Beta Jiangsu and Beta Shandong) had agreed to take 
part in my study, I contacted the individuals that I felt had appeared to be 
most central to the three business relationships during my initial contacts 
with both sides. Within each firm, I found one or two individuals who 
have functioned as my primary informants to whom I have returned over 
and over again to ask new questions and discuss my interpretations. My 
primary informants have also recommended me to talk to other people, 
who in turn have recommended others. After a while, I found that the 
same names appeared over and over again. 

Interview guides containing different themes were prepared in advance. 
Based on the interview guides, I conducted several pre-interviews with 
some Chinese managers at one of the Swedish companies. These pre-
interviews gave me a feeling for how the future interview situations might 
develop, how to ask questions and how my questions were perceived by 
someone from another culture. As stated earlier, I have chosen to use the 
licentiate thesis as an approach to guide me in my empirical work. The 
interview guide has a clear anchoring in the discussions held in the licenti-
ate thesis as well as in the theoretical chapters discussed previously in this 
thesis. (See Appendix A & B) 

My primary informants held the following positions: chief financial of-
ficer (CFO), product manager, sales manager, purchasing manager, general 
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manager, director of R&D and supply development manager. I tried to 
adjust to the different requests that the informants had regarding locations, 
dates and times for the meetings, due to the respondents’ busy schedules 
and the locations of the different companies. Some interviews took place at 
the informants’ offices or in different conference rooms, others at hotels or 
airports. During the process of collecting the empirical material, I have 
travelled and visited all the companies in the different coastal provinces of 
Shandong, Jiangsu, Shanghai, Guangdong and Guangxi, i.e. from the 
northern part to the southern part of China.  

The personal interviews with my primary informants were of an open-
ended nature (Yin 2003). I conducted a series of personal interviews with 
each of my key informants, since I wanted to make detailed, close descrip-
tions of the value co-creating process in the investigated relationships. The 
first interview had more of an all-embracing character, where we discussed 
the firm, the market, customers, suppliers, competitors, offerings and busi-
ness culture. The next interview dealt with the specific relationship be-
tween the two partners, the evolvement of the value co-creating process, 
activities, perceptions, expectations, desires, surprises etc. The third inter-
view was a follow-up discussion regarding things that had been discussed 
during our first two sessions, but also issues that had been brought up 
during informal conversations with both my primary informants and oth-
ers. In total, 21 in-depth interviews with seven primary informants have 
been conducted. The majority of the interviews were conducted between 
September 2008 and May 2009. One complementary interview with the 
Swedish CFO was conducted in august 2010. In addition to the personal 
interviews conducted, a number of informal conversations have also taken 
place.  

The interview situation was a completely new experience for some of the 
Chinese as well as the Swedish informants. It was important for me to 
make the informants feel as comfortable as possible during these new cir-
cumstances, since I wanted them to be able to express their opinions and 
insights regarding the predetermined topics, without being disturbed by 
other things. Stening and Zhang (2007) recommend researchers working in 
a Chinese setting to assure anonymity as one way of reducing insecurity. 
Together with my primary informants, I decided to rename both the cus-
tomers’ and the suppliers’ organizations as one way of creating trust and 
making the Chinese as well as Swedish respondents feel comfortable. Be-
fore each interview started, I asked if I was allowed to record our conversa-
tion, in order to receive as much information as possible. All informants 
agreed.  
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I started the first round of interviews  by discussing less sensitive matters 
such as earlier job experience, how long the informant had worked in the 
organization, job descriptions and degree of involvement in the relation-
ship between A and B as one way of making the informants comfortable in 
this new situation. I ended each interview by asking each informant if he 
had something more to add to the conversation. In some cases, the ques-
tion resulted in further discussions.  

During the interviews, my ambition was to lead the informants to dis-
cuss the value co-creating process with their counterpart and various events 
that had occurred during the years of business. It is a question of giving the 
informants freedom to discuss the different topics from their point of view 
and to allow conversations outside the framework of discussion. I wanted 
informal conversations within certain boundaries. I listened as carefully as 
I could and discovered that discussions that initially often seemed to be 
unimportant often in the end had a significant point regarding the case. It 
was during these discussions that the informants came up with unexpected 
descriptions and arguments regarding the pre-set themes. It was important 
to get the informants to describe previous involvement, present interaction 
and possible future outlooks on the value co-creating process, since past, 
present and future has been found to influence the actors’ perceptions of 
value in earlier studies (see for example Hasche 2006). Thus, the nature of 
the questions made it possible for the informants to illustrate various an-
gles of the value co-creation process. I tried to ask questions that made it 
possible for the interviewees to tell their story. I often asked follow-up 
questions to ensure that I had understood what the informants intended in 
their pronouncement. Hence, the interview guide helped to keep the discus-
sions on track during the interviews.  

The interviews lasted around 1 to 2 hours. The interviews with the Swe-
dish companies were held in Swedish, while the discussions with the Chi-
nese companies were held in English. All interviews were recorded using a 
digital voice recorder. The interview files were then uploaded to a software 
program in order to enhance the quality of the sound. I also took notes 
after each interview in order to sum up the discussions, work that became 
very important during the process of writing the analysis. The process of 
transcribing each interview started directly after each interview was fin-
ished. All interviews were transcribed word by word. The recordings, the 
transcripts and the notes have helped me to understand the course of 
events better and how the value co-creating process in this specific context 
has evolved over time. Hence, the interviews play an important role in this 
thesis. The informants have given content to the actions and interactions 
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that took place in the value co-creating processes of the three investigated 
dyadic business relationship.  

Case studies often rely on multiple sources of support (Yin 2003). Bro-
chures, annual reports, memos, power point presentations have also been 
collected. These secondary sources have enhanced my knowledge of the 
different companies. Secondary data in terms of newspaper articles and 
reports written by organizations such as the Embassy of Sweden, the Swe-
dish Trade Council, the Swedish Chamber of Commerce, the World Bank 
Group and others have also been collected. The collected secondary data 
has been used as a complement and padding to the cases when discussing 
the setting in Chapter 5 as well as when describing the actors in Chapter 6. 
 

4.6 Elaborating, Analysing and Presenting the Empirical Material 

The work of elaborating, interpreting, analysing and presenting the empiri-
cal material has not been a straightforward process. Much of the empirical 
material collected through the interviews is process data concerned with 
how things evolved over time (see e.g. Langley 1999; Smith 2002). The 
focus during the interviews has been on how value is created jointly 
through interactions and how both sides of the dyadic business relationship 
perceive the value co-created. As discussed earlier, value is subjective, value 
is dynamic, value changes over time and value is context- as well as actor-
dependent. These things given, the role of past, present and future becomes 
important. During the interviews, I asked the informants questions of a 
retrospective character, such as when and why the firm started a business 
relationship with A and not B or C, the initial contacts and meetings be-
tween the companies, how the value co-creating process evolved over time 
etc. We discussed the interaction that had been taking place previously and 
the status of the relationship at the time. We also discussed possible future 
outlooks for value co-creation in the three dyadic business relationships.  

Langley (1999) and Smith (2002) argue that process data are collected 
within companies in order to understand how and why episodes play out 
over time. The process data therefore often consists of stories about what 
happened and who did what when, i.e. actions, interactions and choices 
made over time, which are also things illustrated in the cases. It has been 
important for me during all the interviews to understand the companies’ 
intentions and how the companies make sense of their actions. I had an 
enormous amount of unstructured empirical material that I needed to or-
ganize into some kind of theoretical understanding, without betraying the 
richness, dynamism and complexity of the stories told. 
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My work started with the transliterations and notes I had made after 
each interview in order to sum up the discussions. As the empirical materi-
al grew, I compared the different interviews and wrote down comments in 
the margins.  I used individual interviews in order to reflect several actors’ 
common perceptions regarding different courses of events. Accordingly, the 
individuals’ collective view became the view of the companies involved. 
The intention was to describe the companies’ views of the value co-creating 
process. I started to construct three detailed stories from both the custom-
ers’ and the suppliers’ perspective as a preliminary step aimed at preparing 
a chronology for the subsequent analysis (see e.g. Eisenhardt 1989; Langley 
1999). I decided to reflect both the customers’ and the suppliers’ view of 
the value co-creating process by putting the different episodes discussed 
into a time perspective. Certain dates found in memos have helped to pre-
sent the stories in chronological order. The dynamics of value is captured 
through discussing the evolvement of the three value co-creating processes 
over time. My key informants from both sides of the three business rela-
tionships investigated have had the opportunity to read the three stories 
through and give feedback on the written text, as one way of avoiding 
exaggerating different actions. The representatives stated that they recog-
nized the course of events, the interaction and the feelings described in the 
text.  

After the three detailed stories were put together, I read them through. 
The story of each of the three relationships is based on both the customer’s 
and supplier’s own descriptions of the course of events presented and the 
way that the customers’ and the suppliers’ conceived the value co-created. 
The stories helped me to make sense and give meaning to the actions and 
interactions that have taken place over time (Smith 2002). In the margins, I 
wrote down different themes and patterns, similarities and dissimilarities 
between the three value co-creation processes studied. These notes were 
further elaborated as the process of analysing the material continued. Over 
time, there has been a great interplay between the empirical stories and the 
theoretical discussions. I have gone back and forth between theory and 
practice as the analysis has evolved.  

In the presentation of the empirical material, I have chosen to work with 
quotations as one way of making the case stories more colourful and vivid. 
My primary informants are the ones quoted in the stories. The informal 
conversations held with different employees at the different companies 
have been used in order to give me as a researcher a better understanding 
of the context and the industry in which the three dyadic business relation-
ships are set. These meetings also gave me the opportunity to verify differ-
ent dictums made by my primary informants. Sometimes the informal con-
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versations raised new questions that I later discussed with my primary 
informants during the different interviews.  

I decided that the next step in examining the empirical material was to 
arrange, case by case, the different actors’ perceptions of value by using 
expected value, desired value, unanticipated value and received value21. 
This work is presented in the summarizing sections of 6.7, 6.10 and 6.13. 
After discussing each of the relationships separately, I continued the analyt-
ical work by comparing the three stories in overall discussions, sometimes 
called cross-case analysis (see e.g. Eisenhardt 1989), in order to indicate the 
similarities and dissimilarities of the cases investigated. An important part 
of case study research is the comparison of the emergent concepts with the 
existing literature (Eisenhardt 1989).The focal points of the overall discus-
sions were therefore further discussed and analysed in relation to previous 
research in Chapter 7. 
 

4.7 Reflecting on the Empirical Work 

Several different perspectives on performing an international study on 
business relationships and value co-creation would have been possible. 
However, I was lucky to be in the right place at the right time and I had 
good access. My ambition has been to obtain an in-depth picture of the 
value co-creating process in international business relationships and how 
the involved actors experience and interpret the process of co-creating val-
ue as well as the value co-created. I wanted to understand the complexity 
of my informants’ world by adding meaning to processes, action and inter-
action. The aim has been to capture the entirety. However, some parts of 
the three stories may have unintentionally been excluded by me as a re-
searcher or by the individuals, I have interviewed. 

Some important arguments in the thesis are that value is subjective, val-
ue is dynamic, value changes over time and value is context- as well as 
actor-dependent. These things given, the role of past, present and future 
are important concepts throughout the story. Retrospective data are popu-
lar tools for learning about the past. However, one of the main problems 
associated with the use of retrospective data is that key informants may not 
be able to accurately recall the past. (Miller et al. 1997)  I discussed three 
dyadic business relationships and value co-creating processes with actors 
who had been involved in the relationship for a number of years. I have 
also had access to brochures, annual reports, memos and Powerpoint 

                                                      
21 This work can be compared to what Eisenhardt (1989) calls a single case analy-
sis. 
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presentations. Accordingly, I have had the possibility to corroborate the 
information given by one informant with the information provided by 
other informants and secondary sources. According to Golden (1992) as 
well as Thurén (2005), a secondary problem with retrospective data is that 
key informants may try to present a socially attractive illustration of them-
selves and their companies. Two out of three business relationships were 
described in positive terms by all the informants, which may indicate that 
the respondents consciously or unconsciously may have described the dy-
adic business relationships and the value co-creating processes in more 
positive terms than was actually the case a number of years ago. The third 
business relationship was described in negative terms. This might reflect 
the current status of the business relationship more than the actual status a 
few years ago, since different events and episodes experienced in business 
relationships are influenced by the history and the anticipated future of 
business relationship (Holmlund 2004).  

In Chinese culture, “mianzi” or “face” is an important cultural dimen-
sion. Within a relationship it is important to protect a person’s “face” or 
dignity and prestige. Accordingly, all parties in a relationship must show 
respect to and save “face” for each other. (Buckley et al. 2006) In a busi-
ness situation, a person’s “face” is not only his own but also the face of the 
company that he represents (Woo & Prud’homme 1999). Thus, loosing 
“face” is something to be avoided if at all possible. The interactions in-
volved in conducting the interviews and collecting the stories give the in-
formants the possibility not only to save their own face, but also that of 
others. Chinese informants may, therefore, be more interested in maintain-
ing “face” than recapitulating their view of the stories. According to Roy et 
al. (2001), in order to maintain “face”, Chinese informants may pretend to 
know more about a topic than they do in reality. Alternatively, Chinese 
respondents may answer in a manner they think is desired by the research-
er rather than the one actually reflecting their feelings or views, as a means 
of enhancing the interviewer’s “face” (Roy et al. 2001; Stening & Zhang 
2007). I have tried to alleviate some of these response bias problems by 
asking the three Swedish companies to mediate and recommend a person 
that I could contact at the Chinese companies. I also spent a lot of time 
together with the Chinese respondents before they officially agreed to take 
part in my study. I tried to answer all their questions as honestly as I could 
during our discussions, which I think helped in creating a certain level of 
trust between me and my Chinese respondents. During our get-togethers, I 
also tried to articulate that I was interested in my respondent’s views and 
stories. Thus, that there were no right or wrong answers to my questions. 
Before I started my series of interviews with my primary informants, I con-
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ducted several pre-interviews with some Chinese managers in order to see 
whether my approach and questions were viable. I believe that this type of 
problem is more or less present in all interview situations regardless of 
cultural background. However, I had to spend much more time initially 
with my Chinese informants than with my Swedish informants before the 
interviews could take place.  

The interviews with the Swedish companies were conducted in Swedish. 
To the greatest extent possible, I have translated, word by word, the quota-
tions used. To a certain degree, some words may unintentionally have 
gained a slightly different meaning during the translation process. The 
interviews with the Chinese companies were conducted in English. We had 
an interpreter present during the first meetings, but since we did not use 
her at all during our initial conversations, we decided jointly to manage 
our discussions without her being present. Organizational hierarchy is 
often a linguistic divide, with managers speaking English but workers only 
able to communicate in their native language. The time spent with my Chi-
nese informants made it possible for me to evaluate the interviewees’ lan-
guage competence before proceeding with the interviews (see e.g. Welch & 
Piekkari 2006). During the interviews with Chinese as well as Swedish 
respondents, I asked follow-up questions so as to ensure that I understood 
what the informants intended in their pronouncements. Some minor 
changes to the quotations have been made, in order to facilitate reading. I 
have removed expressions such as “ah” or “eh” and sometimes added one 
or two missing words.  

You can always ask yourself as a researcher whether you have investi-
gated the things you intended to investigate or whether you lost focus over 
time, especially when the project involves investigating abstract terms such 
as value, value co-creation and value co-creation processes. I have tried to 
keep in mind that value is a trade-off between benefits and sacrifices, tak-
ing into account that benefits and sacrifices can be multifaceted, that value 
lies in the eyes of the beholder, and that value perceptions are relative in 
competition, since the value concept has different meanings to different 
individuals. In other words, I have tried to keep an open mind towards the 
value concept. The informants’ interpretations of the value concept and the 
value co-creating process have been very important. I have tried to avoid 
affecting the different descriptions with my own perceptions by listening 
carefully and returning to the discussions at different times during the in-
terviews, in order to make sure that I have understood the discussions cor-
rectly. The key informant from both sides of each of the three relationships 
has also had the opportunity to read and comment on the initially created 
stories. 
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5 SETTING 
The previous chapter contained a methodological discussion of how the 
work has been accomplished in this thesis. This chapter comprises a de-
scription of the context and the environment in which the three investigat-
ed business relationships are set22. The chapter aims at enlightening the 
reader about the circumstances that surround these relationships. The 
chapter begins with a presentation of the Chinese market, where both the 
possibilities and the difficulties of conducting businesses in China are dis-
cussed. The discussion pinpoints both the opportunities presented by the 
enormous size and the potential of the Chinese market as well as the 
downside of conducting businesses in China with non-transparent govern-
ance, a lack of transparency in legislation and in the understanding, im-
plementation and enforcement of law, intellectual property right infringe-
ments, payment delays and lack of trustworthy information. The im-
portance of personal relationships in the Chinese business setting is also 
discussed. In the second part of the chapter, the Chinese automotive indus-
try is presented, where issues such as competition, requirements and stand-
ards are discussed in more detail. Throughout the chapter, I have chosen to 
alternate other authors’ statements with more detailed descriptions made 
by the respondents. Quotations are used to make the description more 
vivid and colourful. 
 

5.1 The Chinese Market 

China as a country has attracted huge interest from Western companies, 
since it opened its doors to the outside world through the “Open Door” 
policy in 1978. China has since then become an active member of the 
world economy and a large number of Chinese companies have become 
important players in the international business arena. In the 10th Five-Year 
Plan (2001-2006), the so called “Go Global” policy was introduced, in 
which overseas investment was listed as an important area for creating a 
group of successful international Chinese companies that could compete 
with the best companies worldwide and enter the ranks of the Fortune 
Global 500 (Lagerqvist & Öhrling 2011).  

                                                      
22 China is a one of the largest countries in the world, which makes the discussion 
of “one” Chinese business setting questionable. However, the companies involved 
in the value co-creating processes discussed in this thesis are all situated in coastal 
provinces, where foreign direct investments are encouraged and many Economic 
and Technological Development Zones can be found. The chapter should be read 
with this in mind. 
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The Chinese economy has showed continuous growth over past years, 
and different forecasts predict increased economic development for years to 
come (Fang et al. 2008) China’s economy grew by 9.2% in 2009 and 
10.3% in 2010. Different forecasts point towards the fact that China will 
continue to grow by 9.5% in 2011 and 2012. Thus, China is one of the 
fastest growing and most important markets of the world economy today. 
(Hähnel 2010a; Hähnel 2010b) 

Many western companies have acknowledged the abundant opportuni-
ties presented by the workshop of the world (Stockelberg 2007), and many 
Swedish companies are interested in developing their presence at the Chi-
nese market. China is Sweden’s largest trading partner in Asia and the 
trade volume between the two countries is increasing (Dahlsten 2008; 
Lundgren, et al. 2009). Some Swedish companies are in the initial stage of 
setting up purchasing offices or looking for different co-operation projects 
with a Chinese partner. Other Swedish companies are already well-
established in the Chinese market with their own manufacturing plants.  

As one of the fastest growing markets in the world, everything in China 
happens quickly. As business relationships develop and customers make 
inquiries, suppliers have to act fast in delivering offerings. One Swedish 
respondent argued: “If you wish to sell to the domestic Chinese market, 
then you have to be cheap, quick and have manufacturing in China, be-
cause otherwise you cannot keep the price levels.” [Manager, Beta Shan-
dong] Another Swedish supplier described: “The only way to conduct 
business in China is to be here. It is extremely price sensitive..., more price 
sensitive than quality sensitive..., quick answers, quick actions...  from 
project to delivery... everything has to go very quickly. The time to cus-
tomer is much shorter in China than in Europe. I would say that is the 
biggest difference. In the beginning of a new project in Europe and US, 
there is always a project plan containing a time schedule with tollgates, 
follow-ups and tests. The customer compares the blueprints of five suppli-
ers. The customer asks three of them to hand in prototypes and at the end 
the customer starts discussing and negotiating price with the two suppliers 
who had the best offerings.” The respondent argued further: “In China it 
works differently. You pay the customer a visit and if the customer is inter-
ested, the customer asks you to make an offering based on certain require-
ments. Within a week the customer expects to have blueprints and a quota-
tion of prices in his hand. If your offering agrees with the customer’s ex-
pectations, then you are in. However, the faithfulness is not the same in 
China compared to Europe and US. (…) Once you are in, you have to 
work quickly. You have to be able to provide the things that the customer 
wants right away, otherwise someone else will.” The respondent contin-
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ued: “The products must be produced in China. If not, you have no chance 
to reach the right price levels.” [Manager, Beta Jiangsu] One of the Chinese 
customers pointed out: “You have to be fast. That is a necessary evil for 
this market.” [Manager, CTV]  
 
The opportunities of conducting business in China are often described as 
endless, thanks to the enormous size, the untapped potential and the stra-
tegic location in the Asian-Pacific region. At the same time, China is also 
described as one of the riskiest and most difficult markets in the world to 
enter, due to trade- and investment-related barriers. These barriers range 
from non-transparent governance to lack of transparency in the legal and 
judicial system, intellectual property right infringements, payment delays, 
lack of trustworthy information and burdensome business procedures. 
(Dahlsten 2008; Lundgren et al. 2009) Many organizations23 recommend 
Swedish companies to do their homework and be aware of the challenges 
of doing business in China, since China is considered to be culturally very 
different from Sweden and business practices no less so (Lundgren et al. 
2009). One of the Swedish suppliers stated: “The differences can be tricky 
to understand. Sometimes it requires much more than you thought at the 
beginning, but the rewards can be much greater than expected or even 
desired.” [Manager, Beta Jiangsu] 
 
The Chinese government has considerable influence on all industries, and 
good relations with the authorities are something that is considered to be 
very important. Even though commercial activities are subject to a uniform 
regulatory system set by the central government, local officials have a large 
degree of discretion in terms of economic policy and the enforcement of 
national legislation. As a result, the capability of local governments can to 
a great extent influence the local business climate (The World Bank Group 
2008). One of the Chinese customers explained: “We collaborate with the 
local government to make improvements in every aspect of business”. 
[Manager, WLM] The non-transparent governance is often described in 
terms of inconsistency in various requirements by central and local gov-
ernments as well as constantly changing rules that often favour domestic or 
local companies. These difficulties are often described as substantial prob-
lems by many Swedish companies operating in China. (Lundgren et al. 
2009) One of the Swedish suppliers explained: “China is governed by one 
party. The government sends out reports on the investments considered in 

                                                      
23 For example the Embassy of Sweden, the Swedish Trade Council, the Swedish 
Chamber of Commerce and others. 
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different industries during the next year. These reports give us signals on 
how the demand on construction machines will change during the next 
year. For example, the government has sent out signals that they are plan-
ning to build fewer new roads during 2010 and therefore reduce invest-
ments. This means that the demand for wheel loaders will probably de-
crease during 2010.” The respondent continued: “However, the govern-
ment can change their mind very quickly, since they do not have to consid-
er any other party with diverse opinions.” [Manager, Beta Shandong] 
  
The economic reforms introduced at the end of the 1970s laid the founda-
tions for very rapid economic growth in China. The reforms initiated a 
process of gradually liberalizing the economy, in which reforming the legal 
and judicial enforcement system has been one of the key tasks in the pro-
cess of China’s transition toward a market economy. Over the years, the 
legal and judicial enforcement system has not been reliable for the en-
forcement of business deals. (Schwaag Seger & Widman 2005; The World 
Bank Group 2008) However, today China has an extensive system of good 
laws, but there is often a lack of transparency in the legislation and in the 
understanding, implementation and enforcement of the law (Lagerqvist & 
Öhrling 2011). Enforcing a contract in court is no longer rare in China, 
and a business contract is increasingly seen as a way of safeguarding busi-
ness interests (The World Bank Group 2008). However, how the contract 
will be interpreted is a question for the future. Although there will be a 
contract with detailed terms and conditions, a Chinese party may re-
negotiate the contract as soon as it is signed by both parties (Lagerqvist & 
Öhrling 2011). One of the Swedish suppliers said: “A few years ago, once 
you signed a contract that was the starting point for negotiation. We 
thought that we had made the deal and that all the prices were agreed up-
on in the contract, but then our Chinese customers came back to us and 
wanted to change this and that. Very often we thought that we had a deal 
and they thought that it was still up for negotiation, even though we had 
signed the contract. However, that is changing. The Chinese have started 
to realize that a contract is a contract.” [Manager, Alfa Jiangsu] 
 
Many Swedish companies are scared of doing business in China, due to the 
risk of having their products copied. (Dahlsten 2008; Lundgren et al. 2009) 
According to Schwaag Seger and Widman (2005), China has a good legal 
basis for protecting intellectual property rights, at least on paper. The 
problem is that the law is rarely upheld or enforced in practice. Companies 
face great difficulties when trying to invoke these laws to defend them-
selves against intellectual property right infringements. One of the Swedish 
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suppliers said: “I was participating in a meeting with a Chinese company, 
when the manager showed me an exact copy of one of our pumps pro-
duced in Germany. He said…”We have bought one of your pumps from 
Germany. We have measured it, we have the blue prints and we are pro-
ducing it in the same way as you are in Germany. It is an exact copy.” 
[Manager, Beta Jiangsu] The respondent argues that the legal system in 
China is not developed enough to handle this kind of infringement. When 
companies try to get the cases tried legally, the penalties are nothing com-
pared to the cost of the trial.  Another Swedish supplier reported further: 
“Depending on the product you are looking at… there are various people 
that are copying our products. If you look at ABS systems… there are 
about ten manufacturers of ABS systems in China of varying quality. If 
you look at automatic brake adjusters… there are 20-30 companies that 
are producing copies of our products. If you look at the valves we pro-
duce… you can go around at the Bauma China exhibition in Shanghai and 
you can see ten different companies that are producing three or four of the 
types of valves that we produce. They are not producing 100% the same as 
we do. They are often small ones producing one or two or five items of 
what we produce.” The respondent continued: “Basically what they do is 
that they buy one of our products, take it apart and copy it. Maybe they 
take the trouble to change a few things, so they can say that it is not an 
exact copy of our products, but very often they do not. They just blindly 
copy it. We produce some of the higher quality products, like the ABS, in 
such a way that the Chinese can copy it physically, but the software that is 
inside they cannot get out. It is the software that controls the ABS. (…) 
The ABS has never been copied before… the Japanese, the Korean and the 
Taiwanese… all those countries that typically copy things… they have 
never copied the ABS… only China has bothered to copy it. The reasons 
that the other countries have never bothered to copy the system is that it 
takes too long to reverse and engineer the software that by the time they 
have done it, we or someone else have already moved to the next genera-
tion products. (…)The quality of some of the competing systems is no 
good, since the Chinese do not have the know-how to make it work, but 
they will get there. (…)The Chinese have a different attitude; they see busi-
ness opportunities everywhere.” The respondent argued further: “You 
threaten to take them to court and they just disappear. Most likely the 
business starts up again somewhere else or you will run into the copied 
product in a different company with a different name. That is a problem! 
(…) Often you go around at different exhibitions and you express an inter-
est in a product that looks more or less the same as yours. The Chinese guy 
asks for your business card and then he sees that you are working at Alfa 
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Jiangsu. He gets thrilled and asks for your opinion…: “Look, we have 
made this…it is yours… isn’t it good…?” You would have been slaugh-
tered if you did that in Europe or the US. The Chinese think it’s great. 
They are proud of it.” [Manager, Alfa Jiangsu] One of the Chinese cus-
tomers said: “Some of the Chinese suppliers are still at the lower part of 
the learning curve. They are not in our supplier base now, but maybe they 
are in the future. Many of them are copying other suppliers’ products and 
maybe that is a necessary step in order to have their own things.” [Manag-
er, CTV] 

 
The payment system and the credit system are different in China compared 
to Western systems. It makes getting paid fully on time one of the biggest 
obstacles in doing business with a Chinese counterpart (Dahlsten 2008; 
Lundgren et al. 2009, Hähnel 2010a). One of the Swedish suppliers ex-
plained: “One of the more basic expectations that we as a company have is 
to get paid within a reasonable time for goods delivered. (…) We made a 
big mistake by assuming that the system in China worked in the same way 
as in Sweden, Western Europe and the US. We thought that if we invoiced 
and delivered the goods that the customer had ordered, the customer 
would pay us within a reasonable time, i.e. 30, 60 90 or even 120 days 
depending on the agreed payment terms. However, it does not work like 
that in China.” The respondent continued: “We thought that our custom-
ers were going to use Internet payments, but we quickly learnt that this 
was very uncommon. If the customer pays at all, he pays in cash, by check 
or by bank acceptance notes24. The bank acceptance notes are very tricky 
to handle. You often get a bank acceptance note that is four metres long, 
since it has passed through so many companies as a mean of payment. If 
one of all the company stamps is fussy and unclear, you cannot discount 
the bank acceptance note before the due date, which means that you have 
to wait 180 or 360 days to get your money. This means a lot of locked 
capital and a catastrophe for the cash-flow.” The respondent continued: 
“It is very difficult to get paid on time in China. (…)When I first arrived in 
China in 2006, 90% of the invoices of the total accounts receivable were 
overdue. Some of the Swedish employees have been working in China for 
                                                      
24Bank acceptance note is a very common mean of payment in China, according to 
the respondent. The supplier has three choices of how to handle the bank ac-
ceptance note. First, the supplier can wait for 180 or 360 days, until the due date 
and then get his money. Secondly, the supplier can discount the note at a bank at 
any point in time and lose 5-8% of the total amount in interest to the bank. Third-
ly, the supplier can use it as a mean of payment to others. [CFO, Alfa and Beta 
divisions in China]  
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many years and maybe these employees have developed a certain tolerance 
towards not getting paid on time. (…) We have problems in all our rela-
tionships. (…) It is like a vicious circle where the customers’ customers are 
not paying our customers and our customers are not paying us. We learnt 
that we needed to allocate resources that only focused on collecting debts. 
It is a full-time job for a number of our employees and they call, visit, write 
letters, beg, nag, threaten and sometimes even bribe customers with “wine 
and dine” to get paid. (…) We have taken some of our customers to court 
and won, but a verdict only results in an injunction to pay, but… the cus-
tomer often does not pay anyway…, so it is better to view it as a “sunk 
cost” and move on.” [CFO, Alfa and Beta divisions in China] This practice 
has now become a general custom that is hard to break (Dahlsten 2008). 
As in many other places in the world, going to court to resolve disputes can 
be a lengthy process. The problem is particularly sensitive with regard to 
the enforcement of judgments. (The World Bank Group 2008) The Swe-
dish supplier explained further that the sacrifice in terms of energy and 
time invested in taking customers to court is often greater than the benefits 
of getting paid. 

Another problem for Swedish companies operating in China is the lack 
of trustworthy information about potential collaboration partners. It is 
very difficult to check Chinese companies’ creditworthiness. Published 
figures are often not reliable and there is no credit register yet. (Lundgren 
et al. 2009) One of the Swedish suppliers commented: “In Sweden, you 
often check all new customers’ creditworthiness. This type of information 
is often accessible by using different kinds of channels, like the bank or 
data programs. This is not the case in China. Such information is often 
very difficult and expensive to get. Therefore, we often choose to do such 
evaluations based on more subjective data in terms of the size of the cus-
tomer and how important the specific customer is to us. (…) It is im-
portant for us to get our business in China running and we are willing to 
take risks in order to succeed.” [CFO, Alfa and Beta divisions in China] 

 
A lot of the business conducted in China is carried out on a personal rela-
tionship level (Davies et al. 1995; Arias 1998; Wong & Tam 2000; Leung 
& Wong 2001; Fang 2005; Buckley et al. 2006). Specifically, it refers to a 
special type of relationship that bonds exchange partners through a recip-
rocal exchange of favours and mutual obligations. (Lee et al. 2001) One of 
the Swedish suppliers expressed: “It is another way of thinking regarding 
business relationships in China. It is all about benefits versus sacrifices… if 
I do something for you, then you owe me a favour and I expect you to pay 
me back in the future when I need help. That is important to know about 
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China.” [Manager, Beta Jiangsu] The usage of personal relationships in the 
Chinese business setting is a reaction to years and years of institutional 
weakness, underdeveloped laws and regulations in a society of tight con-
trol, where governmental decisions are spread across a number of overlap-
ping central, provincial and local governments. Thus, the use of personal 
relationships has for many years been the only way to get things done 
within a reasonable time, by passing quickly and smoothly through differ-
ent business channels. (Arias 1998; Woo & Prud’homme 1999) One of the 
Chinese customers said: “I am in charge of R&D, so I have the right to 
choose which products CCM will test and use. Chinese suppliers try to 
become my friend before we start discussing business. They send me gifts 
and take me out to dinner in order to develop a good communication with 
me. That is the difference from Western suppliers. Western suppliers intro-
duce their company, give the company history and present which products 
that are the best for CCM.” The respondent developed the discussion fur-
ther by stating: “Chinese suppliers pay more attention at first to personal 
communication. Western suppliers focus more on their own company and 
their products. They tell you how good their company is…: “It is the best”. 
The Chinese supplier says…: “Our products are of very good quality and if 
we collaborate we will have even better quality”. That is a big difference!” 
[Manager, CCM] Another Chinese customer explained: “In China, many 
businessmen make the decision at the dinner table and not in the confer-
ence room. Many Chinese people think that the westernized style of dis-
cussing business only in the conference room and at no other place is kind 
of... people are like machines. People need to know each other and make 
friends first, and then they do business.” The respondent continued: “If 
you can do business with the western companies it is easy. It is more direct. 
Not so many dinners and nothing happens. You need to spend some time 
in China to understand the meaning of dinner, wine and liquor.” [Manag-
er, CTV]  A third Chinese customer claimed: “Foreign companies want to 
discuss business during the daytime at the office. The Chinese they like to 
have dinner. You spend a lot of time at dinners… drinking together… in 
China.” [Manager, WLM] One of the Swedish suppliers added: “The wine 
and dine culture is much more widely spread here than in other parts of the 
world.” [Manager, Beta Jiangsu] Another Swedish supplier continued: 
“Sometimes it is dinner and sometimes it is karaoke. We tend to follow 
what they want to do. If they want to go for dinner… we go for dinner. If 
they want to go for a karaoke… we go for a karaoke. (…) If we go for 
dinner, many customers expect us to pay.” The respondent continued: 
“Business is very much done on a personal relationship level. If you have 
the right friendship or the right relationship with a customer, you can get 
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around 10% higher prices than a competitor with a similar product. How-
ever, it is changing slowly. Chinese companies are involving more profes-
sional buyers.” [Manager, Alfa Jiangsu] Another Swedish supplier contin-
ued: “I would like to put it this way… Customer relationships are some-
what exaggerated in China. You have a huge number of vendors and oth-
ers running around at the customer’s place more or less every day. It is as 
important in Europe; you have to visit customers you do not yet have, 
customers you have and customers you have had…, sooner or later a new 
project will pop up. However, if you have created a good relationship with 
a customer in Europe that relationship is still considered as a good rela-
tionship, even if you do not visit the customer every day. That is not the 
case in China. A Chinese creates relationships around-the-clock.”  The 
respondent continued: “Relationships, relationships and relationships is a 
mantra in China and I believe them. It is 80% relationships and 20% other 
things like quality, performance and price but I think it will be the other 
way round in 10 years. (…) One of the top managers at CCM told me that 
consultants are educating their management team in Western thinking.” 
[Manager, Beta Jiangsu] 
 

5.2 The Automotive Industry 

The automotive industry25 is a key industry in all the bigger countries in 
the world. It is one of the world’s most important industries in terms of 
employment and growth. Globally, over 8 million people are directly em-
ployed and 40 million people are indirectly involved within the industry. 
Asia dominates the world’s manufacturing of vehicles, with more than 
40% of the world’s production. Within Asia, the Chinese automotive in-
dustry is one of the biggest and fastest growing automotive markets in the 
world26. The industry has been growing steadily for many years and has 
good growth prospects for years to come, due to low labour costs, ex-
pected quality improvements and a rapidly growing economy. (Mårtensson 
2010; KPMG 2011) When manufacturing different types of vehicles, a lot 
of products from other industries are used, e.g. steel, aluminium, plastic, 

                                                      
25 The automotive industry comprises the vehicle manufacturers as well as their 
suppliers (Fordons Komponent Gruppen 2005; Mårtensson 2010). The automotive 
industry can be divided into passenger cars, commercial vehicles (i.e. buses, trucks 
and trailers) and construction equipment (e.g. excavators, road equipment and 
wheel loaders).  
26 Japan was the biggest manufacturing country of vehicles in 2008, followed by 
China, US and Germany (Mårtensson 2010). 
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textile, IT and electronics. Furthermore, a lot of innovations and new tech-
nology created within the automotive industry are also valuable to many 
other industries such as IT and telecommunications. (Fordons Komponent 
Gruppen 2005; Mårtensson 2010)  

During the past years, the automotive industry has undergone extensive 
consolidation, particularly in the more mature markets (i.e. Europe and the 
US). The trend has been to merge or acquire companies in order to gain 
access to new technologies and new markets. (KPMG 2011) However, this 
trend has not yet reached the Chinese automotive market27, which still 
consists of a mixture of large and small vehicle manufacturers. However, 
the Chinese government plans to consolidate some of the domestic players 
in order to increase the chance of global competitiveness of the remaining 
companies within a couple of years. (Deloitte 2009)  One of the Chinese 
customers said: “The automotive industry in China consists of many, many 
small manufacturers. Not like in Europe or North America where it is 
more centralised to a couple of big manufacturers within each segment of 
the industry.” [Manager, CTV] One of the Swedish suppliers explained: 
“There are four or five major manufacturers of commercial vehicles in 
China and there are a lot of smaller ones. There has to be some consolida-
tion over the next few years.” [Manager, Alfa Jiangsu] Another of the Chi-
nese customers commented: “There are five to ten bigger manufacturers of 
wheel loaders in China and there are a lot of small wheel loader producers. 
Only in this region there are over 100 wheel loader manufacturers produc-
ing small-sized wheel loaders of 1 ton or 0.8 ton. These wheel loaders are 
cheap. You can buy one for 25 000 RMB28, but the quality is bad and the 
pollution is no good. Most of the big players do not produce the small-
sized wheel loaders, because the competition is too intense.” [Manager, 
WLM] All respondents describe the Chinese automotive market as very 
scattered by many players, with fierce competition. One of the Swedish 
suppliers commented: “The competition is virulent. Aggressive! One of the 
products that we are selling in the Chinese market has been around for a 
while and everybody is copying it. It is easy to copy and everybody in Chi-
na does it. So…, we are competing against everybody… from small garage 
companies to big companies. The competition is awful and it is very diffi-
cult to be successful.” The respondent continued: “In Shandong province 

                                                      
27 The respondents’ discussions and descriptions derive from the commercial vehicle 
market and the construction equipment market. 
28 Renminbi (RMB) also called Yuan (CNY) is the currency used in China. At the 
time when these sections were written, the Swedish krona and RMB had a conver-
sion rate of 1:1. 
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there are hundreds and hundreds of hydraulic manufacturers making more 
or less the same thing as we do..., pumps, valves or cylinders.” [CFO, Alfa 
and Beta divisions in China] 

 
The main driving forces behind the development of the automotive indus-
try world-wide are customer requirements and legislations aimed at in-
creasing traffic safety, satisfying intensified environmental requirements 
and improving vehicle dynamics (Deloitte 2009). However, the require-
ments of Chinese customers differ to some extent, according to the re-
spondents. One of the Swedish suppliers stated: “The requirements are 
high within the industry worldwide…, quality requirements, delivery accu-
racy etc. etc., but it is not the same here.” The respondent described fur-
ther: “In Europe and US, supplementary steering units29 on wheel loaders 
are legal requirements. Such legal requirements do not exist in China.” The 
respondent added: “Sky lifts are another application where we are very 
successful in Europe and the US. Here in China it is in its initial stage. In 
Europe, you have regulations telling you that you cannot climb higher than 
3 metres on a ladder without some kind of equipment. In China, you can 
climb 400 metres on a bamboo ladder as long as it is doable. Nobody 
cares. If you fall down, someone else steps in and finishes the job” The 
respondent continued: “Almost all the trucks in Europe and US have the 
possibility to raise or drop the tailgate. That is not the case in China. La-
bour is cheap and you can carry the stuff. However, some Chinese custom-
ers have started asking for this type of equipment, and I think that if we 
play our cards right, we can be successful in this area.” [Manager, Beta 
Jiangsu] One of the Chinese managers explained: “We serve different mar-
kets and different markets have different requirements. (...) ABS has been 
mandatory for some years in China, but still many vehicles..., even 
trucks..., do not have it. You do not need ABS to drive on the road. You 
need tires.” [Manager, CTV]  
 
Safety and quality issues are of growing interest in China, but there is a 
trade-off between safety, quality and price (KPMG 2011). One of the Swe-
dish managers added: “Our product last five or six times as long as any of 
the local competition, but it is two or three times of the price. Often small 
Chinese purchasers do not want to pay the price for our products, because 
it is relatively easy to get under a trailer and change it, and the cost of la-
bour is relatively low.” [Manager, Alfa Jiangsu] One of the Chinese re-
                                                      
29 Hydraulic application for emergency situations 
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spondents argued: “People think that European technology is better and 
that the components are more reliable.” The respondent continued: “Many 
of our Chinese customers are very price-sensitive. International customers 
think of quality. (…) To keep up with the reputation of a good brand, we 
must work with excellent components to maintain the good quality on our 
products.” [Manager, CCM] Another Swedish supplier explained: “The 
purchasing price now… today… is everything. A characteristic question 
from small Chinese manufacturers is…: “What is this going to cost me 
now?”… They will not look at the whole life cost, where I can say that…: 
“Well, I can sell you an actuator, which is two and a half times the price of 
a local one, but… it will last four or five times as long.”… They do not 
look at it that way. However, that has started to change, since more and 
more Western manufacturers are coming to China. They specify European 
or North American standards for their vehicles and the Chinese tend to 
follow. At the moment it is a very price-oriented market and it has not 
changed that much in 15 years. (…) China has always been a price-
oriented market and it will be for many years to come.” The respondent 
continued: “Many of our bigger customers are often aware of all of the 
latest technology. They are very interested in it and very often they want it, 
but they do not want to pay for it. It is coming back to the cost issue, you 
know.” The respondent stated further: “We have one product that sells 
very well in Europe but hardly any here. In Europe, our customers want 
Rolls-Royce components, but here in China our customers want 
Volkswagen Passat.” [Manager, Alfa Jiangsu]  Another Swedish supplier 
claimed: “The truck business in China is 30 years behind Europe. So…, 
quality is not that important. Quality is only important for those Chinese 
customers that are involved in export activities.” [CFO, Alfa and Beta divi-
sions in China] 
 
Chinese standards are often a mixture of Japanese, Russian, American and 
European standards (Lundgren et al. 2009). One of the Swedish suppliers 
commented: “In Europe we have had a braking standard, which has been 
very well established since the 1970s. (…) It is a performance regulation 
containing minimum standards of performance for the braking systems of 
the vehicles. (…) China has only recently adopted the European standard. 
Chinese manufactures are still learning the implications of the regulations. 
Things are further complicated since there are a different set of regulations 
in the US. The Chinese have tried to put these two sets of regulations to-
gether for years, but they gave up on that. A couple of years ago, it was 
decided that the Chinese should follow the European brake standard.” The 
respondent continued: “In the past, a lot of the technology came from 
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Russia. The Russian technology sort of loosely followed the European 
regulations and again… loosely…, because during the communist years 
they had their own set of rules and regulations. After the Chinese market 
opened up and all the western companies started to come in… now it has 
changed.” [Manager, Alfa Jiangsu] Thus, the respondent argues that there 
still are differences in demands between Chinese and European customers, 
but that the gap between the demands is decreasing. The respondent ex-
plained: “There are more and more European specifications coming into 
China. The quality is getting better and better and the old Russian agricul-
tural technology is clearing out of the market. You just have to look at 
some of the trucks you see on the highway these days. In the last five years, 
they have improved significantly.” The respondent continued: “At one 
point we asked one of our customers, a truck manufacturer, questions 
about warranties and warranty failures. They answered that they do not 
have any. The reason was that they did not give warranties. Effectively 
what they were doing was to pass it on to the supplier’s warranty. So…, if 
the supplier gave them a warranty, they told their customer about the war-
ranties on different items. They did not give any warranties or stood be-
hind any warranties. It took us a while to get our heads around that one. 
Then we understood why they did not have any warranty claims. As soon 
as one of their customers complained, they picked up the phone and asked 
us to come and fix it. (…) Some Chinese truck manufactures could produce 
a truck and sell it without warranty. Now you can buy a truck and you get 
a 12 months warranty.” [Manager, Alfa Jiangsu] 
 

5.3 Summary 

To sum up, as one of the fastest growing and most important markets of 
the world economy today, China as a country attracts huge interest from 
Western companies. China is Sweden’s largest trading partner in Asia with 
its strategic location in the Asia-Pacific region. China offers endless oppor-
tunities, but is also described as one of the riskiest and most difficult mar-
kets to enter in the world, due to complicated trade and investment barri-
ers. The Chinese business climate is influenced by non-transparent govern-
ance, a lack of transparency in legislation and in the understanding, im-
plementation and enforcement of the law, intellectual property right in-
fringements, payment delays, a lack of trustworthy information and bur-
densome business procedures. The use of personal relationships in business 
situations has for many years been the only way to get things done within a 
reasonable time, by passing quickly and smoothly through different busi-
ness channels. It is a reaction to years and years of institutional weakness, 
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underdeveloped laws and regulations in a society of tight control, where 
governmental decisions are spread across a number of overlapping central, 
provincial and local governments.  

The Chinese automotive industry is one of the biggest and fastest grow-
ing automotive markets in the world. The industry has been growing stead-
ily for many years and has good growth prospects for years to come. It is a 
strategically important market for many Western companies. The Chinese 
automotive market is scattered and consists of a mixture of large and small 
vehicle manufacturers, with fierce competition. It is a very price sensitive 
market and the requirements of the Chinese customers differ to some ex-
tent from other markets. Safety and quality issues are of growing interest, 
but there still is a trade-off between safety, quality and price. 
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6 EMPIRICAL STORIES 
In the previous chapter, a description was given of the context and the 
environment in which the business relationships investigated are set. In this 
chapter, the reader will be provided with the empirical stories of the busi-
ness actors central to this thesis, i.e. three Chinese customers and their 
Swedish suppliers (see Figure 6). The chapter begins with a presentation of 
the history and operations of China Trailer Vehicles (CTV), China Con-
struction Machines (CCM) and Wheel Loader Machinery (WLM), the 
three companies representing the customer side in this thesis. The chapter 
continues by introducing Automotive AB, a Swedish holding company, the 
two independent divisions of Alfa and Beta and, last but not least, Alfa 
Jiangsu, Beta Jiangsu and Beta Shandong, the three Swedish-owned manu-
facturing companies located in China. 

 
The chapter continues by describing the relationships between CTV and 
Alfa Jiangsu, CCM and Beta Jiangsu as well as WLM and Beta Shandong. 
Quotations are used to make the stories more vivid and colourful. Each 
one of the three stories is discussed and summarized separately. In the 
summarising sections, i.e. 6.7, 6.10 and 6.13, I have chosen to arrange the 
different actors’ perceptions of value by using expected value, desired val-
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Figure 6: Overview of value co-creating processes discussed in this thesis 
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ue, unanticipated value and received value. These concepts are elaborated, 
analysed and discussed further in the Chapter 7.  
 

6.1 China Trailer Vehicles (CTV) 

China Trailer Vehicles (CTV) provides equipment and services to the 
transportation sector worldwide. The company was founded in 1980. The 
headquarters is situated in Guangdong province, southern China. CTV 
started as a container manufacturer. Over the years the company has ex-
panded and the business has been diversified into containers, energy, chem-
icals and food equipment, airport facilities, offshore and vehicles30. The 
company’s vision is to become a world class enterprise. CTV wants to 
build up a reliable name of international fame. The company is working 
hard to drive the modernization of road transportation equipment in Chi-
na.  

The vehicle business focuses on manufacturing special transportation 
vehicles such as modified trucks (for example, cement mixers, sanitation 
trucks etc.) and trailers (for example skeletal semi-trailers, bulk cargo semi-
trailers, van trailers etc.). CTV has several manufacturing plants located in 
the southern, eastern and northern China. The company has recently set up 
manufacturing plants in North America, Australia and Thailand. CTV has 
established a world-wide net of suppliers to ensure stable and prompt sup-
ply. A number of suppliers are used for each key component to ensure 
quality and low-price offerings to customers. CTV has expanded quickly 
over the years by new start-ups and acquisitions. The annual production 
capacity was approximately 120,000 units, in 2007. The company has a 
world-wide distribution network, with branches in Asia, Australia, North 
America, South America, Africa and Europe. CTV is selling approximately 
60% of all units produced on the domestic market and 40% of all units 
produced are exported to North America and South East Asia, where  
North America is the major export market.  

 

6.2 China Construction Machines (CCM)  

China Construction Machines (CCM) is a construction equipment manu-
facturer. The company was founded in 1958, with its headquarters situated 
in Guangxi province, southern China. CCM is divided into different divi-

                                                      
30 All the interviews were conducted at the vehicle business. From here on, the 
description of the company is related to the vehicle business only. The vehicle busi-
ness is considered the key developing business of the Group.  
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sions based on product lines, i.e. wheel loaders31, hydraulic excavators, 
road equipment (i.e. rollers, pavers, millers and planners), forklifts and 
cranes. The company’s vision is to be a global construction equipment 
provider, with a strong brand based on good quality.  

CCM has comprehensive product lines consisting of wheel loaders, hy-
draulic excavators, road equipment (i.e. rollers, pavers, millers and plan-
ners), forklifts and cranes. Manufacturing plants are located all over Chi-
na. CCM is working with domestic as well as international suppliers. It is 
vital for the company to work with serious suppliers that are well-known 
within the industry. The company has expanded quickly by new start-ups 
and acquisitions. The number of employees has expanded from 5,000 in 
2005, to 8,000 employees in 2008. The production capacity has also ex-
panded tremendously quickly in recent years. In 2000, the company’s full 
production capacity was 5,000 units compared to the 30,000 units pro-
duced in 2008. To improve its presence in the global market, CCM began 
to develop an overseas distribution network in 2004. This expansion accel-
erated in 2007 and 2008 when the company started branches in Australia, 
India and US. 90% of all units produced are sold on the domestic Chinese 
market, while 10% of the company’s capacity is exported. CCM is work-
ing hard with the development of increasing the company’s international 
business.  The most important export markets are Middle East, Russia and 
Africa.  
 

6.3 Wheel Loader Machinery (WLM)  

Wheel Loader Machinery (WLM) manufactures wheel loaders. The com-
pany was founded in the 1960s as a local government-owned company. Its 
headquarters are situated in the Shandong province, northern China. The 
company has 2,000 employees. WLM has during the last couple of years 
worked hard to improve the quality of their wheel loaders. 

WLM produces a variety of wheel loaders, ranging from 1.5 ton to 5 
tons. The company has one manufacturing plant located in northern China 
and has mostly domestic suppliers. Two to three suppliers are used for 
each key component. The management of WLM argues that such an ar-
rangement is a necessity due to quality, price, delivery accuracy and un-
foreseeable disasters like earthquakes or fires. The company has expanded 
quickly over the last couple of years, and the sales volume has reduplicated 

                                                      
31 The interviews were conducted at the wheel loader division, which stands for the 
main part of units produced and sold both domestically and internationally. The 
wheel loader division is considered the flagship of the CCM group. 
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from 6,000 units to 12,000 units over the last two years. The majority of 
the wheel loaders produced are sold domestically on the Chinese market. 
Only a few percentages of total sales are exported to the Middle East. 
 

6.4 Automotive AB  

Automotive AB (also called the Group) is a Swedish holding company, 
which operates as a subcontractor in the global automotive industry. Its 
headquarters are situated in Stockholm, Sweden. In 2008, the company 
had net sales of around SEK 8 billion and employed around 5,000 staff all 
over the world. Automotive AB has a global market presence, with 25 
manufacturing facilities in Europe, US, South America and South East 
Asia. Europe accounted for 53% of the Group sales, US for 38% and the 
remaining markets for 9% in 2008. (Annual report 2008) The markets in 
South America and South East Asia and especially China are showing ro-
bust growth. The Group consists of three independent divisions, where all 
the business decisions are made within each division. The divisions are 
Alfa, Beta and Gamma. All the divisions have their own manufacturing 
facilities, R&D (research and development), sales, purchasing, finance and 
HR (human resource) departments.  

In 1996, Automotive AB established a sales office in Shanghai, China, 
where products from the Alfa and Beta divisions were sold to the Chinese 
market. The company has not sold any of Gamma’s products on the Chi-
nese market yet, but the Group is planning to do so within a couple of 
years. The Group’s intention with the establishment was to be present on 
the Chinese market and then gradually to expand the business in China. In 
2006, the management of Automotive AB decided that the Alfa and Beta 
divisions were going to develop their involvement in China further, by 
establishing two manufacturing facilities in one of the economic and tech-
nological development zones close to Shanghai, China. The Chinese market 
was considered to be one of the most promising markets in the automotive 
industry at the time and the wish to succeed was high. Two new organiza-
tional structures were created for Alfa and Beta in Jiangsu province, China, 
where both divisions had their own manufacturing, sales and purchase 
department. Finance, HR and IT were shared among the two divisions and 
organized as shared service functions.  

 

6.4.1 Alfa 

Alfa is the largest division of Automotive AB, with net sales of 50% of the 
total group sales, i.e. approximately SEK 4 billion in 2008. The division 
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has about 2,800 employees located all over the world. Alfa develops and 
manufactures brake systems for buses, heavy trucks and trailers. The offer-
ing covers all primary components and subsystems including complete air 
brake systems. The division manufactures a wide range of products like 
brake cylinders, compressors, air purifiers, air suspension systems, valves, 
ABS, EBS32, disc brakes and automatic brake adjusters. (Annual report 
2008) Manufacturing is carried out in Sweden, UK, Germany, Hungary, 
USA, India, China, Brazil and Mexico. Europe and USA are the biggest 
markets, covering 90% of totals sales in 2008. South America, the Middle 
East and Asia are considered emerging markets, covering 10% of total 
sales in 2008. (Annual report 2008) According to the respondent, the Alfa 
division assumes that the Chinese market will soon become the world’s 
single largest market for commercial vehicles.  

 

Alfa Jiangsu 
In 2006, the Alfa division started the establishment of a manufacturing 
facility close to Shanghai in Jiangsu province, China. Alfa Jiangsu manu-
factures actuators, automatic brake adjusters and anti-lock braking systems 
at the facility in Jiangsu province, China. Other products are purchased 
from the UK, North America or Mexico and sold on the Chinese market. 
Alfa Jiangsu offers their products in bulk or as complete systems depending 
on how the customers’ operations are arranged. The company’s Chinese 
customers are manufacturing commercial vehicles, such as buses, trucks 
and trailers. Alfa Jiangsu divides their Chinese customers into subgroups 
based on what the customers are manufacturing and whether the customer 
is operating only on the domestic Chinese market or whether the customer 
is also involved in export activities. There is a tendency for small manufac-
turers to operate only on the domestic Chinese market, while the big play-
ers operate both on the domestic Chinese market and at the international 
market, according to the respondents.  

 

6.4.2 Beta  

Beta is the second largest division of Automotive AB, with net sales of 25% 
of total group sales, i.e. approximately SEK 2 billion in 2008. The division 
has about 2,300 employees located all over the world. Beta offers a broad 
product range of hydraulic pumps, power systems, fuel transfer pumps for 
diesel engines and special products for reducing emissions from diesel en-

                                                      
32 ABS=anti-lock braking system, EBS=electronic braking system 
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gines. Beta also delivers hydraulic lifting systems for industrial vehicles. 
(Annual report 2008) Manufacturing is carried out in Sweden, UK, Ger-
many, the US, India and China. Europe and the US are the biggest markets, 
covering 90% of total sales in 2008, whereas South East Asia and especial-
ly China is considered a fast growing market, with great potential. (Annual 
report 2008)  

 

Beta Jiangsu 
In 2006, the Beta division started the establishment of a manufacturing 
facility in Jiangsu province, China. Beta Jiangsu offers fan drives purchased 
from manufacturing facilities in Europe and US. Beta Jiangsu also purchase 
valves, motors, pumps and reservoirs from other manufacturing facilities 
around the world and assembles the parts into hydraulic power packs at 
the plant in Jiangsu province, China. The competition regarding these types 
of offerings is very intense. Many Western competitors can offer more or 
less the same solutions. Beta Jiangsu is a niche player and offer units that 
are flexible and modular to the customers’ existing systems. The main part 
of the Beta division’s customers in China manufacture wheel loaders, fork-
lift trucks and sky lifts. The respondent argues that there are two types of 
customers operating on the Chinese market. One type of customers is sell-
ing the majority of their offerings on the domestic Chinese market. These 
customers require cheap offerings with an acceptable quality quickly. The 
other category of customers is involved in export activities. For these cus-
tomers the know-how of the supplier and references from big customers in 
the western part of the world are important. Most of the customers buying 
products manufactured by Beta Jiangsu are engaged in export activities to 
Russia, Ukraine, Middle East and Africa. 

 

Beta Shandong 
During the fall of 2006, the Beta division decided to develop their involve-
ment further in China by acquiring a Chinese company. The division want-
ed to get a quick start on the Chinese market, as the respondent stated. A 
long list of potential Chinese companies was drawn up and finally reduced 
to a handful of companies. The remaining companies were investigated and 
evaluated. One of the companies, Company X, was selected as a main tar-
get, since its products and customers best complemented the Beta division’s 
existing activities in China. The company manufactured hydraulic gear 
pumps, valves and cylinders. The top ten customers of Company X were 
all leading construction machinery manufacturers. By acquiring Company 
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X, the Beta division could reach the whole wheel loader market in China. 
Company X became part of the Beta division in April 2007, with a manu-
facturing facility (i.e. Beta Shandong) located in Shandong province, China. 
The company’s customers are selling the majority of their offerings on the 
domestic Chinese market. 
 

6.5 The Relationship between CTV and Alfa Jiangsu  

The relationship between the Chinese customer, CTV, and the Swedish 
supplier, Alfa Jiangsu, started in 2004. The Chinese company had made 
plans for developing the vehicle business and the company started a project 
to investigate the possibilities of making trailers. The core business of CTV 
at the time was container manufacturing and the management viewed trail-
er manufacturing as a good complement. The Chinese purchasing manager 
of CTV stated: “It was a perfect match.” The respondent continued: “It 
started around seven years ago... from the very start of our trailer business. 
(...) At the very beginning, we did not know who the major players were 
for these kinds of components. We checked the Internet, but seven years 
ago it was not that easy to get information from outside. We went to dif-
ferent international exhibitions, like the one in Frankfurt. From the begin-
ning, we were nobody. We were this company from the Far East that 
wanted to make trailers. Some of the suppliers talked to us for 10 minutes. 
It felt like they were listening to some guys’ dream. We had an appoint-
ment with one of the suppliers at the suppliers lobby, but the guy repre-
senting the supplier never showed up.”  

 
After CTV had made the decision to start manufacturing trailers, the com-
pany gathered employees from different sections of the company. Only a 
few of them had previous experience of making trailers. The purchasing 
manager of CTV explained: “At the beginning, our guys came from differ-
ent businesses. Some of them came from the trailer business, but the trailer 
industry in China was a small one. We did not have much knowledge 
about the industry as such and especially not export activities.” CTV invit-
ed three of the major foreign suppliers within the industry to discuss a 
future collaboration. The purchasing manager of CTV argued: “We invited 
Alfa Jiangsu and two of their international competitors for discussion. (...) 
Alfa Jiangsu is a major player in these components in the European and 
North American market. They had been in China for a while, so they knew 
the requirements here, and they had already got a small part of the market 
share. (...) One of the other companies has had their facility in China for 
more than a decade. The third company started doing business in China 
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very late. They did not know anything about China. They just tried to 
apply European products and specifications to the Chinese market. They 
thought that better products were the only thing necessary, but that is not 
right..., different market... different situation... different vehicle..., the spec-
ifications and requirements are different. So the products should be differ-
ent.” The Swedish product manager of Alfa Jiangsu commented: “CTV 
was looking to diversify their business, and since they were already making 
shipping containers, they decided to investigate the possibility of making 
the trailers that go underneath the boxes. They started market research to 
find out what type of trailers they could make. They contacted us and two 
of our competitors and asked for help. They sent us a letter where they 
wrote who they were, what they wanted to do and asked how we could 
help them. One of our competitors did not reply to the letter. The other 
replied and said that they could help but that they would charge a consul-
tancy fee. We replied and said…: “We need to talk.”…  We have been 
dealing with CTV before they even built their first trailer. I saw their first 
trailer when it was just flat steel lying on the floor.” Alfa Jiangsu had de-
cided not to charge anything for their advice. The product manager of Alfa 
Jiangsu explained: “We are not consultants. We are manufacturers and 
suppliers. One of the tools we use to get business is our knowledge that we 
can give to our customers and in return they give us business.”  

 
A couple of weeks after the initial contacts, representatives from Alfa 
Jiangsu went to visit the head office of CTV in Guangdong province in 
southern China. The product manager of Alfa Jiangsu said: “We made a 
presentation of the Group, the Alfa division, the product range and then 
the discussion developed from there.” The respondent continued: “CTV 
had consultants for the structural parts of the trailer. (…) The brake system 
and the suspension control system that came from us.”  
 
During the initial episodes, both parties invested a lot of time and energy in 
meetings, discussions as well as planning and development work. The in-
troductory meetings between CTV and Alfa Jiangsu dealt with things relat-
ed to application engineering. CTV had to make critical decisions in choos-
ing different components for different products. The purchasing manager 
of CTV explained: “We could not choose. We had no idea.” The respond-
ent continued: “Some of our engineers had used some of the products pre-
viously, but not all of them. So at that time Alfa Jiangsu came here and 
promoted different products. They sat down together with the engineers to 
see which component to use in which kind of product.” The product man-
ager of Alfa Jiangsu explicated: “We manufactured the complete system 
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they needed. They did not know anything. They were learning everything. 
(…) We had the knowledge to help them develop.” 

 
CTV divided their customer into domestic and international customers, 
since these two groups of customers have different agendas. The company 
offers domestic customers modules that are assembled by the company. 
International customers specify the trailer themselves. The purchasing 
manager of CTV explained: “In the American market, there are very big 
fleets. The biggest, like FedEx, have over 100,000 trailers in their fleet. 
Our major American customers have thousands and thousands of trailers 
in their fleets. In normal years, they order 1,000, 2,000 or 8,000 trailers 
from us..., some even order 10,000 trailers during a year. These customers 
want to have their own standard with their own specification. They want 
their fleets to be standardized. They are often handling their own after 
sales service needs. From our point of view we also like it to be standard-
ized. Sometimes there can be a conflict, because different customers have 
different specifications, but we try to figure out something in between and 
in fact we often succeed. Most of the components are interchangeable, so 
after sales service is not a problem. You only have to set up one more sup-
ply for after sales service.” The respondent continued: “In China, there are 
not so many big fleets. It is very scattered. There are more individual own-
ers.” The product manager of Alfa Jiangsu recounted: “I think that some-
thing like 80% of the trailers in China are owned by owner operators. 
Often the owner has one truck and one trailer or a couple of trucks and a 
couple of trailers. There are not so many fleets in China at the moment. 
There are a lot of independent owners, whereas in Europe and North 
America there are big fleets. That is why the European and North Ameri-
can customers control the specifications. When you got 80,000 trailers in 
one fleet, you do not want to have 80,000 different specifications, because 
then you have no control over maintenance, for example.” 
 
The business between CTV and Alfa Jiangsu has increased over the years, 
as the relationship has developed. Alfa Jiangsu is one of CTV’s preferred 
suppliers of components designed for trailers sold on the domestic Chinese 
market. The parties have not made the co-operation official in writing, but 
the respondents refer to a common understanding between the two parties. 
The purchasing manager of CTV explained: “We have alternatives for 
most of the components. We have three major suppliers for the American 
market. All of them are big names and have been in the industry for many 
years. All of them are European. Since some of the components are inter-
changeable, it is only a commercial decision. If you only have one supplier, 
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maybe they think they are the only one and therefore increase the price. 
Sometimes American or European suppliers think there are no alternatives 
in the Chinese market, so the prices are sky-high.” The respondent ex-
plained further: “Alfa Jiangsu is on the list of being one of three standard 
suppliers for the domestic Chinese market. They have been a standard 
supplier for three years. (...) Standard supplier means major supplier and 
the other guys are backups. We use like 80/20, if there are two suppliers.” 
The respondent continued: “The export activities are handled project by 
project. Alfa Jiangsu has been lucky. One of our biggest American custom-
ers specifies Alfa Jiangsu. They are lucky, because the other guys got noth-
ing.” The product manager of Alfa Jiangsu explicated: “CTV has a product 
line that they push heavily on the domestic Chinese market. It is a trailer in 
the middle range. CTV specifies everything. It is a basic specification of a 
trailer to a set price. CTV has specified 100% products from Alfa Jiangsu 
for those trailers. (…) It is CTV’s export customers that specify the trailers 
for the export markets. CTV only bend, weld and assemble the trailer. The 
export customer specifies everything… even down to the paint. (…) One of 
CTV’s biggest export customers always specifies Alfa Jiangsu products, so 
that is good for us.”  

 
CTV and Alfa Jiangsu are renegotiating the contract for the domestic Chi-
nese market every year. Export businesses are handled case by case by the 
two companies. The purchasing manager of CTV claimed that the export 
orders are often big, and that these orders are affected by changes in the 
raw material market as well as changes in exchanges rates. The respondent 
stated: “One order from America for 1,000 trailers is a small order. In 
China, one order of 100 trailers is a big order.” The product manager of 
Alfa Jiangsu continued: “The export customers of CTV know about us. 
They are fully aware and they tend to specify our products to CTV.”  

 
Over the years, the relationship between CTV and Alfa Jiangsu has devel-
oped into a stable co-operation. The two parties know each other very well 
and issues are addressed and solved as they emerge. The purchasing man-
ager of CTV explained: “We are very familiar with each other. Sometimes 
only a call is enough.” The product manager of Alfa Jiangsu claimed: “We 
have gone through all their growing pains with them. (…) We have a ma-
ture relationship now. We are comfortable with them and they are com-
fortable with us and it is more on an “as needed basis”. It is a quite mature 
relationship, I think.” Disagreements and conflicting interests are solved by 
discussions. The purchasing manager of CTV described: “There may be 
some confusion from the beginning when you communicate with new sup-
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pliers. Different people have different ideas and different ways of doing 
things. We have had some quality issues, but that is something we have 
solved very easily.” The respondent continued: “Two or three years ago, 
we had some specification issues. One customer made a specification and 
they said that we should use Alfa Jiangsu products. Normally one product 
can have different mixes and our customers thought that we knew, but we 
did not. Alfa Jiangsu said that they wanted to know the type of application 
that the customer wanted and the exact requirements. We invited Alfa 
Jiangsu here and told them about the application, the chassis and the brak-
ing performance. This kind of communication can be confusing sometimes 
and nobody made the final confirmation. The three parties did not sit 
down together. One of our engineers chose a component recommended by 
Alfa Jiangsu, but the component had a much higher price..., maybe a 5 to 
10% higher price than was stated in the specification. We needed to pay 
for this misunderstanding ourselves.” The product manager of Alfa Jiangsu 
stated: “We have not had that many conflicts. We have had quality issues. 
Everybody has quality issues. We went to CTV and discussed it in terms of 
how we together could resolve the situation. (…) There was a corrosion 
problem in one batch of products shipped from Mexico, caused by some 
inadequate packing and some faulty shipping.” The respondent continued: 
“CTV was furious and we did not know how to handle the situation. We 
suggested that sandblasting every item by hand could be one option to 
solve the problem. The customer thought it was a great idea. They asked us 
to send one person to supervise their guys during the process of sandblast-
ing all items. We sent one of our guys to supervise the CTV guys when they 
straightened out our quality issues. We put in our knowledge to solve the 
problem, while they put in 20 men, two weeks work and all the equipment 
needed to solve the problem. (…) Effectively we solved it together.” The 
respondent added: “If this had happened in Sweden, it would have been 
our responsibility to take the batch back, send it to a firm that could sand-
blast as well as re-paint all the items and then send it back to the custom-
er.”  

 
Alfa Jiangsu and CTV have frequent contacts by phone, e-mail or personal 
visit. The face-to face meetings and the round table discussions were more 
common at the beginning of the relationship. Nowadays, the parties meet 
face-to-face when major projects are discussed, if a specific issue needs to 
be addressed or at different domestic and international exhibitions. The 
product manager of Alfa Jiangsu explained: “It has changed over the years. 
From the beginning of the relationship I was there a couple of days per 
month, but I go there less frequently now that they are more knowledgea-
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ble. Nowadays we go there when a specific issue that needs to be ad-
dressed. They call me and they send me e-mails frequently. (…) We are 
pretty much their first port of call when they have an issue. (…) They are 
also in contact with our sales organization on a regular basis. Normally if 
we go down there…, there can be anything between three and twenty peo-
ple in a meeting, depending on what we are discussing. When I go there, 
they tend to wheel out a whole load of people.” The purchasing manager 
of CTV continued: “Alfa Jiangsu always wants to make things happen 
together with us. In most of the cases, we put the different projects on the 
table and discuss them together so as to find ways to support each other 
and make a richer deal. It is not much politics. It is not much guessing 
games. That makes it easy!” 
 

6.6 Perceptions of Value between CTV and Alfa Jiangsu  

As previously discussed, the Chinese customer, CTV, attended several in-
ternational exhibitions and searched the Internet in order to find a suitable 
partner for the start-up and future development of their trailer business. 
The purchasing manager of CTV commented: “We started searching for 
the major players. We went home and compared different sources. We did 
our homework and compared the different options in order to find some-
one that was within our range and fitted our requirements.” In this par-
ticular case, it was important for CTV to find a supplier that could provide 
support and act as a speaking partner from the beginning, since CTV 
lacked knowledge and experience of the industry. The purchasing manager 
of CTV explained: “We did not have much knowledge of the industry as 
such and especially not export activities.” The respondent continued: 
“From the very beginning, we expected our suppliers to support us.” The 
product manager of Alfa Jiangsu commented: “They demanded knowledge 
and we were prepared to share that with them. Our idea is that it is a two-
way street. We gave them knowledge and they gave us business, and that is 
where we make our money.”  

 
CTV and Alfa Jiangsu discussed at an early stage their expectations regard-
ing price, quality, and delivery as well as payment terms in order to achieve 
a common ground for further development. The purchasing manager of 
CTV stated: “When Alfa Jiangsu decided to be one of the players on the 
Chinese market and one of our suppliers, they needed to be competitive in 
price, quality and delivery.” The respondent continued: “From a company 
point of view, we expect good quality at a reasonable price.” Alfa Jiangsu, 
on the other hand, expected CTV to pay for the goods delivered within the 
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120 days agreed upon at the beginning of the relationship. The CFO of the 
Alfa and Beta divisions in China stated: “One of the more basic expecta-
tions that we as a company have is to get paid within a reasonable time for 
goods delivered. (…) We made a big mistake by assuming that the system 
in China worked in the same way as in Sweden, Western Europe and the 
US. We thought that if we invoiced and delivered the goods the customer 
had ordered, the customer would pay us within a reasonable time, i.e. 30, 
60 90 or even 120 days, depending on the agreed payment terms. Howev-
er, it does not work like that in China.” The respondent continued: “We 
agreed to give CTV 120 days in payment terms at the beginning of the 
relationship, which is a long term of credit, but still we need to beg and 
nag every time in order to get paid. They often pay us after six months or 
more.” 
 
CTV explained their objective with the trailer business at an early stage to 
Alfa Jiangsu. The purchasing manager of CTV explained: “CTV wanted to 
be a global player in the trailer business.” The company’s strategy was to 
build up a reliable name of international fame by engaging and collaborat-
ing with internationally well-known suppliers within the industry. The 
product manager of Alfa Jiangsu commented: “At the beginning of the 
project, the number one boss at CTV told us that it was his goal that CTV 
would be the largest trailer manufacturer in the world within five years. 
They did it in four years. We noticed early on the potential business from 
what they told us was their plan.” The respondent continued: “They want-
ed to be the largest in the world and we wanted to become a known name 
in China by growing with them. Our target was to be a preferred supplier, 
and basically we are.”  

 
At the time, Alfa Jiangsu also had pronounced objectives with their busi-
ness in China. The Chinese market was considered likely to become the 
world’s single largest market for commercial vehicles, and the wish to suc-
ceed was high. Automotive AB wished for results at the Chinese market 
and Alfa Jiangsu worked hard to expand their business and increase turno-
ver in China. The CFO of the Alfa and Beta division in China stated: “Eve-
ry day you read in the Swedish newspapers about the infinite opportunities 
awaiting Swedish companies operating in the Chinese market. Everybody 
has to be here. If you are not here, you are nobody. We were supposed to 
succeed and the Group wanted to see increased turnover based on our 
activities in China.” The product manager of Alfa Jiangsu argued: “The 
pressure to succeed in the Chinese market increased tremendously.” The 
respondent continued: “The Group has always had a policy of, where pos-
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sible, manufacturing close to the market. The Chinese market was growing 
and was predicted to continue to grow. The plan was to take advantage of 
the benefits for manufacturing some of the lower technology products, 
since the production costs in Europe were very high. The Group were 
looking for cost benefits as well as supporting the local Chinese market.” 
The product manager of Alfa Jiangsu stated: “We wanted to be a major 
player on that market.”  

 
Accordingly, both CTV and Alfa Jiangsu at an early stage communicated 
their intentions with the co-operation. At the beginning of the relationship, 
CTV also requested Alfa Jiangsu to develop their engagement in the Chi-
nese market further by establishing a manufacturing plant in China, ac-
cording to the respondent. The purchasing manager of CTV explained: 
“When we import..., it does not matter whether it is from North America, 
South America or Europe..., the products need at least one month or more 
on the water. After that, you have customs clearance, customs tariffs and 
tax, which make things difficult. If you want to achieve anything in our 
market, you need to have something here. (...) We were interested in find-
ing ways to reduce costs and make the logistics procedures easier.” The 
product manager of Alfa Jiangsu argued: “They were keen to see that we 
were localizing the product. They perceive it as a cost reduction, whereas I 
would see it as a margin improvement. We kept the same prices, but we 
have reduced our costs. They are looking forward to sharing some of that 
cost reduction…, whether or not we will achieve that…, I do not know. 
(…) They are interested in locally produced European or North American 
quality products. As long as you can get the same standard produced local-
ly… that is what they are after.” The respondent continued: “Our attitude 
is that it is an Alfa product manufactured in an Alfa factory. It does not 
matter where the factory is located. It is an Alfa product and it is an Alfa 
quality standard product.”  

 
CTV lacked knowledge and experience of the trailer industry from the 
beginning of the relationship. This meant that many of the initial decisions 
that needed to be made by CTV were very hard to make. Alfa Jiangsu 
promoted different products and sat down with CTV’s engineers in order 
to facilitate the decision-making process.  The purchasing manager of CTV 
commented: “We could not choose. We had no idea.” The respondent 
continued: “Some of our engineers had used some of the products previ-
ously, but not all of them. So at that time, Alfa Jiangsu came here and 
promoted different products. They sat down together with the engineers to 
see which component to use in which kind of product. (…) They also did a 
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lot of product training, which was very valuable to us. They surprised us, 
when helping us with this kind of thing. We had this kind of discussion.” 
The product manager of Alfa Jiangsu explained: “My specialty is the ABS 
system, but I understand the full vehicle system, which is what we talked 
about with CTV. ABS is a mandatory requirement here, although it is 
loosely followed. Their interest was to understand the ABS system. How it 
works…, what it does and why…? Those kinds of things! We talked about 
how the ABS system operates and why we do certain things with the sys-
tem… for example, why we put sensors on one axle instead of another 
axle… things like that. We also talked about chassis design and why we do 
something one way in Europe and we do it in another way in America. It 
was a big, big education for them.”  

 
Over the years, Alfa Jiangsu has continued to educate CTV. The product 
manager of Alfa Jiangsu explained: “We have arranged training seminars 
for two or three days on various occasions both at the head office and at 
different manufacturing plants in order to bring their engineering people 
up to speed. We discussed our products, market legislations and so on. (…) 
During one internal seminar, I spoke for six hours, not because I wanted 
to, but because the audience said that they wanted to talk about this and 
this and this. I had put together a presentation and all the people working 
at the head office were gathered. They also had six manufacturing plants 
online, so there were questions from all over China. (…) We are giving 
them advice and training. We help them with technical things that they not 
understand.” The respondent argued: “We used to get valves back that 
were totally dismantled and the customer said…: “It is leaking.”… We 
could not learn anything from these cases. Again, it was a matter of edu-
cating CTV to get them to leave the product alone, phone us and then send 
the product back to us untouched. We get more cases back now untouched 
than we used to. The problem is that the labour is so cheap here and that 
the Chinese takes anything apart and repair it. In Europe, people would 
replace an item instead of repairing it, because you get a warranty with the 
replaced part. Here they take it apart and repair it, because it is all 
about…“What is this costing me now?”… It is tradition!” The product 
manager of Alfa Jiangsu exemplified further: “In Europe and North Amer-
ica filters are used on the air systems to keep rubbish from getting into the 
valves. In China, this kind of thinking does not exist. We got numerous 
phone calls from CTV where they were complaining of leakages in our 
valves from the beginning. We started to educate them and at one point we 
started to give away filters for free. We swapped a filter into everything 
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else and then we told CTV that we did that for free. They had to start pay-
ing for the filters, when they realized the benefits of having them.” 

 
It is important to CTV that their suppliers find new entrepreneurial ways 
of lowering costs and cutting prices. However, new technology develop-
ment is not a primarily concern for CTV. The purchasing manager of CTV 
stated: “We do not need to have new technologies. We want our suppliers 
to find some new ways of lowering the costs. First lowering the costs and 
then cutting the price. (...) Of course..., some new technology or new 
things still come up.” Alfa Jiangsu manufactures offerings based on stand-
ardized components that are customized to a certain extent according to 
the customers’ specifications. The product manager of Alfa Jiangsu ex-
plained: “For the ABS, the valves are 100% standard, but then the cabling 
that connects them to the vehicles can be customized either in terms of 
length or style of cabling.” The respondent stated that European customers 
prefer to have everything ready for assembly, while Chinese customers 
often prefer a cheaper price for doing more of the work themselves.  

 
The purchasing manager of CTV hopes that the two companies can under-
take more joint activities in order to expand and increase the business to-
gether all over the world in the future. The product manager of Alfa Jiang-
su argued: “We have one product that we sell very well in Europe but 
hardly any of here. In Europe, our customers want Rolls-Royce compo-
nents, but here in China our customers want Volkswagen Passat.” The 
purchasing manager of CTV commented: “Sometimes you need to do some 
investments in advance to promote that kind of products. (...) It is a poten-
tial opportunity and by combining our sources and their components may-
be we can add them. But maybe we need three to five years to promote 
these products.” Both companies see an opportunity to further develop 
their collaboration in the future.  

Trustworthy and reliable market information is important to Alfa Jiang-
su, but the quality of the information varies depending on the resource. 
Alfa Jiangsu has difficulties in planning their operations, since Chinese 
customers tend to not share forecasts with their suppliers. However, CTV 
tend to share correct and dependable information, according to the prod-
uct manager of Alfa Jiangsu. The respondent stated: “There is obviously 
this commercial information, what products are they discussing and with 
whom, that are of interest to us. We got a rough idea of what might come 
in the future. That is very often the best we can do here. (…) It might be 
that the customer that CTV are discussing a project with, are not likely to 
specify our products… then we pay the customer a visit and convince them 
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to change their specification. (…) It is in our interest to monitor CTV’s 
customers.”  

 
The purchasing manager of CTV said that the on-time support offered, 
with quick actions and answers, has been very valuable within the relation-
ship with Alfa Jiangsu. The respondent commented: “They support us and 
on-time support is valuable. When we have some urgent orders or urgent 
needs..., we make a phone call to Andreas, and even if it is late and he is in 
a bar when we call him, he replies. That was a surprise at the beginning. 
(...) The guys working at Alfa Jiangsu are very diligent working guys.”   

 
As discussed previously, the requirements in the Chinese market differ to 
some extent from other markets. Alfa Jiangsu has learnt the lesson regard-
ing different requirements on different markets through the relationship 
with CTV. The relationship between CTV and Alfa Jiangsu has been an 
eye-opener for the whole Alfa division. Something that started as a quality 
problem in the Chinese market developed into a new standard for one of 
the Alfa division’s products world-wide. The product manager explained: 
“We have changed our specifications for certain parts of our products to 
better suit the way CTV and others in this market work.” The respondent 
continued: “In Europe and North America we use synthetic oil rather than 
mineral oil. In China they use mineral oil and any old rubbish they can lay 
their hands on, which was reacting with a rubber component inside the 
valve, causing the valve to fail, so we changed the rubber component. This 
was done due to quality issues that arose at the Chinese market. It was first 
done for the Chinese market and is now a standard for the whole world.”     

 
The co-operation between CTV and Alfa Jiangsu has made it much easier 
for Alfa Jiangsu to get new business deals with other Chinese customers by 
using the co-operation with CTV as a reference. The product manager of 
Alfa Jiangsu argued: “We did not understand how well-known CTV was in 
China.” The respondent continued: “One of our European competitors has 
a much bigger name in the Chinese domestic market than we do, but we 
are a very good number two and our name is becoming more and more 
known…, mainly because of  CTV, since they have grown so big.” The 
purchasing manager of CTV stated further: “Before CTV entered this mar-
ket; many smaller Chinese manufacturers did not care about the quality. I 
think that Alfa Jiangsu would not have gained much out of this market 
without us. (...) At the beginning when they first came to China, I do not 
think they had many things to do. When we became larger and larger and 
more and more professional, we knew what kind of product that was good 
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for this market. (...) Many people know that we are using Alfa Jiangsu 
products and therefore they think that the products have to be good. I just 
heard from one of Alfa Jiangsu’s sales representatives that he has got an-
other account and it is a high-end one. The sales representative from Alfa 
Jiangsu had said to the customer that most of the trailers manufactured by 
CTV had Alfa Jiangsu components. So, they get new accounts easier.” 

 
Every year CTV organize a joint customer/supplier conference. During 
these conferences, different topics and issues of interest to all actors within 
the industry are discussed. The purchasing manager of CTV said: “Nor-
mally we focus on tendencies within the industry. (...) It is like round table 
discussions, where people exchange ideas about current and future issues. 
Sometimes people get ideas from these discussions or new relationships are 
created or old ones are strengthened. (...) We host these conferences, and 
last year we invited customers from North America, South East Asia, Eu-
rope, Australia and domestic Chinese customers. We also invited suppliers 
from different countries. (...) Normally supplier conferences are supplier 
conferences and customer conferences are customer conferences. Normally 
you do not mix them together, because you are afraid that the supplier will 
go directly to the customer and discuss business. However, the conference 
is more than that. It is a forum for exchanging ideas.” These conferences 
are important to Alfa Jiangsu. The product manager of Alfa Jiangsu ex-
plained: “The purpose of these conferences is to discuss the market. (…) 
We have made presentations at these conferences three years in a row. We 
have talked about Alfa Jiangsu and how we have worked with CTV.” The 
respondent continues by stating that these conferences have been good 
opportunities for marketing as well as expanding the network at the Chi-
nese market.  

As described previously, the relationship between CTV and Alfa Jiangsu 
started when the trailer business of CTV still was in a project state. Their 
understanding of the trailer industry as well as product knowledge was 
limited within the company at the time. Consequently, CTV expected Alfa 
Jiangsu to provide support and act as a speaking partner right from the 
beginning of the relationship. Alfa Jiangsu had decided not to charge any-
thing for their advice. As a supplier, the company shared their industry and 
product knowledge by promoting different products and discussing suita-
ble components for the different products manufactured by CTV. The 
product manager of Alfa Jiangsu said: “We manufactured the complete 
system they needed. They did not know anything. They were learning eve-
rything. (…) We had the knowledge to help them develop.”  
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CTV and Alfa Jiangsu at an early stage discussed their expectations regard-
ing price, quality and delivery as well as payment terms. The purchasing 
manager of CTV stated: “From a company point of view, we expect good 
quality to a reasonable price.” The product manager of Alfa Jiangsu com-
mented: “At the moment it is a very price-oriented market and it has not 
changed that much in 15 years. (…) China has always been a price-
oriented market and it will be for many years to come.” The respondent 
continued: “Many of our bigger customers are often aware of all of the 
latest technology. They are very interested in it and very often they want it, 
but they do not want to pay for it. It comes back to the cost issue, you 
know.” Alfa Jiangsu and CTV agreed on 120 days in payment terms, 
which according to the CFO of the Alfa and Beta divisions in China is 
considered a long term of credit. However, CTV normally does not pay 
until six months or more have passed. The respondent explained: “We 
have one salesperson who only takes care of CTV. He has a very good 
relationship with one of the purchasers at CTV, which is a necessity in 
order to get paid. Often he needs to take the purchaser out for lunch or 
dinner and give him RMB 200-400 in pocket money so as to get paid. (…) 
We continue to deliver goods to CTV even though we do not get paid on 
time. We need the business with them.”  

 
CTV and Alfa Jiangsu re-negotiate the contract for the domestic Chinese 
market every year. The product manager of Alfa Jiangsu reported: “We are 
starting with a technical negotiation with the engineering department. 
Then we go to the purchasing department and they say…: “That is too 
expensive.”… We answer…: “The engineering department said they want 
it.”… (…) Sometimes, but not very often, we get into a situation where 
CTV gives the same specifications to three suppliers and where they ask us 
to reduce the price by RMB X. Sometimes we do that and sometimes we 
say no.” For the export market, CTV and Alfa Jiangsu are working on a 
project basis, where the companies negotiate the price of the projects a 
couple of times per year. The purchasing manager of CTV stated: “For the 
domestic market, we have an annual contract. In the contract, it is stated 
that if the raw material market increases or decreases very much, we will 
re-negotiate the prices. For the export side, we negotiate case by case.” The 
product manager of Alfa Jiangsu continued: “Whenever CTV has an on-
going project; they call us and tell us their customer’s requirements, which 
are followed by a negotiation about price, quantity and delivery schedule. 
(…) We discuss the project and the parts needed. Then we go through it 
and put a price against each part.”  
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CTV communicated their hope of becoming a global player in the trailer 
business right from the beginning of the co-operation with Alfa Jiangsu. 
CTV hoped that by engaging and co-operating with internationally well-
known suppliers within the industry, the company could build up a reliable 
name and international reputation. The product manager of Alfa Jiangsu 
commented: “They did it in four years.” CTV was also keen to see that 
Alfa Jiangsu developed their engagement in the Chinese market further, by 
establishing a manufacturing plant. CTV was interested in finding ways to 
reduce costs and facilitate logistics procedures. CTV is buying more and 
more components from Alfa Jiangsu that are manufactured in the Jiangsu 
plant, since it reduces costs and makes the logistics procedures much easier, 
according to the respondent. Thus, reduce costs and cut prices are two 
issues that are very important to CTV. Both parties are constantly working 
with these two themes. CTV is today in a position where the company does 
not need to have the newest technology. It is much more important for the 
company to reduce costs. Thus, CTV want all their suppliers to find new 
ways of reducing costs. The product manager of Alfa Jiangsu stated: 
“Sometimes I think that CTV try to take advantage…, they try to push a 
little bit harder to get price reductions than they would if we had a more 
stand-off relationship. They feel they can ask, because we are so close.” 
Alfa Jiangsu mentions that one way of reducing the costs is to involve the 
customer more in the supplier’s manufacturing process, i.e. let the custom-
er do more work by themselves. The product manager of Alfa Jiangsu de-
scribed: “We supply the cabling…, what we call a harness, which attaches 
to the engine control unit and then we have the power cable that comes in 
and attaches to that harness. This is typical European style. In China they 
often want to get some “cost out” so then we take away the connector.., so 
instead of having 0.7 metres and then 12 metres of cable coming in jointly, 
we send them X metres and tell them that this has to be done manually in 
the production. The engineers at CTV stated…: “That does not matter! 
That is how we prefer it!”… We do things like that for them.” In the fu-
ture, CTV hopes that the two partners can develop the collaboration fur-
ther by undertaking more joint activities together and increase the business 
all over the world.   

On the other hand, Alfa Jiangsu saw at an early stage the potential of 
the collaboration with CTV, and the business volume has increased over 
the years. The relationship to CTV has strengthened the company’s posi-
tion as an international supplier on the Chinese market. The product man-
ager of Alfa Jiangsu commented: “We have two international competitors, 
both German. These two have complete product portfolios like us and 
operate globally.” The respondent continued: “One of our European com-
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petitors has a much bigger name in the Chinese domestic market than we 
do, but we are a very good number two and our name is becoming better 
and better known…, mainly because of CTV, since they have grown so 
big.” The company has also received valuable information about the mar-
ket and customers in China through the interactions with CTV.  

One of Alfa Jiangsu’s aims with the co-operation was to become a pre-
ferred supplier of CTV. The product manager of Alfa Jiangsu stated: “Our 
target was to be a preferred supplier and basically we are. CTV has stated 
that we are their preferred supplier, but we have never actually got to a 
contract situation, where we are their preferred supplier on paper.” The 
purchasing manager of CTV argued further: “Western suppliers often want 
a commitment for long-term relationships. (...) Alfa Jiangsu is on the list of 
being one of three standard suppliers for the domestic Chinese market. 
They have been a standard supplier for three years.”  
Alfa Jiangsu requests forecasts by CTV in order to be able to better plan 
their own operations. So far, this has been a problematic issue. The pro-
duction manager of Alfa Jiangsu commented: “It is very much a shop trade 
culture within the industry. Our customers can place an order for 1,500 
items.  I ask them if they need everything at the same time and they an-
swer…: “No, it is the order for the whole year.”… Their idea is that if they 
buy all 1,500 at the same time, they get a better price. They want it in the 
beginning of the year, because if they have it on the shelf they can sell it. If 
they do not have it on the shelf, they cannot sell it. They cannot get their 
head around the fact that we can send them X pieces per month. It is a 
different way of thinking.” This lack of communication regarding produc-
tion planning often results in difficulties for Alfa Jiangsu as a supplier. The 
company has to change the priority of customer orders and put the most 
important customer orders first. The respondent explained: “They place an 
order for 1,500 items and we go back to them and ask when they need 
them.., whether they need all 1,500 on day one? Then there is another 
negotiation about this and what their production schedule looks like. We 
will then fall into line with their production schedule.” Unfortunately, the 
work, the extra effort and the attempts of changing the sequence of cus-
tomer orders as well as prioritizing CTV on behalf of other customers are 
not made visible within the relationship. Thus, the desire to succeed in the 
Chinese market is something that Alfa Jiangsu is working hard to realize. 
The CFO of the Alfa and Beta divisions clarified: “It is important for us to 
get our business in China running, and we are willing to take risks in order 
to succeed.” 
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The purchasing manager of CTV mentions the on-time support and Alfa 
Jiangsu’s engagement in product training as something that CTV as a cus-
tomer did not expect, but value highly. The product manager of Alfa Jiang-
su explained: “We are giving them advice and training. We help them with 
technical things that they not understand.” On the other hand, the product 
manager of Alfa Jiangsu describes improved new standards world-wide on 
one of the Alfa division’s products as an unexpected result of the collabo-
ration with CTV. The respondent also mentions that the relationship with 
CTV has opened up the possibility of using a well-known Chinese custom-
er as a reference in discussions with other Chinese customers, which in turn 
has resulted in many new business deals. The annual customer/supplier 
conference hosted and arranged by CTV is also very valuable to Alfa Jiang-
su and is regarded as a new way of marketing themselves. These confer-
ences are viewed as an occasion to market Alfa Jiangsu further in China as 
well as an opportunity to expand the network in China  
 

6.7 Summary of the Story about CTV and Alfa Jiangsu 

As described previously, CTV performed a number of activities, starting 
with searching for a potential partner, in order to get the trailer business 
up and running. At the time, the Chinese market was seen as becoming the 
world’s single largest market for commercial vehicles and the wish to suc-
ceed was high. Both CTV and Alfa Jiangsu had initial intentions for the 
joint co-operation. The target of the CTV business was to become a global 
player in the trailer industry. However, CTV lacked knowledge of the spe-
cific industry. The company also lacked export experience. CTV contacted 
three of the major foreign suppliers and asked for help. Alfa Jiangsu an-
swered and made an initial presentation of the company as well as their 
product range, and the discussion developed from there. Automotive AB 
wanted results on the Chinese market, and Alfa Jiangsu felt the pressure to 
succeed. The objective of the business was to become a major player on the 
Chinese market and increase turnover. During these initial interactions, 
both companies evaluated offerings and the relationship as value-creating 
resources needed in order to achieve the objectives of both parties.  

CTV expected support from suppliers, to gain knowledge and to get 
good quality at a reasonable price and delivered on time. Alfa Jiangsu on 
the other hand, expected to get paid within a reasonable time for offerings 
delivered (see Figure 7). Besides the initial expectations that the parties had 
of each other, both companies also had desires regarding each company’s 
own future operation as well as requests regarding the joint business col-
laboration. CTV wished to become a global player within the trailer indus-
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try and to create a reliable name of international fame by collaborating 
with internationally recognized suppliers. The company also requested 
increased engagement by foreign partners in order to reduce costs and 
make logistics procedures easier. It was also desirable to work with part-
ners interested in finding entrepreneurial ways of lowering costs and cut-
ting prices. Over time as the relationship progressed, CTV became interest-
ed in an increased collaboration regarding joint activities in order to ex-
pand and increase the business together with Alfa Jiangsu all over the 
world. On the other hand, Alfa Jiangsu saw the opportunity of potential 
business, becoming a known name in China and getting trustworthy and 
reliable information by collaborating with CTV. It was desirable to succeed 
in the Chinese market, and the pressure from the Swedish headquarter was 
intense. The company wanted to increase turnover by becoming one of 
CTV’s preferred suppliers. As the relationship developed, Alfa Jiangsu 
realized the difficulties involved in planning operations due to a lack of 
forecasts (see Figure 7). 

Figure 7: Summary of expected, desired, unanticipated and received value between 
CTV and Alfa Jiangsu 

Expected value

CTV

Support from suppliers
Knowledge
Good quality
Resonable price
Delivery on time

Alfa Jiangsu

Get paid within resonable 
time

Desired value

Global player
Reliable name of international 
fame
Increased engagement by 
foreign partners
Reduce costs
Easier logistic procedures
Cut price
Increased collaboration

Alfa Jiangsu

Potential business
Become a known name in 
China
Information of markets and 
customers in China
Succeed in the Chinese 
market
Increased turnover
Preffered supplier
Customer forecasts

CTV

Unanticipated value

Product training
On-time support
Quick actions and answers

Alfa Jiangsu

Improvement of standard 
world-wide
Reference
New arenas for marketing
Expanding the network

CTV

Received value

Support from suppliers
Knowledge
Good quality
Resonable price
Delivery on time
Global player
Reliable name of international 
fame
Increased engagement by 
foreign partners
Reduce costs
Easier logistic procedures
Cut price
Product training
On-time support
Quick actions and answers

Alfa Jiangsu

Get paid within resonable 
time
Become a known name in 
China
Information of markets and 
customers in China
Increased turnover
Preffered supplier
Improvement of standard 
world-wide
Reference
New arenas for marketing
Expanding the network

CTV
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CTV felt that all of their initial expectations had been met on the collabo-
ration with Alfa Jiangsu. On the other hand, Alfa Jiangsu and CTV agreed 
on 120 days in payment terms, which the CFO of the Alfa and Beta Divi-
sions stated are considered a long term of credit. According to the respond-
ent, CTV normally does not pay until six months or more have passed.  

Most of the desired value that CTV had wished for in the collaboration 
with Alfa Jiangsu has also been perceived as received value. However, CTV 
hopes that the two partners in the future can develop their collaboration 
further by pursuing more joint activities together and increasing the busi-
ness all over the world. The same pattern can be found in the story told by 
Alfa Jiangsu. Some desired value was seen as received value, while other 
desired value has not been perceived as received value yet. Alfa Jiangsu is 
still working hard to succeed in the Chinese market according to the stand-
ards of Automotive AB. The company are also struggling with production 
planning, due to a lack of communication regarding customer forecasts.     

By interacting over time, value that was beyond the counterparty’s ex-
pectations and desires was also created for both CTV and Alfa Jiangsu. 
Thus, certain aspects described by the interacting partners can be interpret-
ed as unanticipated value. As discussed earlier, CTV lacked knowledge and 
experience of the trailer industry from the beginning of the relationship. 
This meant that many of the initial decisions that needed to be taken by 
CTV were very hard to make. Alfa Jiangsu promoted different products 
and sat down with CTV’s engineers in order to facilitate the decision-
making process. As described in the story, Alfa Jiangsu educated CTV em-
ployees by giving them product training. In the stories, the purchasing 
manager of CTV further described that the on-time support offered, with 
quick actions and answers has been very valuable within the relationship 
with Alfa Jiangsu. By contrast, Alfa Jiangsu changed their specification of a 
certain product as a result of the collaboration with CTV, which later be-
came a standard in the rest of the world. Unaware of the status of CTV on 
the Chinese market, Alfa Jiangsu has also gained by using the collaboration 
with CTV as a reference in contact with other Chinese customers. Over 
time, Alfa Jiangsu has recognized the value of the annual joint custom-
er/supplier conference organized by CTV. Alfa Jiangsu has acknowledged 
the opportunities for marketing and the chance of expanding the company 
network on the Chinese market (see Figure 7).  

 

6.8 The Relationship between CCM and Beta Jiangsu  

The relationship between the Chinese customer, CCM, and the Swedish 
supplier, Beta Jiangsu, started in 2005. The Chinese company was at the 
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time in the process of developing a new generation of products. CCM 
looked through their list of domestic Chinese suppliers, but had problems 
finding a supplier in China that could deliver the components needed for 
the new generation of wheel loaders. The Chinese general manager and 
director of R&D at CCM stated: “I was developing a new generation of 
products, and I was looking for some key components. In China, it was 
difficult to find good quality components. (…) The components had to 
have good quality with a long lifespan. (…) Some suppliers could give us a 
total system, but we were not interested in a complete solution. We wanted 
parts of a system.” The respondent continued: “When it comes to suppliers 
of key components, we pay attention to the company to make sure that it 
is a famous brand with good quality. That is the first thing we think about. 
(…) We give specifications so the supplier understands what we want, 
what kind of quality we require and then we do the testing, calculations 
and design together.” The respondent explained further: “I came in contact 
with Beta for the first time in 2005 when I visited Bauma, a big exhibition 
in Munich, Germany. From the exhibition we found out that Beta had 
many different applications that were suitable for us. We also learned that 
Beta was working with many famous brands all over the world. From the 
beginning, I did not know where the Beta headquarter was located. I 
looked for their products on the Internet and I found that they had an 
office in Shanghai. They only had an e-mail address, so I wrote an e-mail 
to them and got a response very quickly.” After e-mailing back and forth, 
Beta Jiangsu visited CCM and made a presentation of the different offer-
ings available. The Swedish sales manager of Beta Jiangsu declared: “I 
visited CCM together with one of my guys and we met a large team of 
engineers and others. Based on my knowledge from similar applications 
and vehicles in Europe and the US, I could tell them or inform them about 
new regulations, what was important and why… give a clear technical 
description. I could explain what we used and why and how… what the 
competitors used and who we worked with… I think that the first meetings 
went very well.”  

 
CCM had three different options of offerings from Beta Jiangsu that they 
believed could work out well. However, to make sure to find the best offer-
ing suitable for the new generation of wheel loaders, CCM invited Beta a 
second time to discuss the different options in more detail. The general 
manager and director of R&D at CCM clarified: “The sales manager to-
gether with his sales team and an engineer visited us. I asked how to select 
a good fan drive and they gave me an answer. (…) We had to make some 
adjustments to the application together with Beta Jiangsu.” The respond-
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ent continued: “We had designed a brochure which we showed at one of 
the first meetings. The brochure contained a description of the fan drives 
and some of our reference objects in Europe, which I think was important 
from the beginning.”  
 
After several meetings, CCM presented a specification of the fan drive with 
reference to dimension, design, tolerance, flow rates and pressure limits. 
During the presentation, CCM pinpointed two important issues. First, 
CCM described in detail how they required the fan drive to work in their 
equipment. It was important to ensure good quality and a long lifespan for 
the components. The general manager and director of R&D at CCM ar-
gued: “Many international manufacturers are using Beta components, 
which must mean that the components are of very good quality.” Second, 
CCM was afraid that Beta Jiangsu would have problems of delivering on 
time, since the components were manufactured in Europe. The respondent 
argued that CCM at an early stage hoped that Beta Jiangsu would increase 
their engagement in China by developing the business further and establish 
a manufacturing facility, which in turn would make logistical procedures 
much easier. The respondent stated: “We wanted to make sure that we did 
not have to wait for the components and risk losing the order and the 
business on account of it.” Beta Jiangsu looked at the specification and 
compared it with blueprints made earlier and standardized products. Some 
minor adjustments were made in order to meet the customer’s demands. 
The sales manager of Beta Jiangsu stated: “The basic idea is that we are 
going to produce our offerings based on standardized components and 
then add some customized parts in order to give the customer exactly what 
he wants. Often the customer states requirements regarding size. Some-
times the product needs to be long and thin, sometimes it needs to be short 
and thick and depending on the requirements, we need to be able to make 
modifications and something has to be tailor-made.”  The respondent con-
tinued: “Our idea is to produce standardized products that can be modi-
fied to a certain extent. We try to accumulate knowledge within the com-
pany and then reuse the knowledge within different customer relationships. 
If we have a product that meets the customer’s requirements, we arrange a 
meeting where we present the product and the blueprint to the customer. If 
the customer is pleased with the presentation, one or two or five proto-
types are ordered and then tested by the customer.” The respondents de-
scribed the initial episodes of the relationship as simple and relaxed with-
out any unpleasant discussions and negotiations. The general manager and 
director of R&D at CCM explained: “Beta Jiangsu asked us what kind of 
product we needed, how many units we used per year and whether we had 
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all the requirements specified in a document. It was very simple. Even the 
price negotiation was easy going. We asked Beta Jiangsu to give us a pro-
posal and we accepted.” Two weeks after the meeting, CCM started testing 
the first prototype. The respondent declared: “We were amazed. We had 
the first prototype within two weeks, which is a very short period of time. I 
felt that Beta Jiangsu prioritizes new products and new customers and that 
is why they could send us the prototype so quickly by air from Europe.” 
The respondent continued: “When we got the sample from Beta Jiangsu, 
we did some testing and we found that the prototype worked perfectly. 
From 2005 until today, we have had no quality issues with it.”  

 
The contract is renegotiated every year. Each negotiation starts with a 
technological discussion regarding new and old specifications of the appli-
cation. These discussions are followed by a negotiation regarding price and 
quantities as well as quality, guarantee and delivery agreements. The sales 
manager of Beta Jiangsu explained: “The negotiations regarding prices are 
often discussed over the phone, with me as a backup. CCM is not so price-
sensitive since the price of the wheel loaders intended for export is much 
higher than those intended for the domestic market.” The respondent con-
tinued: “The customer discusses requirements such as delivery accuracy, 
how to handle delivery delays, different quality levels, etc. Delivery delays 
often result in different types of penalties, if the customer’s production line 
has been disrupted due to us.” The respondent explained further: “The 
things required by Chinese customers are not as advanced as in Europe or 
the US. (…) It is an enormous difference.” However, the respondent has 
acknowledged that, as the relationship to CCM developed over time, the 
requirements demanded became stricter  

As the relationship developed, both companies engaged in more and 
more business together. The general manager and director of R&D at 
CCM clarified: “During the last couple of years, our volume has increased 
and we are buying much bigger volumes from Beta Jiangsu today than 
before.” The sales manager of Beta Jiangsu explained: “CCM got some 
new ideas from us, which has subsequently created more business.” In 
2007, the relationship with CCM developed further. The Beta division 
bought a Chinese company located in Shandong province in China. The 
sales manager of Beta Jiangsu stated: “CCM was one of their big custom-
ers.” The general manager and director of R&D at CCM argued: “10 
years ago… CCM gave a great deal of work and support to that supplier. 
The supplier grew very quickly. A couple of years ago, the company had 
management problems and the quality of their components became very 
bad. (…) We buy very few components from them now, due to the poor 
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quality.” The respondent continued: “I hope that the quality can increase, 
but maybe the Beta division has met problems in how to manage the facili-
ty. China is very big … the north of China and south of China are totally 
different. In the northern part of China, the people are more rigid in their 
thinking and they do not understand how western companies work and 
operate. I think that the Beta division has met problems.”  

 
Over the years, CCM and Beta Jiangsu have developed their collaboration 
to include different areas. The sales manager of Beta Jiangsu explained: 
“CCM deliver our spare parts to their customers, so we have helped them 
to put their label on products bought as spare parts. You can say that we 
are branding our products in their name. CCM is very happy with the ar-
rangement.” The parties have recently initiated a new collaboration pro-
ject. The sales manager of Beta Jiangsu stated: “CCM only manufacture 
big forklifts, called counter balance trucks. We do not have any products 
for the counter balance trucks, but recently I made a presentation about 
our offerings concerning other types of forklifts, such as pallet trucks. The 
presentation was welcomed and CCM has now started to investigate the 
possibilities to start manufacturing the sizes that we are good at.”  

 
The relationship between CCM and Beta Jiangsu is described as important, 
frictionless and uncomplicated, with interesting and developing discussions 
by the respondents. Even disagreements are discussed and solved in an 
encouraging way. The general manager and director of R&D at CCM 
declared: “It is very good. It is very simple. No problems. No trouble.” 
The respondent continued: “Sometimes when Beta Jiangsu visits CCM, we 
have good discussions. We discuss new products and new technology… or 
we sit down around a table and think of how to proceed in the future.” 
The sales manager of Beta Jiangsu described: “When I meet CCM, I often 
refer to what we have done in Europe and the USA, new products that we 
are developing, helping them cut costs and things like that. (…) We are not 
discussing price… one RMB up or down…, but rather how things are 
solved in Europe and the US and how things can be done. Maybe CCM 
views us as a speaking partner in these cases.” The respondent continued: 
“CCM has a better understanding than many of their competitors. They 
are a little bit more open to the West.”  
 

6.9 Perceptions of Value between CCM and Beta Jiangsu  

Similarly to the relationship between CTV and Alfa Jiangsu, the Chinese 
customer, CCM, could not find an existing supplier in China that could 
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deliver the components demanded by the company for the new generation 
of wheel loaders. According to the general manager and director of R&D 
at CCM, it was important to ensure good quality and a long lifespan of the 
components, since the products were intended for export. The respondent 
explained: “Chinese suppliers can copy a product with similar features and 
quality within 6 months. (…) We have many products for export and we 
do not want our customers to say that the components are copies of parts 
from other companies.” The sales manager of Beta Jiangsu stated: “When I 
started to travel to China in 2005, one of the first customers I visited was 
CCM. They wanted to achieve higher quality on vehicles designed for ex-
port outside China.” 

 
CCM also expected to pay a reasonable price for the components. The 
general manager and the director of R&D argued: “It is important to give 
a reasonable price from the beginning as a new supplier.” The respondent 
argued further: “We do not ask our suppliers for very low prices. We keep 
our suppliers with good profits, so they can have good quality and contin-
ue to develop. (…) CCM and the supplier make the wheel loaders togeth-
er.” The sales manager of Beta Jiangsu declared: “CCM was not that price-
sensitive, since CCM got a higher price on the vehicles designed for export, 
which is the type of vehicles where our products are used.” The respondent 
continued: “Chinese firms that are interested in exporting often start with 
Russia, the Ukraine, the Middle East and Africa. The requirements of the 
customers are a little bit higher. The Chinese gets a higher price for their 
vehicles…, and then they are willing to invest in Western-produced pumps, 
engines, supplementary steering units, fan drives etc.” 

 
CCM had in an earlier relationship with a German supplier experienced a 
lack of delivery accuracy. Therefore, it was important for CCM to clarify 
their expectations regarding prompt delivery. The general manager and the 
director of R&D stated: “We wanted to make sure that we did not have to 
wait for the components and risk losing the order and the business on ac-
count of it.” The respondent continued: “In March we lost over 100 or-
ders, because one of our German suppliers could not deliver what we de-
manded. They asked us to wait and we waited and lost money. They have 
not helped us solve that problem yet.” The general manager and the direc-
tor of R&D at CCM stated that the company hoped that Beta Jiangsu 
would soon increase their engagement in China by developing the business 
further and establish a manufacturing facility, which in turn would make 
the logistic procedures much easier.   
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Beta Jiangsu, on the other hand, expected CCM to pay within a reason-
able time for offerings delivered. At the beginning of the relationship, the 
companies agreed on payment terms of 90 days. The CFO of the Alfa and 
Beta divisions in China argued: “We have problems in all our relationships. 
(…) It is like a vicious circle where the customers’ customers are not paying 
our customers and our customers are not paying us. We learnt that we 
needed to allocate resources that only focused on collecting debts. It is a 
full-time job for a number of our employees and they call, visit, write let-
ters, beg, nag, threaten and sometimes even bribe customers with “wine 
and dine” in order to get paid.”  

 
Back in 2005, CCM wanted to build up a reliable name of international 
fame. In order to do this, CCM wished for globally famous collaboration 
partners. CCM’s vision was to be a global construction equipment provid-
er and the company worked hard to develop and increase the company’s 
international business. The general manager and director of R&D ex-
plained: “In China, wheel loaders are considered to be low-cost equipment 
of poor quality. However, we do not want a label of poor quality. We 
want to set up a good brand and give our customers good quality. Quality 
is extremely important to us, and we want to work with excellent suppliers 
and globally famous companies. (…) We are just at the beginning of estab-
lishing export activities to South America and perhaps Europe.” The sales 
manager of Beta Jiangsu stated: “The companies that are exporting or 
want to start exporting outside China want to show that they work with 
Western suppliers and have a Western network.”   

 
From the beginning of the relationship between CCM and Beta Jiangsu, 
CCM needed advice regarding the different offerings available. The general 
manager and director of R&D at CCM explained: “Beta Jiangsu has many 
different models and series of products for different type of equipment, so 
from the beginning we had problems in choosing a good model for our 
new generation products… finding an application that fitted our equip-
ment.” The respondent clarified: “I asked how to select a good fan drive 
and they gave me an answer.” The sales manager of Beta Jiangsu stated: 
“Based on my knowledge from similar applications and vehicles in Europe 
and USA, I could inform them of new regulations, what was important 
and why… give a clear technical description. I could explain what we used 
and why and how… what the competitors used and who we worked 
with… I think that the first meetings went very well.”  
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After the first meetings, CCM invited Beta Jiangsu again for a more specif-
ic discussion regarding fan drives. The sales manager explained: “They 
asked me…: “Now when you have seen our vehicles… how are these 
things done in Europe?”… I answered that fans are often driven by hy-
draulic instead of belt drive and that we are a big supplier of fan drives in 
Europe.” The respondent continued: “The customers often have little 
knowledge of how things are done in Europe or the US. That is why the 
supplier’s know-how is important.” 

 
Over the years, CCM has developed quickly. According to the general 
manager and director of R&D, CCM are interested in developing the col-
laboration further in different types of projects. The respondent argued: “I 
wish that Beta Jiangsu develop their technology support in China in the 
future.” The sales manager of Beta Jiangsu commented: “CCM has asked 
us to help them run different types of technological development projects, 
and they have asked us to present any new products to them first before we 
take them somewhere else. CCM crave new products.” The respondent 
continued: “The product development at CCM is going fairly quickly. 
They are good. I believe that CCM is leading the technological develop-
ment of wheel loaders in China.” CCM and Beta Jiangsu has not collabo-
rated in any new technological development projects. The Beta division has 
the expertise necessary to carry out this type of project, but Beta Jiangsu 
lack the resources needed. The sales manager of Beta Jiangsu explained: 
“Today, we are not good enough in China. We do not have the right re-
sources. We do not have the right competences. If we would like to do 
something like this, we would have to engage people from Europe or the 
US.” The respondent continued: “We have discussed the possibility of 
employing a Western application engineer that could help us with these 
types of inquiries, but it never happened for different reasons.” The re-
spondent stated: “If CCM came to us and asked for help in the develop-
ment process of a new generation wheel loaders for the export market, 
then I would ask for help from our European experts.”   

 
As discussed previously, Automotive AB wanted both the Alfa and the Beta 
division to succeed in the Chinese market, since the Chinese automotive 
industry is one of the biggest automotive markets in the world. The CFO 
of the Alfa and Beta divisions in China stated: “We were supposed to suc-
ceed and the Group wanted to see increased turnover based on our activi-
ties in China.” Beta Jiangsu was very interested in doing business with 
CCM, since CCM is a respected name within the Chinese construction 
equipment market. The sales manager of Beta Jiangsu stated that Beta 
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Jiangsu wished to develop the relationship with CCM quickly and thereby 
increase the turnover. Beta Jiangsu also hoped to use the relationship to 
CCM as a reference in their contacts to other Chinese manufacturers of 
construction machines, as a way to open up for new potential business. 
Furthermore, reliable and consistent information of future orders is im-
portant for Beta Jiangsu to be able to plan operations effectively. The sales 
manager stated: “I am irritated with almost all of my Chinese customers, 
since they place their orders between the 15th and 20th of the first month 
and expect delivery on the first day of the second month and then it is the 
same for second month, third month, etc. This makes it very difficult for 
us, with very short lead times. This means that we need to reorganize our 
schedule and put some customers on hold in order to produce for others.” 

 
CCM is very happy with how the relationship and collaboration with Beta 
Jiangsu has turned out over the years. CCM appreciates that Beta Jiangsu 
acts fast and gives quick answers to questions asked. The general manager 
and director of R&D at CCM declared: “We were amazed. We had the 
first prototype within two weeks, which is a very short period of time. I 
felt that Beta Jiangsu prioritizes new products and new customers and that 
is why they could send us the prototype so quickly by air from Europe.” 
The respondent continued: “When we got the sample from Beta Jiangsu, 
we did some testing and we found out that the prototype worked perfect-
ly.” The sales manager of Beta Jiangsu argued: “Everything goes much 
quicker in China. I would say that is the biggest difference. At the begin-
ning of a new project in Europe and the US, there is always a project plan 
containing a time schedule with tollgates, follow-ups and tests. The cus-
tomer compares the blueprints of five suppliers. The customer asks three of 
them to hand in prototypes and at the end the customer starts discussing 
and negotiating price with the two suppliers who had the best offerings.” 
The respondent continued: “In China it works differently. You pay the 
customer a visit and if the customer is interested, the customer asks you to 
make an offering based on certain requirements. Within a week the cus-
tomer expects to have blueprints and a quotation of prices in his hand. If 
your offering agrees with the customer’s expectations, then you are in and 
the ball is rolling.” CCM also value all the support that Beta Jiangsu has 
offered throughout the relationship. The general manager and director of 
R&D stated: “Beta Jiangsu do not only deliver high quality components. 
They provide solutions. They have very good cases from other companies. 
They have new technology and they support our R&D.” These things were 
not something that CCM as a customer expected from the beginning, ac-
cording to the respondent. The respondent continued by explaining: 
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“When we develop new products, we have discussions with Beta Jiangsu 
on whether they have any components that might fit into our new prod-
ucts. If they say no, then we look for other possibilities.” The general man-
ager and director of R&D clarified: “A lot of good people are working at 
Beta Jiangsu and these people are willing to share a lot of important in-
formation with us. I send an e-mail… my contact transfers it to the right 
person at the Beta organization world-wide, like an engineer or service 
personnel, then he communicates back to me quickly. That is very im-
portant, because if you want to do new business in a new market, commu-
nication is very important. The management at Beta Jiangsu is very good 
and acts as a bridge between the home organization and the customer.” 
The respondent continued: “Beta Jiangsu has given us a good technical 
support. If I ask them some questions, they respond very quickly with 
good information.”  

 
In contrast, the co-operation with CCM has made it easier for Beta Jiangsu 
to quickly introduce a wide range of offerings at the Chinese market. The 
sales manager of Beta Jiangsu argued: “CCM craved new products.” The 
respondent continued: “I presented a fan drive at the first visit. After that I 
have also presented supplementary steering units, which no one at CCM 
had heard about at the time. Imagine a wheel loader that is driving 50-60 
kilometres an hour with a 25 ton cargo and the vehicle loses control… it is 
a huge projectile. Supplementary steering units are legal requirements in 
Europe and the US. This is not the case in China, but CCM is today buying 
around 250-300 units per year for the vehicles intended for export.” 

 
Every year, CCM invites all their suppliers for a supplier conference with a 
big banquet. During the conference, key speakers make presentations, and 
different workshops are arranged. The participants discuss the future de-
velopments of the industry in terms of market trends, opportunities and 
threats. The sales manager of Beta Jiangsu explained: “Everything was 
translated. There were 100 to 200 suppliers attending and maybe 300 to 
400 people in total. On the picture taken from that conference there is one 
Western guy present and that is me.” According to the respondent, these 
conferences have been shown to be very valuable to Beta Jiangsu as a way 
of receiving trustworthy and reliable information about the market and 
customers in China. These conferences have also been perfect opportunities 
for marketing as well as expanding the network in China. The general 
manager and director of R&D at CCM commented: “Beta Jiangsu has 
participated for two years in a row. We celebrated the Swedish business 
manager’s birthday one time.” The sales manager of Beta Jiangsu stated: 
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“During one of the supplier conferences at CCM, one of the top managers 
invited us to his table. That is a sign that we are important to CCM. It was 
my birthday, and after the dinner he took us to a KTV… a karaoke bar… 
where we threw birthday cakes in each other faces.” 

 
As previously discussed, it was important for CCM to find a supplier that 
could deliver good quality components with a long lifespan for the new 
generation of products aimed at the export market. The general manager 
and director of R&D at CCM stated: “From 2005 until today, we have 
had no quality issues with it.” The sales manager of Beta Jiangsu added: “I 
think that CCM is pleased and secure with the quality and performance of 
the offerings bought from us”. CCM also expected to pay a reasonable 
price for the components ordered and that Beta Jiangsu was delivering on 
time. The general manager and director of R&D said: “Beta Jiangsu asked 
us what kind of product we needed, how many units we used per year and 
whether we had all the requirements specified in a document. It was very 
simple. Even the price negotiation was easy going. We asked Beta Jiangsu 
to give us a proposal and we accepted.” CCM has not had any quality 
issues regarding the components, Beta Jiangsu gives exact dates for the 
arrival of the components and the co-operation between the companies is 
working well. The respondent declared: “It is very good. It is very simple. 
No problems. No trouble.” The sales manager of Beta Jiangsu commented: 
“The quality of our products is good... better than the Chinese customers 
expect. We have kept an acceptable level of punctuality regarding deliveries 
and we have acted quickly on the warranty issues that have been a little bit 
infected.” In the beginning of the relationship CCM and Beta Jiangsu 
agreed on payment terms of 90 days. The CFO of the Alfa and Beta divi-
sions in China stated: “We gave them 90 days in payment terms and they 
usually pay us after 360 days.” The respondent continued: “It is important 
for us to get our business in China running, and we are willing to take risks 
in order to succeed.” 

 
As discussed earlier, it was important to CCM to work with internationally 
famous and excellent suppliers in order to build a reliable name of interna-
tional fame, since CCM wanted to become a global construction equip-
ment provider. The general manager and director of R&D stated: “Inter-
national customers think of quality. (…) To keep up with the reputation of 
a good brand, we must work with excellent components so as to maintain 
the good quality on our products.” By engaging in a co-operative business 
relationship with Beta Jiangsu some important steps in the right directions 
were taken. At the Bauma exhibition in Germany, CCM learned that the 
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Beta division was working with many famous brands all over the world. 
The sales manager of Beta Jiangsu commented: “Many companies are pro-
ducing almost exactly the same products as we do… so, if you want to sell 
“better” products and you do not have references from Europe or USA…, 
it is impossible. The references that we have from big customers in Europe 
and USA are very important.” The respondent continued: “I think that one 
of the reasons for CCM to work with us were that we are quite successful 
in Europe and US. We have good references. I think that CCM had inves-
tigated and compared what and from whom other Western construction 
manufacturers buy their products.”  

 
Beta Jiangsu established a manufacturing facility close to Shanghai, in 
Jiangsu province, in 2006. The establishment developed the relationship 
and facilitated the interaction with CCM. Suddenly, Beta Jiangsu could 
outperform the customer’s expectation of reasonable prices as well as fulfil 
the customer’s requests of increased engagement in the Chinese market. 
The components that Beta Jiangsu had earlier sold to CCM from Europe 
were now manufactured in the new Chinese plant, which made the logistic 
procedures easier. The general manager and director of R&D at CCM 
stated: “Beta Jiangsu could reduce the price on their components, since 
they could make a cost reduction due to transport cost savings.” Beta 
Jiangsu also employed a Chinese engineer, which was appreciated by 
CCM. The general manager and director of R&D claimed: “The Swedish 
business manager at Beta Jiangsu paid attention to the business and hired a 
Chinese engineer to give support to different customers, including CCM. If 
there are difficulties or problems, we contact Beta Jiangsu and the engineer 
provides a solution and everything can continue to work smoothly.”  

 
Right from the beginning of the relationship, CCM appreciated Beta Jiang-
su’s “western industry knowledge” very much. The general manager and 
director of R&D at CCM declared: “We got a great deal of information 
from our suppliers. (…) Beta Jiangsu has helped us with improvements. 
(…) We have bought many components and done a lot of testing. We have 
bought more than 15-20 models from Beta Jiangsu, but we are only using 
half of them. That is the normal way…, because for new products you 
need to test and then specify which one is right. (…) Beta Jiangsu has given 
us a good technical support. If I ask them some questions, they respond 
very quickly with good information.” The sales manager of Beta Jiangsu 
argued: “When I meet CCM, I often refer to what we have done in Europe 
and USA, new products that we are developing, helping them cutting costs 
and things like that. (…) We are not discussing price… one RMB up or 
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down…, but rather how things are resolved in Europe and USA and how 
things can be done. Maybe CCM views us as a speaking partner in these 
cases.” However, over the years, CCM has developed very fast and Beta 
Jiangsu has had some difficulties to develop their technology support in 
China as quickly as needed. CCM hopes that this is something that will 
change in the future. The general manager and director of R&D at CCM 
stated: “I wish that Beta Jiangsu develops their technology support in Chi-
na in the future.” 

 
As discussed previously, the relationship with CCM developed quickly and 
generated new business and increased turnover for Beta Jiangsu. The sales 
manager of Beta Jiangsu argued: “CCM got some new ideas from us, 
which has subsequently created more business.” The respondent also states 
that having CCM as a reference has made it much easier to establish con-
nections to other manufactures of construction machines in China. The 
sales manager of Beta Jiangsu declared: “To work with CCM, to discuss 
with them, to collaborate in new projects where they ask us for advice…  It 
is a feather in one's hat… We are suppliers to CCM!” The general manager 
and director of R&D commented: “Many of our competitors know that 
we buy components from Beta Jiangsu. Then they think that… if CCM is 
using the components, the applications have to be good. They buy compo-
nents without any testing. They only use them.” The respondent continued: 
“When we cooperate with Beta Jiangsu, they can gain a better knowledge 
and understanding of how Chinese business is done, since that is totally 
different.”  

 
The annual supplier conferences hosted by CCM has also shown to be 
valuable to Beta Jiangsu for various reasons. These events proved to be an 
excellent rendezvous for exchanging and receiving trustworthy and reliable 
information. The general manager and director of R&D at CCM ex-
plained: “At the supplier conference, Beta Jiangsu gets important infor-
mation about the Chinese market and how the wheel loader business is 
operated.” The conferences have also been perfect opportunities for Beta 
Jiangsu to market themselves as well as expanding the network in China.     

The issue with forecasts has also been solved within the relationship. 
The sales manager of Beta Jiangsu popped the question at one of the annu-
al supplier conferences. The respondent stated: “They asked us whether 
there was anything we liked to discuss or whether there were any ques-
tions. I rose in front of 200, 300 or 400 people and asked…: “When do we 
get a forecast of orders for planning?” The respondent continued: “I asked 
for forecasts and now CCM is giving us forecasts. I would say that we have 
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not made any other requirements regarding our relationship than that, but 
it is something that is changing.” 

 
The relationship with CCM is very important for Beta Jiansgu and the 
supplier felt at an early stage the difficulties associated with putting for-
ward demands on the relationship. Over the years, Beta Jiangsu has been 
getting better and better at meeting CCM’s demands and requests. The 
sales manager of Beta Jiangsu explained: “We are getting better and better 
at meeting CCM’s requirements and accordingly we can start making de-
mands too. For example, it is not enough anymore to send us a massage 
stating…: “Ten pumps are broken… Send us ten new pumps!”…  No, no, 
no… it has to follow some kind of procedure, where all of the ten pumps 
need to be sent back to us, we will investigate them and after that can we 
discuss a solution.” The respondent further stated: “Other discussions deal 
with a way of handling warranties. CCM asks for a one-year warranty 
from the day they put our product into a vehicle and the vehicle is sold to 
the end customer. We cannot accept those terms, since nobody knows how 
long it takes for the end customer to buy the vehicle. Instead we offer them 
a one-year warranty from the production date plus three months, i.e. fif-
teen months. It is this type of requirement that we can start discussing with 
CCM now. (…) However, it is the customers’ market.”    

 

6.10 Summary of the Story about CCM and Beta Jiangsu 

As in the previous story, the Chinese customer engaged in a number of 
activities, starting with searching for a potential partner, in order to find 
some key components for the new generation of wheel loaders intended for 
export. The Chinese company worked hard to develop and increase their 
international business. CCM wanted to build up a dependable name of 
international fame, with the objective of becoming a global construction 
equipment manufacturer. However, CCM was afraid of being labelled 
internationally as a Chinese company exporting products based on copied 
components of poor quality. Accordingly, it was important for CCM to 
find a globally famous collaboration partner. The Swedish company, on 
the other hand, wanted to succeed in the Chinese market and the hopes of 
doing so were high from the Swedish headquarters’ point of view. The 
headquarters requested increased turnover in China based on both the Alfa 
and Beta division’s activities in the Chinese market.  

CCM expected offerings with good quality at a reasonable price, deliv-
ered on time. Beta Jiangsu, in contrast, expected to get paid within a rea-
sonable time for offerings delivered (see Figure 8). As discussed previously, 
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apart from the initial expectations that the parties had of each other, both 
companies also had desires regarding each company’s own future opera-
tion as well as requests on the joint business collaboration. CCM wanted 
to become a global construction equipment manufacturer and create a 
reliable name and international reputation by collaborating with interna-
tionally recognized suppliers. The company also requested increased en-
gagement by foreign partners in order to reduce costs and make logistics 
procedures easier. It was also important to CCM to gain an understanding 
of the industry based on western knowledge. CCM sought a collaboration 
partner that had the possibility of giving them the knowledge they needed. 
Over time as the relationship progressed, CCM became interested in an 
increased collaboration regarding joint activities in order to expand and 
increase the business together with Beta Jiangsu all over the world. CCM 
has developed quickly, and the company hopes that Beta Jiangsu will fur-
ther develop the technical support given. Beta Jiangsu, on the contrary, saw 
the opportunity to increase the turnover by collaborating with CCM. It 
was desirable to succeed in the Chinese market, and the pressure from the 
Swedish headquarter was intense. The Chinese customer was one of the 
largest players at the Chinese construction equipment market and Beta 
Jiangsu saw the chance of using the relationship as a reference when com-
municating with other Chinese customers. Beta Jiangsu viewed the collabo-
ration as a possibility of opening the doors to potential business. As the 
relationship developed, Beta Jiangsu realized the difficulties involved in 
planning operations, due to a lack of forecasts. Over time, Beta Jiangsu 
became better and better at meeting the expectations and desires of CCM, 
which made it easier for Beta Jiangsu to put forward demands on the rela-
tionship. Eventually, Beta Jiangsu requested better routines for handling 
customer complaints and warranty issues (see Figure 8). 

CCM received all the initial expectations held about the collaboration 
with Beta Jiangsu. On the other hand, Beta Jiangsu and CCM agreed to 90 
days in payment terms. According to the CFO of the Alfa and Beta Divi-
sions, CTV normally pays after 360 days.  

Many of the requests that CCM made of the business relationship with 
Beta Jiangsu have been perceived as received value, even though some of 
the wishes can be developed further in order to reach its full potential. 
CCM wants to develop the collaboration with Beta Jiangsu further by con-
ducting more joint activities and increasing the business all over the world 
in the future. The same pattern can be found in the story told by Beta 
Jiangsu. Some desired value was perceived as received value, while other 
desired value has not yet been seen as perceived value (see Figure 8). Beta 
Jiangsu is still working hard in order to succeed on the Chinese market 
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according to the standards of Automotive AB. The company is also strug-
gling to educate the Chinese customers on how to handle warranty issues.  

 

 
As in the story discussed earlier, certain aspects discussed in the relation-
ship between CCM and Beta Jiangsu can be interpreted as unanticipated 
value. CCM appreciated Beta Jiangsu’s efforts in acting and quickly re-
sponding to questions and assignments. Beta Jiangsu has also given CCM a 
great deal of important technical support over the years. In turn, the col-
laboration with CCM enabled a quick introduction of a wide range of Beta 
Jiangsu’s offerings on the Chinese market, since CCM longed for new 
products. The annual supplier conferences hosted by CCM have also been 

Expected value

CCM

Good quality
Resonable price
Delivery on time

Beta Jiangsu

Get paid within resonable 
time

Desired value

Global player
Reliable name of international 
fame
World-wide famous 
collaboration partners
Increased engagement by 
foreign partners
Easier logistic procedures
Knowledge
Increased collaboration
Development of technology 
support

Beta Jiangsu

Succeed in the Chinese 
market
Increased turnover
Reference
Potential business
Customer forecasts
Handling of customer 
complaints and warranty 
issues

CCM

Unanticipated value

Quick actions and answers
Support from suppliers

Beta Jiangsu

Quickly introduce wide range 
of offerings
Information about markets 
and customers
New arenas for marketing
Expanding the network

CCM

Received value

Good quality
Resonable price
Delivery on time
Reliable name of international 
fame
World-wide famous 
collaboration partners
Increased engagement by 
foreign partners
Easier logistic procedures
Knowledge
Quick actions and answers
Support from suppliers

Beta JiangsuCCM

Increased turnover
Reference
Potential business
Customer forecasts
Handling of customer 
complaints
Quickly introduce wide range 
of offerings
Information about markets 
and customers
New arenas for marketing
Expanding the network

Figure 8: Summary of expected, desired, unanticipated and received value between 
CCM and Beta Jiangsu 
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shown to be valuable to Beta Jiangsu for various reasons. These events 
proved to be an excellent rendezvous for exchanging and receiving trust-
worthy and reliable information. The conferences have also been perfect 
opportunities for marketing as well as expanding the network in China (see 
Figure 8).  

As in the previously discussed story, the value co-creating process be-
tween CCM and Beta Jiangsu indicates that both the customer and the 
supplier have expectations but also desires regarding the value co-creation 
process. Both parties provided unanticipated value to the value co-creating 
process, and both parties received value from the co-creating process. Fur-
thermore, the story of CTV and Beta Jiangsu also reflects that, as the value 
co-creating process has evolved over time, new expectations and desires 
have developed between the interacting parties.   

 

6.11 The Relationship between WLM and Beta Shandong 

During the fall of 2006, the Swedish Beta division decided to intensify their 
involvement further in China by acquiring a Chinese company. Company 
X was selected as a main target, since its products and customers best 
complemented the Beta division’s existing activities in China. The Swedish 
respondent commented: “We bought Company X in April 2007 and I 
moved permanently from Sweden to Shanghai. We bought Company X 
based on the information we had, but the information we had was not 
sufficient. I decided to visit all of the top ten customers in May. Some of 
the customers had I met earlier as a representative for Beta Jiangsu. I went 
with the sales team and 90% of the customers were open, honest and frank 
after 20 minutes. Some of them needed some more time, and we had din-
ner with beer in the evening. We got cold feet based on what the customers 
told us. They reported severe defects in quality, lack of communication, 
failing in delivery performance, etc.” 

 
The Chinese customer, WLM, and Company X had been business partners 
for over 20 years, when the Beta division acquired Company X in April 
2007. The Chinese supply development manager of WLM said: “Ten years 
ago, Company X was the number one supplier of cylinders, valves and 
pumps in China. Their prices were high, but they had a good quality repu-
tation. (…) Some decades later…, the company goes down.” The supply 
development manager of WLM commented that one of the reasons why 
Company X fell from the top to the bottom was insufficient work and lack 
of control by the former management. The respondent stated: “I had con-
tact with the top management of Company X and I knew that Company X 
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was negotiating with the Beta division before the take-over was made pub-
lic. They showed me pumps manufactured by the Beta division.”  

 
The management of the Beta division had, during the investigation and 
evaluation of Company X, discovered some quality and performance issues 
regarding the products manufactured at the Shandong plant, but the man-
agement did not know how severe the problems were until the new sales 
manager visited the company’s ten biggest customers in May 2007. During 
the meetings, it was made clear that the existing relationships to most cus-
tomers were strained. The sales manager of Beta Shandong explained: 
“During my first meeting with WLM, I asked questions regarding the rela-
tionship between WLM and Beta Shandong. I asked about the problems, 
the opportunities and so on. They made it very clear that we had quality 
problems, we had delivery problems and this and that… As I remember it, 
we had a good and open communication. They told us straight what they 
thought and we listened and reported the comments back to the manage-
ment. I had a little chat with Mr Chen, the supply development manager, 
after the meeting. The Shandong province is famous for its glass, and I 
asked where I could buy some. He had a few tips and wrote them down 
for me. It felt like we got on “speaking terms” pretty quickly.”  

 
The offerings manufactured at the Shandong plant by Company X had 
severe quality and performance issues, something that was pointed out and 
discussed during the first meeting between WLM and Beta Shandong. A 
couple of months after acquisition of Company X, WLM reported that 
they wanted to cancel all future orders for pumps and valves. The sales 
manager of Beta Shandong explained: “We were kicked out from WLM as 
suppliers of hydraulic gear pumps and valves, due to defects in quality.” 
The new management of Beta Shandong realized the importance of quickly 
trying to improve the quality, the delivery performance and increasing the 
effectiveness of personnel, manufacturing and products.  

The conflict required repeated meetings and negotiations between the 
two parties in order to restore the relationship, but the inflow of orders 
from WLM declined. The sales manager of Beta Shandong commented: 
“We only delivered cylinders to WLM for a while. (…) We negotiated the 
price level of the cylinder business with them, and we said to them that, if 
they wanted to continue the cylinder business at these low prices, then they 
had to give us something in return. We wanted to start to deliver hydraulic 
gear pumps and valves to them again.” The respondent explained further: 
“If you get kicked-out completely as a supplier, it is hell to come back as a 
supplier. I think you have to go all the way up to top management. WLM 
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said that they did not want to do business with us during the autumn of 
2007, but they kept buying 4% of their needs from us. If you have a tiny 
connection, then it is easier to make it work again.” The supply develop-
ment manager of WLM stated: “The major component that we buy from 
Beta Shandong is cylinders. We think that the quality of the cylinders is the 
same between our number one, two and three supplier. Beta Shandong has 
had and still has problems with the quality of their pumps and valves.” 
The supply development manager of WLM declares that it is important to 
give a small percentage of the orders to key suppliers, even if one of the 
suppliers underperforms, since it is easier to re-start a relationship than to 
start from the beginning with a new supplier. The supply development 
manager of WLM described: “We select two to three suppliers to provide 
each key component. If a supplier has quality problems, we can buy more 
components from another of our suppliers. (…) We can more easily nego-
tiate price. (…) To buy from one supplier in China is not good. Wheel 
loaders are price-sensitive products. (…) If a supplier has difficulties in 
delivering on time, we can buy from others. (…) We can avoid disasters. 
One of our suppliers had a fire a couple of years ago and could not provide 
us with any parts… If we count on one supplier and something happens… 
our assembly line will be shut down.” The respondent continued: “The 
industry as a whole has its peak season in March, April and May. Beta 
Shandong’s equipment and capacity are limited in manufacturing cylin-
ders…, so the total volume produced per month is very small. Their com-
petitors… other suppliers of WLM… are very, very big. (…) In April 2008, 
Beta Shandong had problems with its supply chain and could not provide 
enough components. They did not have enough capacity to meet all their 
customers’ needs. CCM is also a big customer, so Beta Shandong decided 
to give CCM some components and WLM some components.”  

 
Beta Shandong delivered the first series of prototypes of both pumps and 
valves to WLM in the autumn of 2008. WLM tested the prototypes and 
approved some pumps relatively quickly. WLM gave Beta Shandong new 
orders for hydraulic pumps. The sales manager of Beta Shandong stated: 
“We delivered the first series of prototypes of both hydraulic gear pumps 
and valves to WLM during the autumn of 2008. They approved the hy-
draulic gear pumps and they have given us new orders. We hope to get the 
valves approved as well. We have improved the quality, but it can be bet-
ter. It is going too slowly, so we still have quality problems.” The respond-
ent continued: “The wheel loaders produced for the domestic Chinese 
market are of low quality with less advanced technical performance than 
wheel loaders produced for the rest of the world. (…) If we go 10-15 years 
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back in time, I think that the pumps and valves met the requirements of the 
customers very well, but the customers have developed much, much quick-
er than the Shandong plant has done. So today the gap between the cus-
tomers’ needs and what we can offer is bigger than it was a couple of years 
ago.” The respondent believes that the reasons why WLM and Beta Shan-
dong have not developed together as partners over time are many. The 
respondent mentions lack of competence as one reason. The sales manager 
of Beta Shandong explained: “The sales representatives working for us in 
Beta Shandong had modest or no sales or marketing training and very low 
technical know-how, when I first arrived. I arranged training for them, 
which they had never had before. (…) They did not know how to work 
with budgets or forecasts. They did not have any knowledge of negotiation 
techniques. They took the customer out for dinner and drank some booze 
and then they had their agreement.” Most of the sales representatives are 
getting orders due to different kinds of personal relationships. The sales 
manager of Beta Shandong stated: “Most of the sales representatives have 
been employed on the basis of knowing the right persons… brother, uncle 
or dad. One of the sales representatives working with WLM came to me 
and said that WLM’s purchasing manager had a sister that was unem-
ployed and he thought that it could be good for business to employ her.” 
The respondent continued: “We have contacts with WLM at all levels, I 
would say. There are brothers or sisters or cousins or other relatives that 
are working in both places. One manager at WLM has been a classmate of 
one of our managers here at Beta Shandong. You can find a lot of these 
types of relationships here.” 

 
The contract is discussed and renegotiated between the parties once per 
year in November or December. The negotiations start with a technical 
discussion, followed by quality and warranty issues of the past year. The 
quantity and price levels are negotiated last. The supply development man-
ager of WLM stated: “Our purchasing side is in contact with our suppliers 
to sign new contracts. We discuss technical matters, quality and warranty 
matters of the past year. Then the quantity and price levels are negotiated.” 
The sales manager of Beta Shandong commented: “There is always first a 
technical negotiation. All the blueprints are brought to the table and we go 
through them together. We discuss which products are valid and whether 
any changes need to be made. When everybody is happy, the blueprints are 
stamped and authorized. After that the quality and warranty fallout of the 
past year is discussed. There is an agreement regarding quality issues saying 
that if we misbehave, we have to pay a fine.” The respondent continued: 
“WLM says that they want to buy a certain quantity and ask for a price. 
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We give them a price and the negotiation starts. These negotiations are 
held in Mandarin and we Westerners are completely lost. I was very ambi-
tious last autumn. I went into these negotiations with my team and I 
fought for the things that we at Beta Shandong had agreed on in advance. 
We sat in the meeting room all day, with a short break for lunch in their 
canteen. In the evening we went for dinner together. I was irritated that we 
had not reached an agreement regarding the prices. On the way back to the 
hotel, I asked one of my guys…: “When do we start tomorrow? Maybe we 
should start at eight o’clock, so we have the whole day?” He looked at me 
and asked…: “Why? We agreed during dinner…” Afterwards, I have no 
idea what happened or how much beer, wine or alcohol that was neces-
sary. I am not sure that a Chinese can give you a good answer either.”  

 
The relationship between WLM and Beta Shandong terminated during the 
spring of 2010, since the Beta division decided to put Beta Shandong up for 
sale. The Beta division was not willing to put in more time, energy and 
money to resolve the problems facing Beta Shandong.  
 

6.12 Perceptions of Value between WLM and Beta Shandong 

As previously discussed, the Chinese customer WLM and Company X have 
a long history together, stretching over 20 year back in time. Both compa-
nies are located in the same city and employees of both companies have 
professional as well as personal ties. The sales manager of Beta Shandong 
explained: “First we have to remember that the local government is press-
ing us to collaborate. Secondly, sisters, brothers and cousins are working at 
WLM and at the Shandong plant, so there you have another type of con-
tact.” Right after the acquisition of Company X, the new management of 
Beta Shandong realized the rigorous problems facing the Shandong plant. 
By communicating with the ten biggest customers, the new management 
understood the extent of the problems. Beta Shandong had to improve the 
quality and the delivery performance as well as increasing the effectiveness 
of personnel, manufacturing and products. The sales manager of Beta 
Shandong commented: “The customers that are buying products manufac-
tured by the Shandong plant require an acceptable quality at a low price, 
where the ambition should be to try to deliver on time. (…) We had prob-
lems in all areas.” The respondent continued: “My opinion is that WLM 
and most of the big customers welcomed the take-over. They believed that 
the take-over would result in improvements regarding delivery and quality. 
They continued to do business with us, since they believed that everything 
was going to be better and better, but our work has taken too long a time. 
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We have not been good enough. (…) I have difficulties in lining up our 
advantages compared to our competitors. We are not the cheapest… we 
are not best in the class on anything. We are located close to WLM.” The 
supply development manager of WLM explained: “Quality is number one 
for us. We have worked to improve our quality. More and more customers 
like to buy our wheel loaders because of good quality.” The respondent 
argued further: “The volume we buy from Beta Shandong is not very big. 
One reason for this is that many of our Chinese customers like valves from 
a specific supplier that is known for having good quality. They also like to 
have pumps from another supplier, since their quality also is good. But, 
many of our customers do not believe in Beta Shandong’s pumps and 
valves.” In order to be able to meet the customers’ requirements, WLM 
demand good quality products to a reasonable price, delivered on time 
from their suppliers. These requirements were discussed thoroughly during 
the first meetings between WLM and Beta Shandong, since WLM was 
dissatisfied with how these demands had been managed in the previous 
relation with Company X. During these first meetings, WLM also required 
a “deposit” from Beta Shandong. The CFO of Alfa and Beta division in 
China explained: “In the beginning of our relationship, WLM asked us for 
a “deposit” of RMB 2 million. The meaning of a “deposit” was that we 
were supposed to deliver and invoice goods for RMB 2 million, but when 
WLM would receive the invoice, they would “forget” about it.”  

 
The new management of Beta Shandong had difficulties in arguing in fa-
vour of their demands right from the beginning of the relationship. How-
ever, WLM and Beta Shandong agreed on payment terms of 60 days, dur-
ing the first meetings. The sales manager of Beta Shandong explained: “If 
we had high quality products and delivered everything on time every time 
and was WLM’s first choice supplier, then we could act cockier and argue 
in favour of our demands, but we are not close of being there yet.”  

 
Based on the Beta division’s reputation as a well-known global manufac-
turer of hydraulic pumps, WLM hoped that the take-over would result in 
improved quality. The respondent argued further: “When the Beta division 
took-over, we thought that they could improve the quality of the pumps. 
The Beta division’s pumps are famous world-wide, so they should provide 
high quality pumps.” WLM was interested in increasing the purchasing 
volume and buying more products from Beta Shandong, if the quality im-
proved. The supply development manager clarified: “We like to keep a 
good relationship to Beta Shandong, because we have had a business rela-
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tionship for over 20 years. We are located in the same city and the logistics 
are cheap. We would like to buy more from them in the future.” 

 
Wheel loaders are price-sensitive products, which in turn affects the price 
discussions between the collaborating partners. WLM and Beta Shandong 
renegotiate the contract at the end of each year, where quality, warranty 
and technical matters as well as quantity and price issues are discussed. It is 
stated in the contract that the parties are working with fixed prices on a 
yearly basis. The supply development manager of WLM explained: “Chi-
nese suppliers make decisions very fast. (…) When the price of steel is high, 
we pay a high price…, but when the price goes down… we want the prices 
to be quickly reduced. Chinese suppliers reduce their prices to reasonable 
prices rapidly…, but with regard to the foreign companies…, they do not 
agree to reduce the prices quickly, because they have long procedures and 
processes before making a decision.” The respondent continued: “Foreign 
companies like to work with fixed prices during a year. In a Chinese com-
pany…, at least here at WLM, we need to change the price monthly. If the 
price of steel goes down, I discuss that with our suppliers. We talk about 
price…, they provide us or we provide them the offset compensation.” It is 
important for WLM that the prices offered by Beta Shandong follow the 
fluctuations on the raw material market. The supply development manager 
of WLM explained: “If the raw material prices increase or decrease about 
10%, we need to renegotiate the prices again. We are very sensitive to-
wards fluctuations in the raw material market and we want to face the 
fluctuations urgently. We have one person who gets audited market infor-
mation from websites. He provides the weekly raw material price report. 
For example, we act very quickly if the price of steel is down.”  

 
The philosophy and methods of Six Sigma pervades the entire organization 
of WLM. WLM has arranged Six Sigma seminars and training focusing on 
quality issues and cost reduction for the employees of Beta Shandong. The 
supply and development manager of WLM explicated: “All the Six Sigma 
tools are old techniques, such as project management, how to speak, how 
to manage a meeting… part of it comes from ISO 9000 and part of it from 
how to manage a team… it is a mix. Maybe in the future we could share 
that philosophy.”  

 
The supply and development manager of WLM mentioned that the com-
pany wanted to work in different projects together with Beta Shandong in 
the future. The respondent explained: “We try to push our suppliers… also 
our small suppliers… to modify their products and meet our customers’ 
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requirements. (…) Beta Shandong would like to sell more cylinders, pumps 
and valves to WLM. We want them to work with us on technological de-
velopment…, to push…, but…” no”… they do not like to spend a lot of 
time in our company.” The sales manager of Beta Shandong stated: “Our 
product development goes too slowly. (…) We are not introducing any new 
products. We do not introduce any updated products. We live off our old 
products that we continue to sell as we always have done.” Hence, WLM 
wants to increase the collaboration between the two companies in a variety 
of ways like technological development and cost reduction projects.  

The Beta division’s main objective with the acquisition of Company X 
was to get a fast start on the Chinese market. Automotive AB saw the po-
tential offered on the Chinese market and requested that both the Alfa and 
Beta divisions succeed. The CFO of the Alfa and Beta divisions in China 
stated: “We were supposed to succeed and the Group wanted to see in-
creased turnover based on our activities in China.” The sales manager of 
Beta Shandong explained: “Company X was engaged in the manufacturing 
and sales of hydraulic gear pumps, valves and cylinders. It was one of the 
largest suppliers of hydraulic products for construction machinery in Chi-
na. The top ten customers of Company X were all leading construction 
machinery manufacturers.” The respondent continued: “By acquiring 
Company X, the Beta division could reach the whole wheel loader market 
in China.”  

 
Beta Shandong is one out of few suppliers that manufacturers a mixture of 
cylinders, pumps and valves. The supply development manager of WLM 
argued: “Many of our suppliers produce cylinders or pumps or valves. Beta 
Shandong produces a mix, which is good. They produce cylinders, valves 
and pumps, but not all of good quality.” The respondent continued: “The 
major component that we buy from Beta Shandong is cylinders. We think 
that the quality of the cylinders is much the same between our number one, 
two and three suppliers.” Beta Shandong’s capacity is limited in manufac-
turing cylinders, and many of the competitors are much bigger and better 
equipped. However, the mixture of products is seen as a competitive ad-
vantage, and Beta Shandong wishes to keep the cylinder business running. 
The sales manager of Beta Shandong said: “WLM is the only big cylinder 
customer we have. (…) If the cylinder business ends with WLM, then we 
have to close down the part of the plant where we produce cylinders.” As 
discussed earlier, Beta Shandong was kicked out as a supplier of pumps 
and valves by WLM in 2007, due to defects in quality. The sales manager 
of Beta Shandong stated: “We only delivered cylinders to WLM for a 
while. (…) We wanted to start to deliver hydraulic gear pumps and valves 
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to them again. (...) We delivered the first series of prototypes of both hy-
draulic gear pumps and valves to WLM, during the autumn of 2008. They 
approved the hydraulic gear pumps and they have given us new orders.” 
The respondent continued: “We hope to start to supply WLM with valves 
again in the near future.” 

 
As in the other relationships discussed previously, Beta Shandong has re-
quired a forecast of future orders from WLM for a couple of years. The 
sales manager of Beta Shandong claimed: “Our customers place their or-
ders around the 20th of month one and expect 30% of the total to be de-
livered during the first ten days of month two, 30% the following ten days 
and 40% in the last ten days of month two. The products that cannot be 
delivered at the end of the month are cancelled. The backlog of orders is 
dead at the end of the month. I have pointed out the importance of having 
some kind of planning system at all supplier conferences I have attended 
and the answer is…: “We do not have any.”(…) When I have discussed it 
with some of our customers, they admit that they have approximate num-
bers, but you do not want to say 100 +/- 10% in China. In China, you 
would like to be able to say that you need 107 or 95 cylinders, since no 
one wants to say something that is not correct, because then you are risk-
ing to “loose” your face. (…) If you look at our backlog of orders per 
month during 2008…, we had 10 million in January, 10 million in Febru-
ary, 20 million in Mars, April and May, 10 million in June and then down 
to 7-8 million during summer and then it increased during the autumn 
again.” 
 
Both WLM and Beta Shandong share the wish to increase the collaboration 
between the two companies. However, WLM is developing much quicker 
than Beta Shandong. The sales manager at Beta Shandong described: “We 
seldom get information on whether WLM is developing any new products 
and that is mostly our own fault. Our sales representatives have very low 
technical know-how, so they do not dare to enter into a discussion regard-
ing product development or new projects with the customer, since they do 
not know what we can and cannot do. It gets too difficult for them. (…) If 
we get some information about what the customer wants back to our 
R&D department, then it takes forever to develop or we need to ask 
someone else for help in order to get it developed.”  

 
WLM appreciates the product and industry knowledge shared between the 
Beta division’s two manufacturing units in China, Beta Jiangsu and Beta 
Shandong. The sales manager of Beta Shandong claimed: “The sales repre-
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sentatives working for us in Beta Shandong had modest or no sales or 
marketing training and very low technical know-how, when I first arrived. 
I arranged training for them, which they had never had before. (…) They 
did not know how to work with budgets or forecasts. They did not have 
any knowledge of negotiation techniques. They took the customer out for 
dinner and drank some booze and then they had their agreement.” The 
supply development manager of WLM argues that the local representatives 
of Beta Shandong have much better knowledge about the offerings as well 
as the industry today than in the past. The respondent stated: “They know 
very well about all kind of models and applications. They also have a very 
good knowledge of the Chinese wheel loader industry, because they are 
working with all the big wheel loader manufacturers in China… for exam-
ple CCM.”  

 
Beta Shandong has welcomed the training seminars offered by WLM on 
the Six Sigma philosophy, since the seminars have helped the employees at 
Beta Shandong to develop their understanding regarding the importance of 
reducing the causes of defects and variations in manufacturing processes. 
The sales manager of Beta Shandong explained: “We have, for example, 
components made in cast iron. Previously when we cast these compo-
nents… if you do not fill the forms at the right temperature and do not let 
the forms cool in the right way, pores are formed. If you have an oil pres-
sure in the pump… it goes through the pores and the material starts to 
exude, so to speak. We have solved this problem, so that thing is fixed.” 
The annual supplier conferences arranged by WLM are another thing that 
is highly valued by Beta Shandong. These conferences have enabled discus-
sions regarding the development of the market. The conferences function 
as a meeting point for regional actors, where Beta Shandong has had the 
opportunity of promoting the company. The conferences have also made it 
easier to tie new bonds to other actors within the industry.  

 
As discussed previously, the problems of poor quality and delivery had 
been a major problem within the former relationship before the Beta divi-
sion acquired Company X in April 2007. The sales manager of Beta Shan-
dong argued: “Previous management decided to employ ten people, who 
were based at the manufacturing facilities of the top ten customers. When a 
quality problem arose, our guys came running and repaired or changed the 
damaged valve or pump. The defects in quality were never reported back 
to our quality department, since our guys were permanently based at the 
customers’ companies and became friends with all the persons working 
there. That was the former management’s way of improving the quality. 
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Nothing was done to discover the primary cause of the problem.” After the 
acquisition, the new management gathered information from the ten em-
ployees and discovered that 80% of the cases where due to two types of 
quality problem. The respondent explained: “We had inaccurate statistics 
and statistics that were not the same for all customers.” The respondent 
continued: “We are today working to improve the quality, the delivery 
performance and increase the effectiveness of personnel, manufacturing 
and products.” The respondent argued further: “We have worked with 
these problems and solved some parts, but there is a lot more to do.” 
WLM states that the quality of the cylinders manufactured by Beta Shan-
dong are of good quality but that the quality of pumps and valves still are 
inaccurate sometimes. The supply development manager of WLM claimed: 
“Beta Shandong has had and still has problems with the quality of the 
pumps and valves.” The respondent continued: “The current problems 
between WLM and Beta Shandong are firstly quality and secondly price. 
After the Beta division took-over Company X, it is difficult to get the price 
levels down.”   

 
Part of the problem of failing delivery performance WLM has solved by 
having two or three suppliers for each key component. The supply devel-
opment manager of WLM stated: “We like to have two or three suppliers 
for each key component. If one supplier cannot deliver, then we can buy 
more from one of the remaining suppliers.” In the beginning of the rela-
tionship with Beta Shandong, WLM required a “deposit”. The CFO of the 
Alfa and Beta divisions in China explained: “They asked for goods worth 
RMB 2 million for free in order to continue the relationship with us. It is a 
quite common purchasing technique in this market. We agreed to it and 
delivered the goods.” 

 
Right from the beginning of the relationship, Beta Shandong had problems 
in presenting demands within the relationship. The CFO of the Alfa and 
Beta divisions in China explained: “One of the more basic expectations 
that we as a company have is to get paid within a reasonable time for 
goods delivered.” The respondent continued: “We gave WLM 60 days in 
payment terms, but often WLM do not pay until 360 days or more have 
passed.” 

 
WLM was very happy that the Beta division acquired Company X. The 
Beta division is famous all over the world for manufacturing pumps of very 
high quality and WLM hoped that the new owners could improve the qual-
ity on pumps and valves. The supply and development manager of WLM 
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argued: “We thought that the Beta division could contribute with 
knowledge to improve the quality, since the Beta division is a famous 
world-wide manufacturer of hydraulic pumps. However, the quality has 
not improved that much during the last two years.” WLM also hoped to 
increase the purchasing volume of all the products due to cheap logistics 
costs, if Beta Shandong succeeded in improving the quality. However, in-
stead of increasing the purchasing volume of all the products, WLM 
kicked-out Beta Shandong as a supplier of pumps and valves in 2007. 
However, the first series of prototypes of pumps and valves were delivered 
during the autumn of 2008. The supply development manager of WLM 
explained: “There have been many, many quality issues between us and 
them, but we started to pilot some pumps. Over 8 months, we assembled 
30 new pumps from them.” WLM approved some pumps relatively quickly 
and has been giving Beta Shandong new orders for hydraulic gear pumps. 
The respondent continued: “Some models are OK…, so we buy some 
models from them. They are getting better and better.”  

 
As discussed earlier, the companies are working with small margins and 
fluctuations in the raw materials market affect both WLM and Beta Shan-
dong. The supply development manager of WLM stated: “We are very 
sensitive to fluctuations in the raw material market, and we want to ad-
dress the fluctuations urgently.” The respondent continued: “The steel 
price went down during the autumn and many of our suppliers reduced 
their prices to reasonable prices in October. In November more than 100 
of our suppliers reduced their prices, but not Beta Shandong. (…) I wrote a 
fax and sent it to Beta Shandong. I said that we recommended them to 
reduce the prices in November, because prices had gone down. I said that 
we wanted to implement the new prices immediately and that we could not 
wait because it was a difficult time for us. (…) I said that if Beta Shandong 
did not agree to reduce the prices, we will not buy from them any more… 
we can find other suppliers. The response took a long time and was not 
positive. Communication and the long time needed to make a decision is a 
big issue. (…) The low level of responsibility is another problem between 
us and them.” The sales manager of Beta Shandong countered: “We had 
agreed on one price level that should be valid from January 1st, 2008. In 
May, we had to increase prices and in November we had to reduce prices 
due to fluctuations in the raw materials market.” The respondent contin-
ued: “In Europe, you negotiate the price increase with the customer and 
from the day you have reached an agreement the new price is valid. That is 
not the case in China. First you have to negotiate for weeks regarding in-
creasing the price, due to increased material prices. When you have reached 
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an agreement, you have to write a new contract that has to be stamped and 
signed by the customer and then returned to you. The new prices are valid 
after you have received the new contract. (…) This can be a very long and 
extended process. On the other hand, if the material prices drop, WLM 
sends us a fax telling us that the prices on the material have fallen and that 
they will not pay the invoice that month, if we not reduce prices immedi-
ately to the same level as before the price increase. Then a negotiation is 
not important any more. They just send us a fax and they do not pay the 
invoice… they do not give a fuck.” 

 
The Six Sigma philosophy is something that WLM wishes to share with 
Beta Shandong. As one step along the way, WLM has arranged training 
seminars for Beta Shandong. WLM also wants to engage in different types 
of collaboration projects, which is something that has not yet happened 
within the relationship.  

The acquisition of Company X and the relationship with WLM meant 
many new business opportunities for the Beta division, since WLM is a 
famous brand within the domestic Chinese wheel loader industry. The sales 
manager of Beta Shandong stated: “We got hold of a big part of the do-
mestic Chinese wheel loader market.” WLM is Beta Shandong’s biggest 
cylinder customer and the cylinder business is still running thanks to the 
relationship with WLM. On the other hand, Beta Shandong lost the pump 
business and the valve business with WLM shortly after the acquisition of 
Company X.  However, the first series prototypes of pumps were quickly 
accepted. The sales manager of Beta Shandong explained: “There are not 
enough pumps available in China during the high season, which is one 
reason why WLM approved our hydraulic gear pump prototype relatively 
quickly. (...) It was necessary for WLM to approve Beta Shandong as a 
supplier of pumps, in order to be able to cover their own needs.” The re-
spondent continued: “We hope to get the valves approved as well. We have 
improved the quality but it can be better. It is going too slowly, so we still 
have quality problems.” Beta Shandong has also requested customer fore-
casts of future orders as one way of trying to plan the manufacturing pro-
cess. This request has not yet been realized within the relationship.  

 

6.13 Summary of the Story about WLM and Beta Shandong 

As discussed previously, the Beta division’s main objective in acquiring 
Company X was to get a fast start at the Chinese market. By acquiring 
Company X, the Beta division could reach the whole wheel loader market 
in China. Automotive AB wanted increased turnover based on the activities 
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carried out on the Chinese market. WLM and Company X had been busi-
ness partners for over 20 years when the Beta division acquired the com-
pany in 2007. The new management of Beta Shandong realized very soon 
after the acquisition that the existing relationships to customers were 
strained, due to quality and delivery problems. During these initial interac-
tions, both WLM and Beta Shandong evaluated offerings and the relation-
ship as value creating resources.  

WLM has over the years worked hard to improve the quality of their 
wheel loaders. WLM demand good quality offerings at a reasonable price, 
delivered on time from Beta Shandong. WLM also required a “deposit” 
from Beta Shandong in order to continue the relationship. Beta Shandong, 
in contrast, had difficulties in arguing in favour of their demands from the 
beginning of the relationship. However, Beta Shandong expected to get 
paid within a reasonable time for offerings delivered and the parties agreed 
on payment terms of 60 days (see Figure 9). As stated previously, besides 
the initial expectations that the parties had of each other, both companies 
also had desires regarding each company’s own future operation as well as 
requests on the joint business collaboration. WLM wanted Beta Shandong 
to improve the quality of pumps and valves, since the company wished to 
increase the purchasing volume of cylinders, pumps and valves. Both com-
panies are located in the same city in Shandong province, which makes the 
logistics procedure fast and cheap. The wheel loader market in China is 
very price-sensitive, and WLM is very aware of all fluctuations at the raw 
material market. WLM request that the prices offered by Beta Shandong 
follow the ups and downs in the raw material market. The philosophy and 
methods of Six Sigma pervade the entire organization of WLM. The com-
pany wishes to share these beliefs with Beta Shandong. On the other hand, 
by acquiring Company X, the Beta division saw the opportunity to increase 
the turnover on the Chinese market and thereby succeed up to the stand-
ards of the Group. Beta Jiangsu wants to keep the cylinder business run-
ning, which the collaboration with WLM makes possible. After a couple of 
months, the relationship between WLM and Beta Shandong changed and 
suddenly Beta Shandong was only delivering cylinders to WLM. Accord-
ingly, Beta Shandong longs to start supplying valves to WLM again. As in 
the previous stories discussed, Beta Shandong requests customer forecasts 
in order to make operations planning easier. Furthermore, both companies 
want to engage in different types of collaboration projects in the future, 
like technological development projects and cost reduction projects (see 
Figure 9).  

WLM welcomed the time and effort that the new management of Beta 
Shandong invested in educating the employees, by exchanging knowledge 
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between the Beta division’s two manufacturing units in China. The supply 
development manager of WLM acknowledges the improved product and 
industry knowledge held by the sales representatives of Beta Shandong. 
Beta Shandong has welcomed the training seminars offered by WLM re-
garding the Six Sigma philosophy, since the seminars have helped the em-
ployees at Beta Shandong to develop their understanding regarding the 
importance of reducing the causes for defects and variations in manufac-
turing processes. The annual supplier conferences arranged by WLM are 
another thing that is highly valued by Beta Shandong. The respondent 
mentions the conferences as one important opportunity to receive infor-
mation regarding the regional wheel loader market as well as expanding 
the network and promote Beta Shandong in the region.  

 

Expected value

WLM

Good quality of cylinders,
pumps and valves
Resonable price
Delivery on time
Deposit; products worth 2
million RMB for free

Beta Shandong

Get paid within resonable 
time

Desired value

Improved quality on pumps 
and valaves
Increased purchasing volume 
of all products due to cheap 
logistic costs
Prices follow fluctuations in 
raw material market
Increased engagement by 
foreign partners
Share Six Sigma philosophy
Increased collaboration

Beta Shandong

Succeed in the Chinese 
market
Increased turnover
Potential business
Keep the cylinder business 
running
Supplier of valves
Customer forecasts
Increased collaboration

WLM

Unanticipated value

Better product knowledge
Better industry knowledge

Beta Shandong

Traning seminars
Information about market
New arenas for marketing
Expanding the network

WLM

Received value

Beta ShandongWLM

Potential business
Keep the cylinder business 
running
Traning seminars
Information about market
New arenas for marketing
Expanding the network

Good quality of cylinders
Deposit; products worth 2
million RMB for free
Better product knowledge
Better industry knowledge

Figure 9: Summary of expected, desired, unanticipated and received value between 
WLM and Beta Shandong 
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WLM perceived some of the expected value as received value, while some 
expectations are not yet fulfilled within the value co-creating process (see 
Figure 9). As discussed previously, the problems of poor quality and deliv-
ery problems have been a major problem within the former relationship, 
before the Beta division acquired Company X in April 2007. WLM states 
that the cylinders manufactured by Beta Shandong are of good quality but 
that the quality of pumps and valves are still inaccurate sometimes. WLM 
do not perceive the expectation of good quality to be received regarding 
pumps and valves, only cylinders. Nor does WLM view the expectation of 
reasonable price as received value. WLM has solved part of the problem of 
failing delivery performance by having two or three suppliers for each key 
component. In contrast, Beta Shandong and WLM agreed on 60 days in 
payment terms from the beginning of the relationship. WLM normally 
pays after 360 days or more, according to the CFO of the Alfa and Beta 
Division.  

So far, none of the desires that WLM had regarding the relationship 
with Beta Shandong has been perceived as received value. On the contrary, 
Beta Shandong has perceived some of the requests in the relationship with 
WLM as received value. The collaboration with WLM has opened up for 
potential business. WLM is Beta Shandong’s biggest cylinder customer, and 
the cylinder business is still running thanks to the relationship with WLM 
(see Figure 9).  

As in the previous stories, the value co-creating process between WLM 
and Beta Shandong point towards that both the customer and the supplier 
have expectations but also desires regarding the relationship. Both parties 
provided unanticipated value to the relationships and both parties received 
value from the relationships. As discussed previously, as the value co-
creating process evolved over time, new expectations and desires developed 
between the interacting parties. Furthermore, the story of WLM and Beta 
Shandong also reveals that conflicts occurring in the past have overshad-
owed future interactions aimed at co-creating value.  
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7 ANALYSIS 
In Chapter 6, the three value co-creating processes between CTV and Alfa 
Jiangsu, CCM and Beta Jiangsu as well as WLM and Beta Shandong were 
presented. In this present chapter, the empirical stories will be discussed 
and analysed in relation to the theoretical reasoning described earlier. This 
chapter contains six sections that in different ways are connected to the 
research questions stated in Chapter 1 and the theoretical frame of refer-
ence discussed in Chapter 3. The chapter begins with a discussion of ac-
tions and interactions as enablers of value co-creation. In the second sec-
tion, the actors’ perceptions of the value co-created will be compared in 
order to highlight similarities and dissimilarities between the different ac-
tors. As discussed in Chapter 6, sections 6.7, 6.10 and 6.13, the Chinese 
customers and their Swedish suppliers have expectations and desires re-
garding the value co-creating processes, the parties provide unanticipated 
value to the value co-creating processes, and all partners receive value from 
the value co-creating processes. However, as discussed previously, interna-
tional customers and suppliers have different frames of reference (cf. Rav-
ald 2008) that create a distance between actors involved in international 
value co-creating processes, due to differences in language, business prac-
tices, political and legal systems, economic environment, industry structure 
and culture (cp. Hallen & Wiedersheim-Paul 1984; Evans & Mavondo 
2002; Sousa & Bradley 2005; Sousa & Bradley 2006). Customers and 
suppliers may have different intentions and interests with their co-
operations and the relationships may be unequal in strength. Accordingly, 
the actors may not have comparable or equal possibilities to gain from 
value co-creation processes (cf. Fisher and Smith 2011). The value judge-
ments made by the actors express a comparison between what you get in 
relation to what you give, i.e. a trade-off between benefits and sacrifices. 
The role of benefits and sacrifices as a way of assessing the value co-
created is analysed in the third section of the chapter. The chapter contin-
ues by discussing the influence of the temporal dimension of past, present 
and future on the actors’ perceptions of the value co-created, followed by a 
discussion of the dynamic nature of the actors’ perceptions of the value co-
created. The chapter ends by discussing the analysis as a way of summariz-
ing the empirical findings of the study.  
 

7.1 Actions and Interactions as Enablers of Value Co-Creation 

It is suggested in the literature that the value co-creating process can be 
described as a series of actions and interactions performed by customers 
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and suppliers in order to achieve certain objectives (cf. Payne et al 2008). 
The empirical stories discussed in this thesis illustrate that both the Chinese 
customers and the Swedish suppliers had different objectives in the value 
co-creating processes before the relationships were established. CTV and 
CCM, two of the Chinese customers, wanted to expand their international 
activities and become global players with a reliable name of international 
fame. The third Chinese customer, WLM, had over the years worked hard 
domestically to build up a reputation of producing wheel loaders of good 
quality, and the company was interested in improving that reputation fur-
ther. On the other hand, the Swedish suppliers felt the pressure from their 
Swedish headquarters to succeed in the Chinese market and to increase 
their turnover based on these activities. With these objectives in mind, the 
Chinese customers as well as the Swedish suppliers, performed certain ac-
tions that resulted in interactions and evolving value co-creating processes 
over time.  

In line with the majority of the literature on value co-creation, the em-
pirical stories discussed in this thesis indicate that value is co-created 
through interaction between customers and suppliers. However, the major-
ity of the literature on value co-creation is satisfied with such a statement 
without exploring how customers and suppliers (inter)act in order to co-
create value over time in value co-creating processes. In previous literature, 
the presence of actions and interactions is often missing or taken for grant-
ed instead of being viewed as concepts enhancing the understanding of 
value co-creation in interactive processes. In the empirical stories discussed, 
a number of actions and interactions can be recognized.  

In two of the cases investigated, the Chinese customers took the more 
active part in searching for prospective business partners, where the poten-
tial relationship and the offering possibly could enable value co-creation. In 
line with Dwyer et al. (1987), all aspects of searching for and evaluating 
potential future partners are described as difficult in the stories, taking a 
great amount of time and effort by all parties involved. In two of the rela-
tionships, the Chinese customers went through the existing “pool of quali-
fied suppliers” (cf. Ulaga 2003; Hasche 2006) without finding Chinese 
suppliers that could match their expectations and desires. At the time, both 
CTV and CCM had limited knowledge regarding potential foreign suppli-
ers. Both actors searched the Internet and attended various international 
exhibitions in Europe in order to broaden their views. Both CTV and CCM 
contacted the Swedish suppliers in writing and asked for a first meeting, 
which the Swedish suppliers answered quickly. The cases illustrates that 
both the Chinese customers and the Swedish suppliers performed a wide 
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range of actions, like inquiries and assessments of different types, before 
the first episodes of interaction occurred.  

By analysing the empirical stories discussed in Chapter 6, four different 
categories of interaction episodes can be traced, i.e. episodes of conversa-
tion, co-ordination, collaboration and co-generation. These episodes will 
be further discussed, illustrated and defined in the paragraphs that follow. 

Episodes of conversation are prominent throughout the value co-
creating processes between the Chinese customers and their Swedish sup-
pliers. During the initial episodes, the business actors familiarized them-
selves with each other, both as companies and as individuals. All the pro-
nouncements made in the stories describe numerous meetings and discus-
sions that after various lengths of time developed into negotiations about 
terms of exchange, i.e. the Chinese customers’ and the Swedish suppliers’ 
expectations regarding price, quality as well as delivery and payment terms 
to find a common ground for further development. Intensive conversation 
characterized the value co-creating processes at this time, where two of the 
relationships investigated planned for future episodes of interaction. The 
value co-creating process between WLM and Beta Shandong had a backlog 
of episodes occurring in the past to discuss before addressing present and 
future episodes of co-creation. Accordingly, in all three cases, the value co-
creating processes started with hours and hours of discussions between the 
interacting partners regarding their future co-operation. As earlier de-
scribed, CTV had limited knowledge and knowhow of making trailers and 
needed a lot of support from Alfa Jiangsu from the beginning of the value 
co-creating process. The dialogues between the interacting partners dealt 
with an exchange of information regarding different products, different 
solutions and differences between the European and American markets. 
Similar conversations can be traced between CCM and Beta Jiangsu from 
the beginning of the value co-creating process. CCM was in the process of 
developing a new generation of wheel loaders aimed for export. Based on 
the Swedish supplier’s knowledge of similar applications and vehicles in 
Europe and the US, the interacting partners could discuss different prod-
ucts, different technical descriptions as well as current legislations and 
regulations in different parts of the world. The initial discussions between 
WLM and Beta Shandong had a different content. When visiting existing 
customers, the new management of Beta Shandong discovered the severe 
problems facing the Shandong plant after acquiring Company X. The 
Shandong plant suffered from severe defects in quality, failing delivery 
performance and ineffective personnel. During the first meeting between 
WLM and Beta Shandong the earlier value co-creating processes between 
WLM and Company X was discussed in detail, where WLM in a straight-
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forward manner described the quality problems, the delivery problems and 
lack of communication.  

As the value co-creating processes evolved over time, the annual custom-
er/supplier conferences are mentioned as important arenas for exchanging 
information regarding different topics and issues of interest to all actors 
within the industry. These discussions sometimes resulted in totally new 
ideas. The respondents argue that these occasions are important for the 
creation of new relationships and the strengthening of old ones. Thus, in 
line with suggestions made in previous literature (see e.g. Prahalad & 
Ramaswamy 2004a; Prahalad & Ramaswamy 2004b; Ballantyne & Varey 
2006), conversation is an important ingredient in enabling value co-
creation, as the cases indicate. In addition, conversation can be viewed as 
an exchange of information between two or more parties through interac-
tion (cp. Håkansson 1982).  

Episodes of co-ordination are illustrated by the need for adaptations and 
adjustments between the Chinese customers and their Swedish suppliers in 
order to co-create value. CTV requested good quality at a reasonable price 
delivered on time. In order to meet these requirements, Alfa Jiangsu adjust-
ed the offering and agreed to a lower price if CTV did more of the work 
themselves. The product manager of Alfa Jiangsu states that European 
customers prefer to have everything ready for assembly, while Chinese 
customers prefer a lower price for doing more of the work themselves. In 
the value co-creating process between CCM and Beta Jiangsu similar inci-
dents can be found. CCM and Beta Jiangsu made some adjustments of the 
offering together in order to find the best solution suitable for the new 
generation of wheel loaders. In all three cases, the Swedish suppliers re-
quest forecasts of future orders from their Chinese customers, in order to 
adapt the orders by the specific customer to the internal production sched-
ule of each company. The lack of customer forecasts makes operation 
planning difficult, and the cases show that the Swedish companies have to 
reorganize their production schedule and put less important customers on 
hold in order to produce for key customers such as CTV, CCM and WLM. 
However, in the value co-creating process between CCM and Beta Jiangsu, 
the problem is solved, and CCM is providing Beta Jiangsu with forecasts. 
The cases point toward the fact that co-ordination is sometimes necessary 
to enable value co-creation between customers and suppliers, where co-
ordination deals with adapting and adjusting two or more things to each 
other through interaction. 

Episodes of collaboration are also found within the cases discussed. It is 
suggested in previous literature that value co-creation may be facilitated in 
situations where customers and suppliers have a common goal or a com-
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mon good (Ravald 2008). This can be exemplified by an episode described 
in the value co-creating process between CTV and Alfa Jiangsu that deals 
with solving quality issues of corrosion in one batch of products shipped 
from Mexico. Alfa Jiangsu suggested sandblasting every item by hand, 
something that CTV accepted. The shared goal between the interacting 
parties was to fix the problem as quickly and smoothly as possible, where 
Alfa Jiangsu put in their knowledge and CTV put in 20 men, two weeks 
work and all the equipment needed. Thus, the episode described is in ac-
cordance with the suggestion made by Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2004a) 
that value co-creation deals with joint problem definition and problem 
solving between the interacting partners. The value co-creating process 
between CTV and Alfa Jiangsu also illustrates that other types of value co-
creating episodes are discussed within the relationship. CTV and Alfa 
Jiangsu have discussed the possibility of promoting new offerings together 
in the future in order to expand and increase their business all over the 
world. Similar episodes of collaboration are found in the value co-creating 
process between CCM and Beta Jiangsu. As discussed previously, CCM 
and Beta Jiangsu are collaborating in aftersales, where CCM is delivering 
spare parts manufactured by Beta Jiangsu under their own name. The goal 
of this type of co-operation is to increase the sales volume of spare parts, 
where Beta Jiangsu manufactures the spare parts by using the name of 
CCM. Thus, as the episodes discussed illustrate, interaction as collabora-
tion is another important part in enabling value co-creation. Collaboration 
is viewed as performing mutual actions in order to reach a joint goal.   

Other examples of interaction that can be traced within the cases are ep-
isodes of co-generation, exemplified by different types of joint development 
projects, where both the Chinese customers and their Swedish suppliers 
take an active role. In the value co-creating process between CTV and Alfa 
Jiangsu such development projects are discussed jointly in order to find 
ways to support each other and make a richer deal for both parties. Such 
projects often involve new joint offerings. Similar ways of handling such 
projects can be found in the relationship between CCM and Beta Jiangsu. 
The parties gather around a table and discuss new offerings and new tech-
nology in order to develop the joint business in the future. Thus, based on 
the cases, interaction as co-generation can be interpreted as performing 
mutual actions in order to co-generate something new and valuable to both 
parties.  
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7.1.1 Four categories of interaction episodes 

To summarise, the Chinese customers and the Swedish suppliers performed 
a variety of actions in order to find suitable partners for value co-creation. 
Initially, the individual actions performed involved inquiries and assess-
ments of offerings and relationships available in the market so as to 
achieve the objectives of the individual actors in the future. It can be ar-
gued that the Chinese customers as well as the Swedish suppliers had stra-
tegic motives for engaging in the value co-creating processes with the spe-
cific partners. In two cases, the Chinese customers reached out to the Swe-
dish suppliers to gain access to knowledge and support, but also to gain 
benefits from the Swedish suppliers’ good reputation at the international 
arena. The Swedish suppliers, on the other hand, viewed co-operation with 
domestically established well-known Chinese customers as important ways 
of bridging and accessing the Chinese market in order to succeed. Thus, it 
can be argued that the majority of the actors were interested in establishing 
value co-creating processes in order to attain the strategic purposes of en-
tering internationally new markets.  

Over time, the individual actions changed in character and became re-
ciprocal or mutual actions, also interpreted as interactions, between the 
Chinese customers and their Swedish suppliers as the value co-creating 
processes evolved. Four different categories of interaction episodes are 
suggested within this thesis, i.e. episodes of conversation, co-ordination, 
collaboration and co-generation. Conversation is viewed as an exchange of 
information between two or more parties through interaction. Co-
ordination involves adapting and adjusting two or more things to each 
other through interaction. Collaboration implies performing mutual ac-
tions in order to reach a joint goal. Co-generation is interpreted as per-
forming mutual actions in order to co-generate something new and valua-
ble to both parties.  

Episodes of conversation and co-ordination can be found in all three 
value co-creating processes discussed. Episodes of collaboration and co-
generation are more visible in the harmoniously evolving value co-creating 
processes between CTV and Alfa Jiangsu as well as CCM and Beta Jiangsu, 
than in the discordantly developing value co-creating process between 
WLM and Beta Shandong. It seems as though conversation, co-ordination, 
collaboration and co-generation comprises different degrees of involvement 
by the actors when co-creating value in interactive processes. 
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7.2 Perceptions of the Value Co-Created: Similarities and       
Dissimilarities 

In the summarizing sections of Chapter 6, i.e. sections 6.7, 6.10 and 6.13, 
it is shown that both the Chinese customers and the Swedish suppliers had 
expectations and desires regarding the value co-creating processes, that all 
parties provided unanticipated value to the value co-creating processes, and 
that all parties received value from the value co-creating processes. Thus, 
the three stories illustrate both similarities as well as dissimilarities regard-
ing the way of perceiving the value co-created. In the following paragraphs, 
the similarities and dissimilarities of the expected value, desired value, un-
anticipated value and received value will be highlighted and discussed fur-
ther. The concept of wasted value will also be further elaborated. By ana-
lysing expected, desired, unanticipated and received value, a pattern 
emerges illustrating that the perceived value can be nuanced into individual 
value and common value for the interacting partners. These will be dis-
cussed further at the end of this section.  

In all three cases, the expected value illustrates implicitly and explicitly 
formulated requirements made by the interacting parties. The Chinese cus-
tomers expected good quality offerings, delivered on time, at a reasonable 
price. The Swedish suppliers, on the other hand, expected to get paid with-
in a reasonable time for offerings delivered (see Table 1). These require-
ments were discussed early in all three of the value co-creating processes 
investigated. The basic demands discussed appear to be common universal 
demands in business relationships, no matter whether it is domestic or 
international co-operations. It may be argued that these types of expecta-
tions are connected more to the different roles played by customers and 
suppliers than to different frames of reference and country of origin. Be-
sides the basic requirements, two of the Chinese customers had further 
expectations regarding the value co-creating processes with their Swedish 
counterparts. CTV expected to receive support and knowledge from Alfa 
Jiangsu right from the start, since CTV lacked an understanding of and 
experience of the automotive industry. The other two Chinese companies 
were already established companies within the industry and did not have to 
rely on the suppliers’ industrial knowledge. The value co-creating processes 
between WLM and Beta Shandong went through a rough time right from 
the start of the relationship, due to earlier episodes of conflicts between 
WLM and Company X. In contrast, WLM required a deposit, i.e. products 
worth RMB 2 million for free, in order to continue the value co-creating 
process with Beta Shandong. This type of expectation falls into a grey area 
that may be tricky to handle by all parties involved. Based on the actors’ 
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different frames of reference, this type of expectation may be common 
business practice for the Chinese customer but less common for the Swe-
dish counterpart. The sales manager of Beta Shandong explains that the 
management team of the Swedish company had difficulties arguing in fa-
vour of their demands right from the beginning of the relationship, since 
Beta Shandong was much more dependent on the value co-creating process 
to WLM than the other way around.  

In addition to the customers’ and the suppliers’ expectations, both cus-
tomers and suppliers also had desires (see Table 1). However, the desired 
value of all actors involved illustrates a much more diverse picture than the 
uniformity of expectations discussed in the stories. The only common re-
quest that all Chinese customers had was to increase the collaboration 
further with their Swedish counterparts in different kinds of domestic as 
well as international projects. However, comparing the desired value of 
two of the Chinese customers, i.e. CTV and CCM, indicates further simi-
larities. Both companies wanted to become global players with a reliable 
name and international reputation. Both companies were interested in in-
creasing their presence in the international business arena by co-operating 
with internationally well-known suppliers. The two Chinese companies 
also requested Alfa Jiangsu and Beta Jiangsu to increase their engagement 
in the Chinese market by establishing manufacturing facilities in China, 
which in turn would make the logistic procedures much easier. Both CTV 
and CCM had previous experience of extended and infected import pro-
jects from overseas. On the other hand, WLM was not interested in in-
creasing the international part of their business. Instead, WLM hoped to 
improve issues that had been neglected in the previous relationship with 
Company X. Among other things, WLM wanted the value co-creating 
process with Beta Shandong to improve the quality of pumps and valves 
and thereby increase the purchasing volume of all products, which in turn 
would decrease the company’s logistic costs. In contrast, the three Swedish 
suppliers’ stories indicate more similarities of desired value. As discussed 
previously, the Group’s pressure to succeed on the Chinese market and 
increasing their turnover based on these activities was considerable on Alfa 
Jiangsu, Beta Jiangsu and Beta Shandong right from the start. As indicated 
earlier, it can be argued that two of the Chinese customers and all the Swe-
dish suppliers were interested in establishing value co-creating processes so 
as to achieve the strategic purposes of entering new international markets. 
Furthermore, all three Swedish suppliers requested forecasts of future or-
ders from their Chinese customers. The lack of forecasts is described as a 
big issue by all the Swedish respondents. The stories indicate that the Swe-
dish companies have to reorganize their production schedule and put less 
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important customers on hold in order to produce for key customers such as 
CTV, CCM and WLM, due to a lack of forecasts and short lead times once 
the orders are placed. Accordingly, similarities can be traced regarding 
expectations and desires by the Chinese customers regarding the value co-
creating processes with the Swedish suppliers and vice versa.  

As the value co-creating processes evolved over time, all actors mention 
a variety of unanticipated value (see Table 1). CTV and CCM, appreciate 
the support given by the Swedish suppliers throughout the relationship. 
Right from the beginning of the value co-creating process between CTV 
and Alfa Jiangsu, CTV expected support from the Swedish supplier, since 
CTV had limited experience of the industry as such and especially of mak-
ing trailers. The support has continued throughout the relationship and as 
the value co-creating process has evolved over time. CTV value the support 
given promptly when needed. Similar discussions are found in the value co-
creating process between CCM and Beta Jiangsu. CCM appreciates all the 
support that Beta Jiangsu has offered throughout the relationship. WLM 
describe the product knowledge and the industry knowledge offered by 
Beta Shandong as unanticipated value, even though the value co-creating 
process between WLM and Beta Shandong has been turbulent. The Swe-
dish companies, on the other hand, consider the opportunities of taking 
part in different conferences and seminars arranged by the Chinese cus-
tomers to be unanticipated value. All three companies, i.e. Alfa Jiangsu, 
Beta Jiangsu and Beta Shandong, perceive these occasions as opportunities 
to market themselves and expand the network in China. Furthermore, the 
stories of Alfa Jiangsu and Beta Jiangsu also illustrate unanticipated value 
that has turned out to be very important for the two companies separately. 
In the relationship between CTV and Alfa Jiangsu, a quality problem de-
veloped into a new standard for the Alfa division’s offerings world-wide. In 
contrast, by co-operating with CCM, Beta Jiangsu had the opportunity of 
quickly introducing a wide range of offerings onto the Chinese market. 

The received value discussed is illustrated in various forms (see Table 1). 
Two of the Chinese customers comprehended all the expected value as 
received value. CTV expected Alfa Jiangsu to provide support and 
knowledge right from the start of the relationship. CTV also expected good 
quality products at a reasonable price, delivered on time. Similarly to the 
value co-creating process between CTV and Alfa Jiangsu, CCM also ex-
pected good quality products at a reasonable price, delivered on time by 
Beta Jiangsu. On the other hand, in the value co-creating process between 
WLM and Beta Shandong, WLM perceived only parts of the expected val-
ue as received value. WLM expected good quality of all products offered to 
a reasonable price, delivered on time. Beta Shandong could only fulfil some 
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of the expectations held by WLM. The descriptions made show that the 
value co-creating process had problems right from the start and that Beta 
Shandong struggled to improve the quality of all their products over the 
years, but did not manage to improve the quality enough on pumps and 
valves. None of the Swedish suppliers comprehended the expectation of 
getting paid within a reasonable time as received value. All the stories indi-
cate that an enormously long time elapsed between delivery and payment 
despite the agreements of 60, 90 or 120 days in payment terms. The cus-
tomers normally paid after six months or more had elapsed. Surprisingly, 
however, the Swedish suppliers continued to deliver and collaborated with 
the Chinese counterparts even though the minimal expectations of Alfa 
Jiangsu, Beta Jiangsu and Beta Shandong were not perceived as received 
value. All actors within the investigated value co-creating processes com-
prehend several parts of the desired value as received value. In the relation-
ship between CTV and Alfa Jiangsu as well as CCM and Beta Jiangsu the 
majority of the requests that both the Chinese customers and the Swedish 
suppliers had on the value co-creating processes are perceived as received 
value. On the contrary, in the third relationship between WLM and Beta 
Shandong, very few requests are fulfilled. All actors describe various forms 
of unanticipated value, which all were perceived as received value within 
the value co-creating processes investigated. Figure 10 illustrates an exam-
ple where the expected, desired and unanticipated value transforms into 
received value over time as discussed previously. 

Expected value Received value 

Desired value Received value 

Unanticipated value Received value 

Figure 10: Transformation of value over time 
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Wasted value can also be traced in the value co-creating processes investi-
gated (cp. Hasche 2006). All Swedish suppliers describe the lack of cus-
tomer forecasts as a big issue making operation planning difficult. The 
stories indicate that the Swedish companies had to reorganize their produc-
tion schedule and put less important customers on hold in order to produce 
for key customers such as CTV, CCM and WLM, due to a lack of forecasts 
and short lead times once the orders are placed. These actions of reorganiz-
ing production schedules for key customers resulted in wasted value, since 
the Swedish suppliers did not manage to make these actions visible and 
comprehensible within the value co-creating processes with their Chinese 
counterparts. Thus, the Chinese customers did not perceive the effort as 
received value.  
 

7.2.1 Perceived value as individual and common value 

To summarise, the similarities and dissimilarities discussed can be inter-
preted as a consequence of the actors’ different frames of reference, but 
also as a result of the different roles played by the actors when co-creating 
value in interactive processes. Thus, in contrast to discussions by other 
researchers (see e.g. Normann & Ramirez 1998, Vargo & Lusch 2011) of 
the importance of roles played when co-creating value, the empirical find-
ings of this thesis indicate that the roles played by the actors have conse-
quences when discussing expectations and desires of customers and suppli-
ers in value co-creating processes. Some expectations can be derived from 
different frames of reference, while others can be interpreted as resulting 
from the different roles played by the actors.  

As discussed previously, expected, desired, unanticipated and received 
value are based on perceptions, i.e. perceived value (van der Haar et al. 
2001) The analysis implies that all companies had expectations and desires 
regarding the value co-creating processes, that all parties provided unantic-
ipated value to the value co-creating processes, and that the Chinese cus-
tomers as well as the Swedish suppliers received a variety of value from the 
value co-creating processes. However, the content of the value co-created 
differs between the interacting partners (see Table 1). Similarities can be 
traced regarding the expectations and desires by the Chinese customers on 
the value co-creating processes with the Swedish suppliers and vice versa. 
On the contrary, only a few value notions are shared between the custom-
ers and the suppliers within each of the three value co-creating processes 
investigated. It is visible within the cases that the Chinese customers and 
the Swedish suppliers have expectations and desires regarding the own 
company’s future development. It is also apparent that the Chinese cus-
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tomers and the Swedish suppliers have desires regarding the development 
of the joint co-operation. Accordingly, the value co-created can be grouped 
into individual value for customers and suppliers as well as common value 
for both parties involved in value co-creating processes.  
 

7.3 Benefits and Sacrifices: A Way of Assessing the Value       
Co-Created 

Many researchers (Ravald & Grönroos 1996; Grönroos 1997; Payne & 
Holt 1999, Lapierre 2000, Monroe 2003, Ulaga 2003) suggest that value is 
a multidimensional construct, where the dimensions can be described as 
benefits and sacrifices (de Chernatony et al 2000). The trade-off situation 
between benefits and sacrifices can be viewed as a balance scale, where 
both the customer and the supplier consider not only what they may bene-
fit from the relationship, but also what they may have to sacrifice in the 
relationship (Monroe 2003). It appears from the cases that customers and 
suppliers make pre-judgments of value (cf. Ravald 2008) based on expecta-
tions and desires. In line with the reasoning presented by Mazumdar 
(1993), the actors compare how potential relationships and offerings are 
positioned in relation to other competing options in the market. Customers 
and suppliers assess the sacrifices to be made in order to receive the ex-
pected and desired benefits of the offerings and the relationship in the fu-
ture. As shown in the cases, these value judgments are made on different 
occasions and at different points in time. It is visible within the cases that 
different valuations of benefits and sacrifices are made by the Chinese cus-
tomers and the Swedish suppliers in different types of settings. This will be 
exemplified and discussed further in the paragraphs that follow.  

The Chinese customers as well as the Swedish suppliers had expectations 
and desires on the potential value co-creating processes before the relation-
ships started. Both the Chinese customers and the Swedish suppliers ex-
pected obvious and fundamental things like good quality offerings, at a 
reasonable price, delivered on time against getting paid within a reasonable 
time for offerings delivered. From the beginning of the relationships, the 
Swedish suppliers viewed this type of requirement, “to get paid within a 
reasonable time for offerings delivered”, as an obvious expectation in a 
business context and something that should be comprehensible for all par-
ties involved. However, over time the Swedish suppliers learnt that this was 
not the case. The Swedish companies assessed the situation from experi-
ence made in a Western business context, but forgot that other rules may 
be applicable in other parts of the world. Thus, the Swedish suppliers’ 
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frame of reference did not correspond to the Chinese way of doing busi-
ness. The Swedish suppliers had to sacrifice money, time, effort and energy 
in order to get paid. The Swedish companies allocated resources that fo-
cused only on collecting debts. A number of employees at the Swedish 
companies had a full-time job in calling, visiting, writing letters, begging, 
nagging, threatening and sometimes even bribing customers with “wine 
and dine” in order to get paid.  

According to Hasche (2006), the expected value needs to be fulfilled in 
order for the value co-creating process to develop over time. However, the 
three empirical stories discussed indicate that this may not always be the 
case. Automotive AB wanted both the Alfa and the Beta division to succeed 
in the Chinese market, since the Chinese automotive industry is one of the 
biggest automotive markets in the world. It was important to get the busi-
ness in China running, and Automotive AB was willing to take risks in 
order to succeed. Thus, the Swedish suppliers continued the value co-
creating processes with their Chinese counterparts even though resources 
were sacrificed and an enormously long time elapsed between delivery and 
payment, despite the agreements of 60, 90 or 120 days in payment terms. 
This indicates that some of the desired value presented by the Swedish 
suppliers within these value co-creating processes may be of greater im-
portance than the expected value “to get paid within a reasonable time for 
offerings delivered”. 

By summarizing the previous discussion, it is shown within the cases 
that the Chinese customers’ and the Swedish suppliers’ different frames of 
reference and interpretations of business practices hamper their ability to 
co-create value. Things that were considered as obvious and universal de-
mands in a business context by the Swedish suppliers turned out to be any-
thing but obvious and universal from a Chinese point of view.  

Furthermore, the analysis shows that value co-creating processes evolve 
over time even though the expected value is not perceived as received value 
by the interacting parties. Some of the desired value presented by the Swe-
dish suppliers within these value co-creating processes may be of greater 
importance than the expected value. It can be argued that the Swedish 
suppliers are willing to make greater sacrifices than should have been the 
case in another context, hoping that the sacrifices made will pay off as 
benefits in the future. Thus, different assessments of benefits and sacrifices 
are made by the parties in different types of settings. 
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7.4 Influence of Past, Present and Future on the Perceptions of 
the Value Co-Created 

In line with Håkansson et al. (2009), it is apparent in the cases that epi-
sodes of interaction simultaneously expand and constrain the opportunities 
for further interaction in business relationships. The three stories discussed 
illustrate the complexity of the evolvement of value co-creating processes 
often described by researchers interested in business relationships (e.g. 
Håkansson 1982; Ford et al. 1998; Håkansson et al. 2009; Ford et al. 
2010). By analysing the evolvement of value co-creating processes by using 
the temporal dimension of past, present and future, it can be shown that 
experiences from the past influence the Chinese customers’ and the Swe-
dish suppliers’ expectations of and desires for the future. Thus, this will be 
further discussed and elaborated in the next paragraphs. 

The value co-creating processes between CTV and Alfa Jiangsu as well 
as CCM and Beta Jiangsu evolved in a positive way from search and start 
to growth. The evolvement of these two value co-creating processes was 
not overshadowed by conflicts occurring in the past, as was the case be-
tween WLM and Beta Shandong. In previous literature, authors (see e.g. 
Ravald & Grönroos 1996; Holmlund 1997; 2004; Hasche 2006; 
Håkansson et al. 2009) have found that customers as well as suppliers 
involved in interaction episodes connect the current episode of interaction 
to their experience of previous interaction and their expectations of future 
interaction within the frame of the established business relationship. The 
empirical stories discussed in this thesis indicate that experience of previous 
interaction has an impact on the current interaction beyond the frame of 
the established relationship. The cases discussed show that episodes of 
interaction that have taken place within previous value co-creating pro-
cesses in former business relationships affect the current episode of interac-
tion in the present value co-creating processes in terms of expectations and 
desires.  

In two of the business relationships investigated, conversation, co-
ordination and collaboration intensified. As the value co-creating processes 
between CTV and Alfa Jiangsu as well as CCM and Beta Jiangsu devel-
oped, the parties involved engaged in more and more business together, 
and the uncertainty about the continuity of their relationship decreased 
(cp. Ford 1980; Dwyer et al. 1987). Thus, the importance of the value co-
creating processes increased for all the parties involved. Each party’s posi-
tion in the counterparty’s company strengthened. The roles of the suppliers 
also broadened through activities such as training and internal seminars 
where new technologies, legislations and international business practices 
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were discussed. The value co-creating process between WLM and Beta 
Shandong took an opposite path and entered a state of conflict quickly 
after the Beta division acquired Company X. Thus, the value co-creating 
process between WLM and Beta Shandong had a backlog of negative epi-
sodes occurring in the past to discuss before addressing future episodes of 
co-creation. This development depended on challenging episodes of quality 
and delivery problems deriving from the former business relationship be-
tween WLM and Company X. In the relationship between WLM and Beta 
Shandong, these earlier challenging episodes overshadowed the future po-
tential of the value co-creating process, even though WLM from the begin-
ning had hopes that Beta Shandong could manage and handle the problems 
of insufficient quality, performance issues and delayed deliveries. Both 
parties had an open communication regarding the problems facing Beta 
Shandong right from the start. The management of Beta Shandong realized 
the importance of quickly trying to improve the quality and delivery per-
formance and increase the effectiveness of personnel, manufacturing and 
products. However, the problems faced by Beta Shandong were severe and 
the inflow of orders from WLM declined. Both parties involved felt uncer-
tainty about the continuity of the value co-creating process. Even though 
the interacting partners discussed all the problems in detail, the value co-
creating process continued to be surrounded by conflicts shadowing pre-
sent and future episodes of interaction. WLM kept buying around 4% of 
their needs from Beta Shandong, and the value co-creating process between 
the parties scarcely justified continuance. During the autumn of 2008, Beta 
Shandong delivered the first series of prototypes of both pumps and valves 
to WLM. The pumps were quickly approved by WLM and the volume of 
business increased. However, the relationship between WLM and Beta 
Shandong terminated during the spring of 2010, since the Beta division 
decided to put Beta Shandong up for sale. In this case, it seems as if the 
Chinese customer and the Swedish supplier find it better to give a dysfunc-
tional value co-creating process a second chance to develop into a benefi-
cial value co-creating process in the future, than to terminate the value co-
creating process and start all over with a new partner. It is important to 
consider two possible interpretations in this case. First, as discussed in the 
empirical story, the local government put pressure on WLM and Beta 
Shandong to cooperate, since the two companies are located in the same 
city. Second, supply and demand on pumps in China do not match during 
high season. There is a shortage of pumps during certain times of the year. 
However, as discussed in the story, the experiences of negative episodes of 
value co-creation in the past can prevail over a long period of time and 
affect evolvement of future value co-creating processes. Thus, the past in 
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terms of history has an impact on the interacting parties’ options, attitudes 
and behaviour.  

Another example of how experiences of previous interaction in former 
relationships affect current episodes of interaction in present and future 
value co-creating processes are visible in the relationship between CCM 
and Beta Jiangsu. As discussed earlier, CCM had in an earlier business 
relationship with a German supplier experienced a lack of delivery accura-
cy. CCM lost the business deal and a number of orders, because the Ger-
man supplier could not deliver what CCM demanded on time. Conse-
quently, it was important for CCM to clarify their expectations at an early 
stage regarding prompt delivery in the potential future value co-creating 
process with Beta Jiangsu. This observation indicates that value judgements 
made by the interacting partners are not made only on expectations of and 
desires for the future, but also on experiences from the past. Hence, time in 
terms of past, present and future describes the nature of the value co-
creating processes as dynamic processes where current interaction is affect-
ed by what has taken place previously and by the perceptions of future 
interactions held by the interacting parties (cf. Håkansson et al. 2009).  
 

7.4.1 Experiences versus expectations and desires 

In summary, the three empirical stories discussed show the importance of 
discussing concepts of past, present and future in order to understand the 
evolvement and dynamics of value co-creating processes in business rela-
tionships. Consistent with other researchers suggestions (e.g. Ravald & 
Grönroos 1996; Holmlund 1997; 2004; Hasche 2006; Håkansson et al. 
2009), the stories illustrate that time in terms of past, present and future 
affects the evolvement of value co-creating processes in business relation-
ships, where experiences derived from the past influence expectations and 
desires of the future. The past influences the interacting parties’ options, 
attitudes and behaviour. It can be argued that experiences, good or bad, 
change the business actors’ frames of reference. Accordingly, the value 
judgements made on different occasions over time by the interacting parties 
are based on experiences derived from the past as well as expectations of 
and desires for the future. Thus, on-going value co-creating processes both 
have a history in terms of experiences and a future in terms of expectations 
and desires in order to reach certain objectives. However, negative experi-
ences in the past can prevail over a long period of time, disturbing the 
evolvement of future value co-creating processes.  
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7.5 The Dynamic Nature of the Perceptions of the Value           
Co-Created 

In line with Hasche (2006), the cases show that both the Chinese custom-
ers and the Swedish suppliers had expectations and desires regarding the 
value co-creating processes, all parties provided unanticipated value to the 
value co-creating processes, and all partners received value from the value 
co-creating processes as discussed in section 7.2. However, the transfor-
mation of expected, desired and unanticipated value into received value as 
illustrated in Figure 10 will be further elaborated and exemplified in this 
section. Furthermore, the possibility of converting wasted value into a re-
ceived value will also be discussed.  

Ulaga (2003) state that in a Western business-to-business context, quali-
ty is a given. The supplier’s products are expected to meet a set of technical 
specifications within certain tolerance levels. These findings do not corre-
spond to the cases discussed in this thesis. A couple of years back in a Chi-
nese setting, quality was not a given. Over the years, all three Chinese cus-
tomers have worked hard to ensure good quality offerings. In two of the 
cases investigated, good quality offerings were necessary in order for the 
suppliers to become global players on the international arena. Based on the 
frames of reference, the Chinese customers initially expected a certain qual-
ity level. CTV and CCM had trouble finding suppliers in the established 
supply base who could offer the quality required. Searching for interna-
tional partners became necessary. From the beginning of the value co-
creating processes, two of the Chinese customers needed the guidance of 
the Swedish suppliers regarding the offerings available. Both CTV and 
CCM were pleased with the quality levels received from the Swedish sup-
pliers. Thus, the quality levels received became the new expected levels of 
good quality. This change of expectations can be interpreted in such a way 
that offerings offered by the Swedish suppliers might have had better quali-
ty than the Chinese customers first expected. Once a better than expected 
quality is received, that quality level becomes the new standard (see Figure 
11). The  value co-creating process investigated illustrates that over time, 
when the expected value was comprehended as received value “better than 
expected”, new expectations evolved.  
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In the case of WLM and Beta Shandong, the Chinese customer had experi-
enced high quality pumps manufactured by the Beta division before the 
acquisition was made public. Based on these experiences, WLM believed 
that the take-over would result in improvements regarding quality. Beta 
Shandong struggled to improve the quality of cylinders, pumps and valves, 
but their attempts were not enough. The Swedish supplier managed to 
offer cylinders that were perceived as of good quality by the Chinese cus-
tomer, but failed in offering the expected quality levels of pumps and 
valves. In this case the customer’s expectations were based on previous 
experiences that were much higher than what was perceived as received 
value by the customer (see Figure 12). Thus, the expected value and the 
received value regarding the quality of pumps and valves did not corre-
spond.  
 

As a consequence, the Chinese customer stopped ordering pumps and 
valves from the Swedish supplier. After a couple of months, WLM ap-
proved some models of the pumps and gave Beta Shandong new orders. 
Since only part of the expected value was perceived as received, WLM 
continued to wish for improved quality on all models of pumps and valves. 

Figure 11: The dynamics of expected value over time: Lower level of expected value 
than received value  

Expected value A Received value A+

Expected value A+ Received value A+

1.

2.

Figure 12: Higher level of expected value than received value 

Expected value A+

(based on earlier experiences)

Received value A

(actor receives less 
than exepected)

1.
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The Swedish suppliers describe the difficulties involved in putting for-
ward demands and requests within the relationships with the Chinese cus-
tomers. However, the stories indicate that, over time as the value co-
creating processes evolved, it became easier for the Swedish suppliers to 
argue for their positions. In the value co-creating process between CCM 
and Beta Jiangsu, two examples are found. First, the Swedish supplier had 
difficulties in establishing routines for handling customer complaints. From 
the beginning of the value co-creating process, CCM sent a message to Beta 
Jiangsu demonstrating that ten pumps were broken but without sending 
the pumps back to the supplier. Over time, the Swedish supplier’s desire 
regarding better routines for handling customer complaints has had an 
impact. The Chinese customer has started to send broken pumps back for 
further investigation by the supplier followed by a joint discussion by the 
parties regarding different solutions to the problem. Second, the Swedish 
supplier asked for forecasts in order to make operation planning easier. 
After co-operating for some time, CCM adapted the operation to the Swe-
dish supplier’s desire and offered forecasts to Beta Jiangsu. Once the de-
sired value regarding forecasts was perceived as received, Beta Jiangsu ex-
pected continuous forecasts from CCM. In other words, the examples indi-
cate that once one party fulfils the desired value of the counterparty, the 
desired value changes into an expected value in the future (see Figure 13).  
 

As discussed previously, episodes of wasted value were also found in the 
investigated value co-creating processes. The stories indicate that the Swe-
dish companies have to reorganize their production schedule and put less 
important customers on hold in order to produce for key customers such as 
CTV, CCM and WLM, due to lack of forecasts and short lead times once 
the orders are placed. These actions of reorganizing production schedules 
for key customers resulted in wasted value, since the Swedish suppliers did 
not manage to make these efforts visible and comprehensible within the 

Figure 13: The dynamics of desired value over time 
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Expected value A+ Received value A+
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value co-creating processes with their Chinese counterparts. However, it 
can be argued that, if the Swedish suppliers managed to make these actions 
visible within the value co-creating processes, the Chinese customers would 
perceive it as unanticipated value the first time it is received and after that 
as an expected value (see Figure 14). On the other hand, if the Swedish 
suppliers stopped making these changes in their production schedules in 
favour of CTV, CCM and WLM, the Chinese customers would probably 
perceive a negative value.  
 

Many authors (see e.g. Woodruff 1997; de Chernatony et al. 2000; Flint & 
Woodruff 2001; van der Haar et al. 2001; Woodall 2003; Hasche 2006) 
suggest that the value construct is a dynamic concept that evolves over 
time. However, few of them give empirical examples of such transfor-
mations. As shown in the previous discussion, the dynamism of the value 
construct can be traced in the three value co-creating processes discussed in 
this thesis. The cases clearly show that once expected value is perceived as 
received value, new expectations evolve. Furthermore, once a desired value 
is perceived as received value, the desired value changes into an expected 
value in the future. Moreover, unanticipated value is unexpected only the 
first time it is received. Once received, the unanticipated value transforms 
into expected value. Once the efforts hidden in wasted value are made 
visible, wasted value translates into an unanticipated value or a negative 
value.  

However, it is interesting to note in these cases that the Chinese custom-
ers had difficulties to decide an expected quality level, based on earlier 
experiences. Two of the Chinese customers expected poorer quality than 
was offered by the Swedish suppliers. However, once a better than ex-
pected quality is received, that quality level becomes the new expected 
value. On the other hand, one of the Chinese customers had experienced 
high quality level offerings manufactured by the Swedish supplier before 
the co-operation began and therefore expected a higher quality level than 

Figure 14: The dynamics of wasted value over time 
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was perceived as received. Accordingly, the expectation did not correspond 
to what was perceived as received and the co-operation paused temporari-
ly, as discussed. The cases show the difficulties involved in estimating fu-
ture expected and desired value in international business relationships, 
where the interacting partners have different frames of reference. Things 
that may seem obvious in one context may not be as obvious in another 
context.  
 

7.6 Discussion of Analysis  

In the section that follows, I will discuss and reflect upon the findings pre-
sented. I will go back to the research questions stated in Chapter 1 and 
reflect upon each research question separately. Based on the discussion in 
Chapter 1, it is assumed that Chinese customers and Swedish suppliers 
have different frames of reference that create a distance between the inter-
acting parties. The distance perceived by the Chinese customers and their 
Swedish suppliers make the task of interpreting different signals and ac-
tions more difficult, which may result in misunderstandings and conflicts 
between the interacting parties. Furthermore, empirical examples of the 
high level of uncertainty involved in doing business in a turbulent and 
complex setting like China are presented to the reader in different parts33 
of the thesis. This tension between developing co-operative business rela-
tionships in order to co-create value versus handling uncertainty, misun-
derstandings and conflicts based on perceived distance between the inter-
acting parties, makes an interesting arena for addressing the three research 
questions stated in Chapter 1. 

I will start by discussing and reflecting upon the first research question 
presented. It is expressed as “How do customers and suppliers with differ-
ent frames of reference (inter)act in order to co-create value in internation-
al business relationships?”  

 
Based on the previous chapters, it can be stated that value co-creation pro-
cesses in international business relationships do not deal solely with equal 
business partners co-operating in consensus as suggested by many previ-
ously discussed value frameworks. It is not about customers and suppliers 
benefiting equally or benefiting in the same way from value co-creating 
processes in international contexts. However, what is visible in the three 
cases is the importance of actions and interactions between customers and 
suppliers involved in value co-creating process within the context of inter-
                                                      
33 See Chapters 1, 5, 6, 7 and 8. 
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national business relationship. In the three cases investigated, a number of 
actions and interactions can be identified and grouped into different epi-
sodes that form and shape the value co-creating processes taking place 
between the three Chinese customers and their Swedish suppliers. Before 
the value co-creating processes started, both customers and suppliers per-
formed a number of individual actions, i.e. inquiries and assessments of 
offerings and relationships available in the market, so as to achieve the 
objectives of the individual actors in the future. It is apparent in these cases 
that value is co-created in interactive processes between Chinese customers 
and their Swedish suppliers by episodes of conversation, co-ordination, 
collaboration and co-generation.  

Conversation is suggested as being interpreted as an exchange of infor-
mation between two or more parties through interaction. It is obvious in 
the cases that the frequency and content of the conversations taking place 
between the interacting partners changes over time. Initially, the Chinese 
customers and their Swedish suppliers had frequent contact, where the 
initial conversations between the interacting partners dealt with exchang-
ing information regarding products, solutions and markets. As the value 
co-creating processes evolved, more and more time elapsed between meet-
ings. Over time, the annual customer/supplier conferences became viewed 
as important arenas for exchanging information regarding different topics 
and issues of interest to all actors within the industry.  

Co-ordination is proposed to deal with adapting and adjusting two or 
more things to each other through interaction. The empirical stories dis-
cussed show that the Swedish suppliers partly adjusted their offerings to 
the Chinese customers’ requirements as one way of facilitating the co-
operation between the interacting partners.  

In this thesis collaboration is interpreted as performing joint actions in 
order to reach a shared goal. Some of the episodes discussed, such as the 
corrosion problem in the relationship between CTV and Alfa Jiangsu, illus-
trate collaboration that works well in a Chinese setting but may be difficult 
to perform in other parts of the world. As the Swedish product manager of 
Alfa Jiangsu explained “If this had happened in Sweden, it would have 
been our responsibility to take the batch back, send it to a firm that could 
sandblast as well as re-paint all the items and then send it back to the cus-
tomer.” This type of collaboration show the possibility of pushing the 
boundaries of what is considered the “right” way of handling things in 
some settings to the benefit of finding new entrepreneurial ways of co-
operating in international business relationship.  

Furthermore, it is suggested that co-generation can be interpreted as per-
forming collective actions by interacting in order to create something new 
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and valuable to both parties. The episodes of co-generation traced in the 
empirical stories mostly deal with discussing different projects so as to 
make a more beneficial deal for both parties or discussing new technology 
in order to develop a joint offering in the future.  

Based on the empirical stories and the analysis, it is visible that episodes 
of conversation and co-ordination occur in all three cases, while episodes 
of collaboration and co-generation are present within the two harmonious 
evolving value co-creating processes but non-existent in the more discord-
ant developing value co-creating process. This, in turn, may indicate that 
the means of co-creating value is influenced by the way the value co-
creating process evolves over time, since episodes of collaboration and co-
generation seem to need a closer co-operation between the interacting 
partners than conversation and co-ordination. Thus, collaboration and co-
generation requires a higher degree of mutual involvement and engagement 
by the interacting partners, where actions are performed jointly in order to 
reach a shared goal or to create something new that is valuable to both 
parties.  

As the first research question has been discussed, it is time to reflect on 
the second research question presented in this thesis. The second research 
question is formulated as “How do customers and suppliers with different 
frames of reference perceive the value co-created in international business 
relationships – what are the similarities and dissimilarities?” 
 
The  cases investigated illustrate that the Chinese customers’ and the Swe-
dish suppliers’ perceptions of the value co-created can be fruitfully ana-
lysed by using expected value, desired value, unanticipated value and re-
ceived value. Similarities and dissimilarities can be interpreted as a conse-
quence of the different roles played by the actors, but also as a result of the 
actors’ different frames of reference when co-creating value in interactive 
processes. Some of the expectations held by the interacting partners, i.e. 
good quality offerings, delivered on time, at a reasonable price, against 
getting paid within a reasonable time for offerings delivered, can be inter-
preted as common universal demands connected to the roles of customers 
and suppliers in the context of business relationships. However, the value 
co-creating processes discussed illustrates that these expectations were not 
obvious in the setting studied. Accordingly, the Chinese customers’ and the 
Swedish suppliers’ different frames of reference and interpretations of 
business practices hamper the ability to co-create value.  

The desires of all actors involved illustrate a much more disparate pic-
ture than the uniformity of expectations illustrated by the stories. It is 
shown that the actors’ objectives influence the desires of the actors in-
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volved in value co-creating processes. It should be noted that Chinese com-
panies and Swedish companies are at different stages of collaborating 
across national borders, because China has only recently allowed firms to 
develop their own international trade links, whereas many Swedish com-
panies have a long history of international trade. When discussing the de-
sired value of the Chinese customers, similarities can be found regarding 
the two Chinese customers who are interested in expanding their business 
internationally. Both companies want to become global players, seen by 
others as a reliable name of international fame, where it is important to 
show off collaborations with Western business partners. These objectives 
may be explained by the Chinese government’s “Go Global” policy intro-
duced in the 10th Five-Year Plan (2001-2006)34. The Swedish suppliers, on 
the other hand, need the collaboration with large, strategic important Chi-
nese customers in order to gain access to established Chinese networks. 
Thus, the Swedish suppliers have a well-established reputation internation-
ally, but the companies need the support of domestically recognized Chi-
nese customers so as to expand their business and increase the turnover in 
the Chinese market. Thus, the Chinese companies reached out to the Swe-
dish suppliers in order to gain access to knowledge and support, but also to 
gain benefits from the Swedish suppliers’ good reputation internationally. 
The Swedish companies viewed the collaborations with the domestically 
established well-known Chinese customers as important ways of bridging 
and accessing the Chinese market. The cases show that the majority of the 
actors were interested in co-creating value in order to reach strategic pur-
poses of entering internationally new markets. It is visible within the three 
cases that all parties involved have expectations and desires regarding their 
own company’s future development. It is also apparent from the discus-
sions that the Chinese customers and the Swedish suppliers have expecta-
tions and desires regarding the development of the joint co-operation. Ac-
cordingly, the value co-created can be grouped into individual value for 
customers and suppliers as well as common value for both parties involved 
in value co-creating processes.  

The cases discussed illustrate that value co-creating processes can evolve 
over time even though the expected value is not perceived as received val-
ue. As discussed previously, it seems like some of the desired value present-
ed by the Swedish suppliers within the value co-creating processes , e.g. 
succeeding in the Chinese market, may be of greater importance than the 
expected value of getting paid within a reasonable time for goods deliv-
ered. The Swedish suppliers are willing to continue the value co-creating 

                                                      
34 For a more detailed discussion see, for example, Lagerqvist and Öhrling (2011). 
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processes with their Chinese customers even though an enormously long 
time elapsed between delivery and payment despite the agreements of 60, 
90 or 120 days in payment terms. In addition, the Swedish suppliers had to 
allocate resources that focused only on collecting debts. These actions 
proved to be a very expensive, time- and energy-consuming way to get 
paid. Accordingly, it appears as if the Swedish suppliers make a lot of sac-
rifices in terms of money, time and energy in order to succeed. In other 
words, it can be argued that actors involved in value co-creating processes 
placed in a strategically important but turbulent setting like China may be 
willing to make greater sacrifices than would have been the case in another 
situation, hoping that the sacrifices made will pay off as benefits in the 
future. It seems as if it is a question of trying to estimate the sacrifices of 
today against the possible benefits of tomorrow in the studied international 
value co-creating processes. Furthermore, the time horizon for benefits 
versus sacrifices also appears to differ in different types of contexts. The 
parties of the dysfunctional relationship discussed seem to stay in a compli-
cated value co-creating process for years and years rather than terminate 
the value co-creation process and invest the time and energy in other rela-
tionships. Thus, the previous discussion indicates that different judgements 
of benefits and sacrifices are made in different contexts. 

It is shown in the cases that the Chinese customers and the Swedish sup-
pliers make value judgements at different points in time based on the ac-
tors’ frame of reference. The value judgements made are based on expecta-
tions of and desires for the future, but also on experiences derived from the 
past. Two of the relationships discussed did not have any negative inci-
dents haunting them from the past to discuss and started planning for fu-
ture episodes of co-creation right from the beginning of the value co-
creating processes. On the other hand, one of the relationships investigated 
had a backlog of episodes occurring in the past to discuss before addressing 
future episodes of value co-creation. This development depended on chal-
lenging episodes of quality and delivery problems deriving from the former 
value co-creating process between WLM and Company X, where WLM 
had difficulties in perceiving the expected value as received value. In the 
relationship between WLM and Beta Shandong, these earlier challenging 
episodes overshadowed the future potential of the value co-creating pro-
cess, even though WLM from the beginning had hopes that Beta Shandong 
could manage and handle the problems of insufficient quality, performance 
issues and delayed deliveries. Both parties had an open communication 
regarding the problems facing Beta Shandong right from the start. Even 
though the interacting partners discussed all the problems in detail, the 
value co-creating process continued to be surrounded by conflicts over-
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shadowing present and future episodes of value co-creation. In line with 
previous research, the empirical stories and the analysis show that what 
happens in previous interactions within the relationship influence current 
interactions but also the possibilities of future interactions within the 
framework of the value co-creating process. However, the results of the 
analysis in this thesis go further than that. It is apparent in the empirical 
stories and the analysis that what has happened in past value co-creating 
processes of previous business relationships influences the present value co-
creating process of the current business relationship and what will happen 
in future value co-creating processes in forthcoming business relationships. 
Thus, the influences of the Chinese customers’ and the Swedish suppliers’ 
experiences expand outside the frame of the current business relationships. 
The stories illustrate that time in terms of past, present and future affects 
the evolvement of value co-creating processes in business relationships, 
where experiences derived from the past influence expectations and desires 
of the future. It is apparent that the experiences of negative episodes of 
value co-creation in the past prevail over a long period of time and affect 
the evolvement of future value co-creating processes. Accordingly, on-
going value co-creating processes have both a history in terms of experi-
ences and a future in terms of expectations and desires in order to reach 
certain objectives. Thus, the three value co-creating processes investigated 
illustrate the importance of discussing concepts of past, present and future 
in order to understand the evolvement and dynamics of the value co-
creating processes as well as the perceptions of the value co-created in in-
ternational business relationships. 

After discussing two of the research questions stated in Chapter 1, it is 
time to address my third question. The third research question stated is 
formulated as “How does the perceived value of customers and suppliers 
with different frames of reference change over time in international busi-
ness relationships?” 
 
The cases discussed illustrate that value co-creating processes are dynamic 
in character. As the discussion shows, once a desired value is perceived as a 
received value, it translates into an expected value. An unanticipated value 
is only unexpected the first time it is comprehended as received. Once re-
ceived, the unanticipated value changes into expected value. When the 
effort hidden in the wasted value is appreciated by the counterpart, wasted 
value may be perceived as unanticipated value or as a negative value affect-
ing the value co-creating process. Furthermore, as the value co-creating 
processes evolves over time, new expectations and desires develop.  
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As discussed previously, episodes of wasted value were also found in the 
investigated value co-creating processes. The stories indicate that the Swe-
dish companies have to reorganize their production schedule and put less 
important customers on hold in order to produce for key customers such as 
CTV, CCM and WLM, due to a lack of forecasts and short lead times once 
the orders are placed. These actions of reorganizing production schedules 
for key customers resulted in wasted value, since the Swedish suppliers did 
not manage to make these efforts visible and comprehensible within the 
value co-creating processes with their Chinese counterparts. However, it 
can be argued that, if the Swedish suppliers manage to make these actions 
visible within the value co-creating processes, the Chinese customers would 
perceive it as unanticipated value the first time it was received and after 
that as an expected value. On the other hand, if the Swedish suppliers 
stopped making these changes in their production schedules in favour of 
CTV, CCM and WLM, the Chinese customers would probably perceive a 
negative value.  

Two of the examples taken from the cases discuss expected quality lev-
els. As discussed, quality is not a given in a Chinese setting. In two cases, 
the Chinese customers expected lower quality than what was perceived as 
received. In the other example, the Chinese customer expected higher levels 
of quality than what was perceived as received value by the customer. In 
both cases, the perceptions of the expected and received value did not cor-
respond. In the first example, the received quality level became the new 
expected level. Accordingly, over time when expected value is perceived as 
received value “better than expected”, new expectations evolve. In the 
second example, the inflow of orders terminated for a while. After a couple 
of months, the Chinese customer approved some models and gave the 
Swedish supplier new orders. Since only part of the expected value was 
perceived as received value, the Chinese customer continued to wish for 
improved quality of all offerings. Accordingly, present value judgements 
are based not only on expectations of and desires for the future, but also 
on experiences from the past. Two of the Chinese customers had earlier 
experienced the quality levels offered by their Chinese suppliers and decid-
ed that something else was needed. However, both had difficulties in esti-
mating what to expect from their Swedish counterparts. In the second ex-
ample, the Chinese customer had previous experiences of the high quality 
level offered by the Swedish supplier, which influenced their expectations. 
However, the Swedish supplier did not manage to live up to their reputa-
tion in this case.  
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8 CONCLUSIONS 
In this thesis, co-creation of value has been discussed and analysed in terms 
of interactivity, subjectivity, variations between actors, variations in differ-
ent situations, variations between cultures and the idea that value percep-
tions changes over time. In the previous chapter, the empirical stories were 
analysed in relation to the theoretical reasoning presented earlier. In this 
chapter, the key findings will be discussed further. The chapter continues 
by discussing the contributions of this thesis, suggestions for future re-
search and thoughts on managerial implications. 
 

8.1 Key Findings   

The purpose of this thesis is “to explore how the value co-creating process 
is formed in international business relationships”. The three research ques-
tions, presented in Chapter 1, specify the purpose and give it substance. 
The analysis in Chapter 7 discusses various aspects of the puzzle in order 
to answer the purpose of this thesis. On the one hand, the thesis reveals the 
unique aspects of co-creating value across national borders and the uncer-
tainty involved in these processes. On the other hand, the discussions pre-
sented in this thesis also indicate that business is business everywhere. In 
this section, I will discuss and elaborate on these two contradictory state-
ments by emphasizing the key findings of the thesis.  

As discussed throughout the thesis, different frames of reference between 
customers and suppliers in international business relationship create a dis-
tance that increases the level of uncertainty involved in co-creating value 
across national borders. In this thesis, international business relationships, 
based in China, between Chinese customers and Swedish suppliers, have 
served as illustrative examples. Some of the episodes discussed illustrate co-
operation that works in the setting studied, but may be difficult to perform 
in other parts of the world. Some of the expectations and desires discussed 
may be valid in complex, turbulent and uncertain settings like China, but 
difficult to obtain in other business contexts around the world. Some of the 
sacrifices described may be important to make in settings similar to the one 
studied in order to receive future potential benefits, but would not be ac-
cepted in other international business situations.  

It is shown in the thesis that value is co-created in interaction between 
international customers and suppliers through episodes of conversation, 
co-ordination, collaboration and co-generation. It can be concluded that 
conversation is important throughout the value co-creating processes, but 
absolutely vital from the beginning of the value co-creating processes be-
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tween customers and suppliers with different frames of reference, as exem-
plified by the cases studied. Wine and dine as well as face-to-face time can 
be interpreted as expressions of conversation aiming at reducing uncertain-
ty between the actors involved. This indicates that it is a question of secur-
ing the value co-creating processes before moving on together as partners 
in these relationships. As illustrated by the cases, during the initial epi-
sodes, the actors familiarized themselves with each other both as compa-
nies and as persons. After numerous face-to-face meetings, the conversa-
tions changed in character and developed into negotiations about terms of 
exchange, i.e. expectations regarding price, quality, as well as delivery and 
payment terms. Some expectations discussed within the value co-creating 
processes illustrate different frames of reference, in this thesis exemplified 
by Chinese customers and Swedish suppliers, where asking for a deposit 
can be interpreted as an example of local Chinese business practices ex-
pected in some industries in China, but difficult to countenance in other 
business settings around the world. The Swedish suppliers’ ingenuity in 
order to get paid may be another example of local Chinese business prac-
tices, at least as interpreted by the Swedish companies. Accordingly, even 
though intensive conversation characterized the value co-creating processes 
from the beginning, things such as who will do what, in return for what, 
by what deadline, were not obvious and comprehensible for all the parties 
involved in the value co-creating processes. 

In many business settings around the world, for example in Sweden, 
written contracts between actors are often used to control these things. 
Once you sign a contract, you are expected to stick to it. The parties know 
who will do what, in return for what, and by what deadline. Each party is 
expected to do everything in their power to follow the contract as part of 
business practice. If one of the parties fails, the contract often identifies the 
consequences of non-compliance. As discussed previously, such assump-
tions do not apply in settings like China, where the legal and judicial en-
forcement system has not been reliable for the enforcement of business 
deals. A business contract is only as strong as the underlying business rela-
tionship. Accordingly, it can be concluded that co-ordination takes place in 
more ways than just by relying on written contracts as exemplified by the 
cases studied. For example, the Swedish suppliers make adjustments of 
their offerings to better suit the Chinese customers’ requirements, i.e. re-
duce the price and involve the Chinese customers in the manufacturing 
process, where the Chinese customers do more work themselves. Another 
example of co-ordination is exemplified by the Swedish suppliers’ request 
for customer forecasts, which initially feels uncomfortable for the Chinese 
customers to share. However, over time this is fulfilled in one of the value 
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co-creating processes discussed. This shows the actors’ willingness to try to 
reduce uncertainty and thereby enable value co-creation between the inter-
active parties.    

One of the episodes of collaboration discussed seems unique in the sense 
that it works in settings like China, but may be difficult to perform in other 
business settings around the world. The collaboration episode in mind 
concerns the quality issues of corrosion in one batch of products shipped 
from Mexico, where the mutual benefit acted as a bond maintaining the 
value co-creating process.  
Episodes of co-generation are visible in two of the cases, where both the 
Chinese customers and the Swedish suppliers take active roles in different 
types of joint development projects. This can be interpreted so that the 
uncertainty subsides over time. 

It can be concluded that value co-creating processes between customers 
and suppliers with different frames of reference, which in this thesis is ex-
emplified by Chinese customers and Swedish suppliers, evolve over time by 
staff representatives interacting in person, socializing together and working 
together. As illustrated by the cases, it takes a long time and great effort to 
create an environment where the parties can trust each other and commit 
to the value co-creating processes. Many of the examples discussed deal 
with trial and error in different situations within the value co-creating pro-
cesses. The examples given show the unique aspects of co-creating value in 
international business relationships, where interacting over time reduces 
uncertainty in different ways and where the partners develop a greater 
understanding of one another’s differences.  

On the other hand, the discussions presented in this thesis also indicate 
that business is business everywhere in the sense that customers and suppli-
ers act and interact in a variety of ways in order to establish, maintain and 
develop value co-creating processes with business partners. Furthermore, 
customers and suppliers have expectations and desires regarding the value 
co-creating processes, actors create unanticipated value within the value 
co-creating processes and receive a variety of value from the value co-
creating processes. Time in terms of past, present and future describe value 
co-creating processes as dynamic, where the evolvement of value co-
creating process depends on past, present and future episodes of interac-
tion. What happens in previous interactions within value co-creating pro-
cesses influences current interactions but also the possibility of future in-
teractions within the frame of value co-creating processes. The influence of 
customers’ and suppliers’ experiences expands outside the frame of the 
current business relationship. Accordingly, what has happened in the past 
value co-creating processes of previous business relationships influences the 
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present value co-creating process of the current business relationship and 
what will happen in future value co-creating processes in forthcoming 
business relationships. Learning from earlier relationships affects current 
relationships but also future relationships. Moreover, value co-creating 
processes are dynamic in character and over time, as the value co-creating 
processes evolve, the perceptions of the actors involved of expected value, 
desired value, unanticipated value and received value changes.  

In essence, the concepts developed in this thesis can be seen to be gener-
ally applicable when discussing value co-creating processes in international 
business relationships. However the content of the different concepts dis-
cussed varies between business actors, across cultures and over time. The 
concepts prove fruitful when responding to the purpose of this study, i.e. 
how the value co-creating process is formed in international business rela-
tionships. First, value is co-created in interactive processes between interna-
tional customers and suppliers, where episodes of conversation, co-
ordination, collaboration and co-generation influence and form the value 
co-creating process. A number of actions and interactions are performed in 
order to achieve certain objectives that both the customer and the supplier 
have in mind when engaging in value co-creating processes with specific 
partners. Second, expected value, desired value, unanticipated value and 
received value also have an impact on the value co-creating process. Cus-
tomers and suppliers make value judgements on repeated occasions at dif-
ferent points in time, based on expectations and desires. Customers and 
suppliers have expectations and desires regarding the own company’s fu-
ture development, i.e. individual value. However, customers and suppliers 
also have expectations and desires regarding the development of the joint 
co-operation, i.e. common value. Third, the value judgements made are not 
only based on expectations and desires of the future, but also on experi-
ences drawn from the past. It is illustrated in the stories that customers and 
suppliers make pre-judgements regarding value, where offerings and busi-
ness relationship are evaluated as value co-creating resources needed in 
order to achieve the initial objectives of both parties. As the value co-
creating processes evolve, other expectations and desires develop and new 
value judgements are made by customers as well as suppliers as part of a 
dynamic process characterized by constantly changing conditions. Over 
time, these value judgements aggregate into an overall value experience of 
how well offerings and the specific business relationship contribute to val-
ue co-creation by both parties. Accordingly, the temporal dimension of 
past, present and future also effect and shape the value co-creating process. 
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8.2 What Can Be Seen as Fundamentally Interesting? 

After discussing the key findings of this thesis, it is time to consider the 
fundamentally interesting aspects that can be found in the above reasoning. 
In this section, the concepts discussed previously will be developed into a 
nuanced phraseology that further enriches the research debate into value as 
co-created. Based on the discussions and reflections made, it can be argued 
that it is fruitful to nuance the notion of value co-creation in interactive 
processes by separating value co-creation into value through a business 
relationship and value in a business relationship.  

In this thesis, it is concluded that international customers as well as sup-
pliers with different frames of reference may have different objectives with 
their engagements in specific value co-creating processes. All the parties 
involved have expectations and desires regarding the own firm’s future 
development. By engaging in a specific value co-creating processes with a 
particular counterpart, each party expects and desires to receive value 
through the business relationship. Accordingly, co-creation of value 
through a business relationship can be interpreted as individual value for 
each party. The individual value received through a business relationship is 
not perceived as shared by the interacting partners (see Figure 15). In this 
thesis, it is concluded that individual value, in terms of expected value, 
desired value, unanticipated value and received value, can take many dif-
ferent forms and can be perceived differently by customers and suppliers 
with different frames of reference. In the specific cases discussed in this 
thesis, it can be interpreted that the overall objective of the value co-
creating processes was to gain access to a network, where the value co-
creating processes with the specific partner functioned as a steppingstone 
and a gateway to a new network. 
 

“Value through a business relationship”

Customer Supplier

Individual
value

Individual
value

Interaction

Figure 15: Schematic illustration of value through a business relationship 
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It is also shown within the analysis that international customers and sup-
pliers with different frames of reference have expectations and desires re-
garding the development of the joint co-operation. The expected, desired 
and received value can be interpreted as value in a business relationship, 
where both parties have a common goal or common good by receiving 
jointly shared value. Accordingly, value in a relationship can be viewed as 
common value, shared by the interacting parties (see Figure 16).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As discussed previously, conversation, co-ordination, collaboration and co-
generation represents four categories of interaction episodes that capture 
the process of co-creating value. It is obvious that conversation between 
customers and suppliers with different frames of reference is important 
throughout the process, but that face-to-face time is vital from the begin-
ning of the value co-creating processes in order to co-create individual 
value, i.e. value through a business relationship. As discussed previously, 
face-to-face time can be interpreted as aiming at reducing uncertainty be-
tween the actors involved, where the content of the conversations changes 
over time This indicates that it is a question of securing the value co-
creating process before moving on together as partners in these relation-
ships. Furthermore, it is also apparent that it is difficult for customers and 
suppliers with different frames of reference co-operating in interactive pro-
cesses characterized by uncertainty to co-create common value in business 
relationships. Episodes of collaboration and co-generation are more visible 
in the harmoniously evolving value co-creating processes than in the dis-
cordantly developing value co-creating process discussed in this thesis.  

It can be argued that conversation and co-ordination enable co-creation 
of value through a business relationship, while collaboration and co-

“Value in a business relationship”

Customer Supplier

Common
value

Interaction

Figure 16: Schematic illustration of value in a business relationship 
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generation facilitate co-creation of value in a business relationship. As ex-
emplified in the previous discussions, over time in different episodes, the 
actors co-create value through a business relationship as well as in a busi-
ness relationship where the temporal dimension of past, present and future 
plays an important part in describing the dynamics of the value co-creating 
process. Thus, co-creating value through a business relationship and in a 
business relationship appears in overlapping episodes over time in value co-
creating processes. However, some business actors co-create value only 
through a business relationship, while others co-create value both through 
a business relationship and in a business relationship, i.e. both individual 
value and common value are co-created.  

It may be assumed that co-creating value through a business relationship 
is more common from the beginning of a relationship, while co-creating 
value in a business relationship may be more common over time when the 
parties have had the opportunity to interact in person, socialising together 
and working together, i.e. when uncertainty is reduced. This indicates that 
it may take much longer time and may be more difficult for customers and 
suppliers with different frames of reference to co-create value in a business 
relationship than through a business relationship, due to perceived uncer-
tainty. Accordingly, the concepts of value through a business relationship 
and value in a business relationship reflect different degrees of uncertainty. 
It seems as if the actors involved are willing to make greater sacrifices than 
would have been the case in another setting, and hope that the sacrifices 
made today will pay off as benefits in the future. There is a contradiction 
in the reasoning that is worth noticing. The value co-creating processes 
investigated illustrate a pattern of high uncertainty, where the sacrifices are 
many and it seems difficult to take the next step in the value co-creating 
process, but where the interacting parties cannot let go and make a fresh 
start with a new partner in a hopefully less demanding value co-creating 
process. Thus, it is concluded that different judgements regarding benefits 
and sacrifices are made in different settings. It appears that the business 
logic used by the actors in the setting studied may be different from the 
business logic normally used by the actors. It may be argued that it takes a 
lot of time and effort on the part of all the parties involved to reach a state 
of collaboration and co-generation. Some international customers and 
suppliers with different frames of reference may only co-create value 
through a business relationship by conversation and co-ordination, perceiv-
ing individual value, and never co-create value in a business relationship by 
collaboration and co-generation, perceiving common value. Hence, this 
indicates that it takes a long time and great effort to reduce uncertainty 
and to create an environment where customers and suppliers with different 
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frames of reference can trust each other and commit to value co-creating 
processes. The parties involved need time to get to know each other. 

 

8.3 Contributions 

The intention of this thesis has been to further elaborate and discuss the 
phenomenon of value co-creation by investigating international business 
relationships. The tension between the high levels of uncertainty involved 
in doing international business and a value co-creation perspective makes 
an interesting starting point for such discussions. In this thesis, China has 
served as an example of a complex and turbulent setting, where uncertain-
ty characterises the value co-creating processes between Chinese customers 
and their Swedish suppliers. The thesis rests on reasoning and concepts 
discussed in the field of marketing, where literature on value co-creation 
forms the backbone of the thesis. By incorporating literature on business 
interaction from the IMP Group, the suggested phraseology pinpoints the 
importance of actions and interactions and the temporal dimension of past, 
present and future in the discussions of value co-creation. The customer-
supplier perspective chosen shifts the focus from the individual actions 
performed by one company to the interactions performed in relations be-
tween companies. Accordingly, the theoretical contributions of this thesis 
are directed towards the value literature.  

This thesis contributes theoretically to the research on value co-creation 
in business relationships by discussing how the value co-creating process is 
formed in international business relationships. By refining the notion of 
value co-creation in interactive processes further by discussing value 
through a business relationship and value in a business relationship, a nu-
anced phraseology develops where value co-creation includes both individ-
ual value for customers and suppliers respectively and common value for 
both parties to share. The concepts of conversation, co-ordination, collab-
oration and co-generation capture the process of co-creating value in inter-
active processes between international customers and suppliers with differ-
ent frames of reference. By discussing the temporal dimension of past, pre-
sent and future in this thesis, the developed phraseology infer the notion of 
continuity instead of short term interaction episodes35 often discussed in 
other types of value co-creation frameworks, especially when based on S-D 
logic reasoning (Leroy et al. 2012). The thesis also contributes to the un-
derstanding of how perceptions of value influence the conduct of the par-

                                                      
35 The type of short-term interaction episodes referred to are typical service activi-
ties, i.e. service encounters, etc. (Leroy et al. 2012) 
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ties involved in international business relationships (cf. Corsaro & Snehota 
2010).  

The majority of studies previously carried out in a Chinese setting have 
focused on Western companies’ experiences of doing business in China 
(Wilson & Brennan 2010). By applying a customer-supplier perspective, 
the empirical contribution of this thesis is the empirical discussions of the 
dyadic nature of international business relationships placed in a Chinese 
setting, where both the Chinese customers’ and the Swedish suppliers’ sto-
ries are of interest. This thesis has given empirical content to the evolve-
ment and dynamics of three international value co-creating processes, the 
actions and interactions enabling value co-creation and the perceptions of 
the Chinese customers and the Swedish suppliers involved in these process-
es. 

The descriptions of the approaches used to gain access and collect em-
pirical data in a complex, turbulent and uncertain setting such as China, 
can also be seen as a contribution. My journey shows that performing 
qualitative research in an international setting may be more problematic 
and more time consuming than at first expected, where, as a researcher, 
one needs to be flexible and sensitive towards one’s respondents’ different 
requests. Conducting research in a setting like China is far more than 
searching the Internet to find interesting companies to study, phoning re-
spondents to make appointments, stepping into the respondent’s office just 
in time for the interview, performing the interview and then going home to 
continue to work with the dictums collected. In retrospect, I realize the 
importance of the pre-work done. I spent a lot of time socializing together 
with my Chinese respondents before I even knew whether or not they 
would participate in my study. As highlighted within the cases, it was nec-
essary to reduce the uncertainty by spending a lot of face-to-face time to-
gether with my Chinese respondents.  

   

8.4 Suggestions for Future Research 

Further research can deepen or broaden our understanding and knowledge 
of the subject of interest in a number of different respects. In this thesis, 
three dyadic international business relationships placed in a Chinese setting 
have been discussed and analysed by exploring the phenomenon of value 
co-creation. Based on the discussions in this thesis, I have found three dif-
ferent areas of future research to be of interest for further discussion.  

First, the nuanced phraseology developed and discussed in section 8.2 
could be used by other researchers and in other empirical business-to-
business settings in order to give it additional substance. The phraseology 
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developed in this thesis can be used as an analytical tool in further re-
search, in order to refine, deepen and further develop the theoretical dis-
cussion on value as co-created. China has in this thesis served as a good 
example of a complex and turbulent setting, where uncertainty characteriz-
es the value co-creating processes investigated. It is apparent in the cases 
that the actors involved do not necessarily have the same objectives; nor do 
they act with common interests in value co-creating processes, as implicitly 
assumed in previous discussions of value co-creation. However, despite this 
it is concluded that value is co-created in interactions between international 
customers and suppliers with different frames of reference by episodes of 
conversation, co-ordination, collaboration and co-generation. It is also 
evident that all the actors involved had expectations and desires regarding 
the value co-creating process, that all parties provided unanticipated value 
to the value co-creating processes, and that all actors received value from 
the value co-creating processes. Thus, international customers and suppli-
ers with different frames of reference co-create individual as well as com-
mon value. It would be interesting to use the developed phraseology and 
over time follow the interactions taking place between international cus-
tomers and suppliers working with joint development projects, where both 
parties have a common interest and objective with the project from begin-
ning to end in order to develop the notions of value through a business 
relationship versus value in a business relationship further.       

Second, it might be exciting to further elaborate the discussion of value 
co-creation in settings other than business-to-business. Accordingly, in a 
Swedish setting, collaborations between public and private actors are an 
interesting arena for studying value co-creation. Another interesting arena 
for studying value co-creation is within the so-called social economy, 
which is often seen as distinct from both the public and private sectors, 
where the objectives of the activities performed primarily have social pur-
poses. It is interesting to address both these settings in terms of co-creating 
individual value, common value and maybe even the occurrence and possi-
bility of co-creating societal value in these types of collaborations. 

Third, it may be stimulating to discuss value co-creation in a Chinese 
setting from perspectives other than the one used in this thesis. One sugges-
tion is to change the roles of the interacting parties by investigating the 
dyadic business relationship between Swedish customers and their Chinese 
suppliers, especially since the quality of Chinese products is a topical issue 
in both China and Sweden. In the case stories discussed, the Chinese com-
panies are afraid of being perceived internationally as companies producing 
low-quality products. Since more and more Swedish companies use Chi-
nese subcontractors to manufacture some parts of their total offering, it 
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may be interesting to investigate the co-operation in these types of relation-
ships and how expectations and desires are communicated in order to re-
ceive an acceptable quality level. Another suggestion is to extend the cus-
tomer-supplier perspective to incorporate a network context, since the 
dynamic nature of value co-creation in any customer-supplier relationship 
is influenced by development processes in other connected relationships. 
This approach might be especially interesting in a Chinese setting, since 
relationships to different types of institutions and government officials 
appear to exert a significant influence on the focal customer-supplier rela-
tionship (cf. Wiley et al. 2006).  
 

8.5 Thoughts on Managerial Implications 

It is not an easy task for customers and suppliers to understand the coun-
terparty when interacting in value co-creating processes. This task may be 
even more difficult in international contexts, where companies must be 
prepared for challenges such as differences in language, business practices, 
political and legal systems, economic environment, industry structure and 
culture (see e.g. (Hallen & Wiedersheim-Paul 1984; Evans & Mavondo 
2002; Sousa & Bradley 2005; Sousa & Bradley 2006). The value co-
creating processes investigated in this thesis are placed in a complex and 
turbulent setting, where different frames of reference create a distance be-
tween the customers and the suppliers that increases the level of uncertain-
ty between the interacting partners. As seen in the cases discussed, it may 
be worth taking the time and effort necessary in order to try to understand 
the setting of the value co-creating process, the interaction episodes that 
enable value co-creation and the expectations and desires of the interacting 
parties. 

The setting discussed in Chapter 5 describes both the opportunities pre-
sented by the enormous size of the Chinese market as well as the downside 
of conducting businesses in China with non-transparent governance, lack 
of transparency in the legislation and in the understanding, implementation 
and enforcement of law, intellectual property right infringements, payment 
delays and a lack of trust worthy information. Many different examples of 
both opportunities and difficulties in co-creating value across national 
borders are discussed throughout this thesis. Thus, it is important to know 
as much as possible about the rules before starting to play the game.  

It is shown that conversation and face-to-face time is very important in 
circumstances where the value co-creating processes are characterized by 
uncertainty. These episodes of conversation give both parties a chance to 
interact in person, to socialize together and at the same time to discuss 
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offerings, solutions, differences between markets and terms of exchange. It 
is one way of reducing perceived uncertainty. Even though intensive con-
versation has characterized the value co-creating processes discussed in this 
thesis, it was difficult to agree on who will do what, in return for what, by 
what deadline. Accordingly, it is important to sort out all the loose ends as 
soon as possible, even the ones that may be seen as obvious in a particular 
context.  

As shown within the cases, customers and suppliers have expectations 
and desires regarding value co-creating processes; customers and suppliers 
provide unanticipated value in value co-creating processes, and customers 
as well as suppliers receive value from value co-creating processes. Howev-
er, the content of the expected value, desired value, unanticipated value 
and received value varies across cultures, between business actors and over 
time.  
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APPENDIX A 
 
IInterview Guide 1 

 

A Introduction 

A1. Can you give me a short description of your work at XXXX?  

A2. How long have you worked at XXXX? 

A3. Can you describe XXXX as a company?  

- When founded? 

- History? 

- Organization?  

- Where represented?  

- Number of employees? 

- Sales turnover? 

- Export? If yes, part of sales? Where? 

A4. Describe the market? 

- Is the market rapid developing/mature? 

- Few big producers/many small producers? 

- Competitors (mainly Chinese or from all over the world?) 

- Competition? 

- Customers (mainly Chinese or from all over the world?) 

A5. What goals has XXXX in the long run? 

 

B Offering 

B1. What is the core business of XXXX?  

B2. What are XXXX producing and offering their customers? 

- Product groups etc? 

B3. How does XXXX customize the products after each customers de-
mand?  
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B4. What are the unique features of XXXX’s products compare to compet-
ing products? 

B5. What things in XXXX’s offerings do you think your customers value? 

B6. Does XXXX have customers with specific demands that you have to 
require from your suppliers? 

B7. What kind of reputation do you think that Western products have in 
China? Examples? 

 

C Business relationships 

C1. Describe the process of finding potential suppliers/customers? 

C2. Describe the process of evaluating potential suppliers/customers? 

- Demans? Evaluation criteria? 

C3. Describe the Chinese business culture? How is business done in China? 
Examples? 

C4. Are there any special situations where you would prefer to use a Chi-
nese supplier/customer instead of a Western supplier/customer? Vice 
versa? 

C5. What is the difference between making a business deal with a Chinese 
company compared to a Western company? 

 

D End of interview 

D1. Is there anything else that you find interesting to tell me about XXXX 
as a company, or anything else that we have discussed? 
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APPENDIX B 
 

IInterview Guide 2 

 

A Business relationship: The specific relationship between XXXX– YYYY 

A1. How long have you been involved in the relationship between XXXX-
YYYY? 

A2. Describe the first contact between XXXX and YYYY?  

- When and where? 

A3. Describe the first meetings between XXXX and YYYY? 

- What was discussed?  

- Other suppliers fighting for the same deal? Chinese/Western com-
panies? 

A4. Describe the first business deal between XXXX and YYYY? 

- Negotiation process? What was most important for XXXX? 
YYYY? 

- Demands? Requirements from your side? Requirements from 
YYYY’s side? 

- What was delivered the first time? 

- Have there been more negotiations than one? About what? 

- Contract? What is regulated in the contract? Time period? What 
happens after contract ends? 

A5. Tell me about your contacts with YYYY today? 

- How often do you have contact? 

- What are you discussing during these contacts? 

- E-mail, phone, physical meetings? 

A6. What where the motives for XXXX to start a business relationship 
with YYYY? 

A7. Why did you choose YYYY as a supplier/customer the first time? 

- What kind of problems did XXXX have that YYYY helped solv-
ing? 
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A8. Do you think that it has developed some common goals between 
XXXX and YYYY over time? 

- If yes, how would you describe them? 

A9. How do the representatives from XXXX and YYYY work in order to 
develop the relationship? 

- Meetings? Other activities? 

A10. How do you think that the relationship has developed over time? 

- Larger quantities? Other products? Trust? Exchange of trustworthy 
information etc.? Conflicts? 

A11. What do you think were the motives for YYYY to start a business 
relationship with XXXX? 

A12. Describe three things that have worked out very well in the relation-
ship with YYYY? 

A13. Describe three things that could have worked out better in the rela-
tionship with YYYY? 

A14. Describe your overall impression of the relationship with YYYY 
compared to other business relationships? 

A15. What do you think about the future co-operation between XXXX 
and YYYY? 

 

B Value co-creation: The specific relationship between XXXX– YYYY 

B1. What was most important/valuable for XXXX in YYYY’s offering 
before the relationship started? 

B2. What in YYYY’s offering is most important/valuable to XXXX today? 

B3. Can you describe how XXXX together with YYYY work in different 
situations? 

- From the beginning of the relationship? 

- How has it changed over time? 

- New projects? 

B4. What kind of demands (requirements) did XXXX have on the relation-
ship with YYYY from start? 

- Have these requirements changed over time? If yes, how? 
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- Where these requirements pronounced/unpronounced? Regulated in 
contract? 

B5. What kind of hopes did XXXX have on the relationship with YYYY 
from start? 

- What was the goal with the relationship? 

- Have these requests changed over time? If yes, how? 

B6. What has the relationship with YYYY resulted in that was not ex-
pected nor desired in advance? 

B7. Describe what XXXX receives in the relationship with YYYY? 

B8. Describe what XXXX provides in the relationship with YYYY?  

B9. Describe what XXXX retrieves in the relationship with YYYY? 

B10. Describe the relationship with YYYY in terms of benefits and sacri-
fices? 

- Changes over time? 

 

C End of interview 

C1. Is there anything else that you find interesting to tell me about XXXX 
or the relationship to YYYY? 
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